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Abstract
Laser interferometer gravitational wave observatory (LIGO) consists of two complex large-scale laser
interferometers designed for direct detection of gravitational waves from distant astrophysical sources
in the frequency range 10Hz - 5kHz. Direct detection of space-time ripples will support Einstein’s
general theory of relativity and provide invaluable information and new insight into physics of the
Universe.
The initial phase of LIGO started in 2002, and since then data was collected during the six
science runs. Instrument sensitivity improved from run to run due to the effort of commissioning
team. Initial LIGO has reached designed sensitivity during the last science run, which ended in
October 2010.
In parallel with commissioning and data analysis with the initial detector, LIGO group worked
on research and development of the next generation of detectors. Major instrument upgrade from
initial to advanced LIGO started in 2010 and lasted until 2014.
This thesis describes results of commissioning work done at the LIGO Livingston site from 2013
until 2015 in parallel with and after the installation of the instrument. This thesis also discusses
new techniques and tools developed at the 40m prototype including adaptive filtering, estimation of
quantization noise in digital filters and design of isolation kits for ground seismometers.
The first part of this thesis is devoted to the description of methods for bringing the inter-
ferometer into linear regime when collection of data becomes possible. States of longitudinal and
angular controls of interferometer degrees of freedom during lock acquisition process and in low noise
configuration are discussed in details.
Once interferometer is locked and transitioned to low noise regime, instrument produces astro-
physics data that should be calibrated to units of meters or strain. The second part of this thesis
describes online calibration technique set up in both observatories to monitor the quality of the
collected data in real time. Sensitivity analysis was done to understand and eliminate noise sources
of the instrument.
The coupling of noise sources to gravitational wave channel can be reduced if robust feedfor-
ward and optimal feedback control loops are implemented. Static and adaptive feedforward noise
cancellation techniques applied to Advanced LIGO interferometers and tested at the 40m prototype
vare described in the last part of this thesis. Applications of optimal time domain feedback control
techniques and estimators to aLIGO control loops are also discussed.
Commissioning work is still ongoing at the sites. First science run of advanced LIGO is planned
for September 2015 and will last for 3-4 months. This run will be followed by a set of small instrument
upgrades that will be installed on a time scale of few months. Second science run will start in spring
2016 and last for about six months. Since current sensitivity of advanced LIGO is already more
than a factor of 3 higher compared to initial detectors and keeps improving on a monthly basis, the
upcoming science runs have a good chance for the first direct detection of gravitational waves.
vi
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
Einstein’s theory of general relativity [1] extends Newton’s laws of universal gravitation towards
large velocities and big gravitational potentials of interacting objects. General relativity could
explain and predict many important physical effects including precession of the perihelion of the
orbits of planets, angular deflection of light rays by gravity and gravitational lensing, frequency shift
of light, and gravitational time dilation, existence of black holes, and other compact objects and
radiation of gravitational waves.
The general theory of relativity provides a description of gravity as a geometric property of space
and time. The presence of energy and momentum changes the curvature of space-time according to
Einstein equations. Gravitational waves are ripples of space-time curvature that propagate outward
from the source. Energy loss of a binary star system due to gravitational radiation was indirectly
observed by Hulse and Taylor [2].
The mission of LIGO is to directly detect gravitational waves of cosmic origin and extract infor-
mation about the source from the wave properties [3, 4]. This discovery will build a new branch of
astronomy that will complement electromagnetic telescopes and neutrino observatories.
Advanced LIGO [5] is designed for broadband detection of gravitational waves in the frequency
range from 10Hz up to 5kHz. US hosts two interferometers located at Livingston, LA and Hanford,
WA. Using data from two sites, it is possible to correlate the gravitational wave signal and reduce
the probability of false detection due to instrument glitches and noises. The Livingston and Hanford
observatories are located 2998km apart and it takes 10msec for light to travel the distance between
the two sites. Separation between the two observatories allows one to estimate the direction in the
sky of the gravitational wave source.
Two other interferometers outside of U.S. are now under construction with design and sensitivity
similar to aLIGO. The first one is the Italian-French VIRGO [6] instrument located in Pisa, and the
second one is the Japanesse project KAGRA [7] located in the Kamioka mine. Yet another element
of the worldwide network of gravitational wave detectors is proposed to be built in India [8].
Other types of terrestrial based gravitational wave detectors include resonant bars [9, 10], atom
2interferometers [11], and torsion bar antennas [12]. These techniques can be used as low frequency
gravitational wave detectors and complement large-scale optical interferometers.
Ground motion and available space for building instruments are the most significant challenges
in detecting gravitational waves below 1Hz using terrestrial based instruments. For this reason space
based detectors such as LISA [13] and DECIGO [14] were proposed in the past and research studies
are currently undergoing.
This chapter gives an introduction to the concept of gravitational waves and astrophysical sources.
The first section describes treatment of gravitational waves as small ripples in space time. The
second section describes types of astrophysical sources of gravitational waves. The third section
shows response of the Michelson interferometer to gravitational wave signal.
1.1 Gravitational waves
Since all objects move in gravitational fields in the same way independent of the object mass, the
equivalence principle states that it is possible to cancel gravitational forces locally by moving to
non-inertial reference frame. In this frame interval ds is determined by the quadratic form
ds2 = gijdx
idxj (1.1)
where gij is a metric tensor and x
i are coordinates in four dimensional space-time.
In the absence of gravitational field, metric gij = ηij ≡ diag(1,−1,−1,−1) in the inertial ref-
erence frame if Cartesian coordinates are used. Space-time is flat in this case. In the presence of
gravitational field metric gij can not be brought to diagonal form by any coordinate transformation.
In this case space-time is curved.
If space-time metric tensor gij is known, motion of the object is determined by its geodesics
equation [15]:
d2xi
ds2
+ Γikj
dxk
ds
dxj
ds
= 0 (1.2)
where Γikj =
1
2g
im
(
∂gmk
∂xj +
∂gmj
∂xk
− ∂gkj∂xm
)
are Christoffel symbols.
Metric tensor gij depends on matter and energy distribution and is determined by Einstein equa-
tions. These equations are nonlinear partial differential equations due to the fact that gravitational
fields carry energy and momentum themselves. This is in contrast with linear Maxwell’s equations
since electromagnetic field does not carry charge. Einstein equations can be written as [16]:
Rik = −8piG
c4
(Tik − 1
2
gikT
m
m) (1.3)
3where Tik is the energy-momentum tensor, Rik = (
∂Γljk
∂xl
− ∂Γlil
∂xk
+ΓlikΓ
m
lm−Γmil Γlkm) is the Ricci tensor,
and G is the gravitational constant.
Einstein equations for space-time metric gij are usually solved numerically. Precise solutions are
known for limited cases of matter and energy distributions. Kerr metric [17] is a solution for empty
space-time around a rotating uncharged axially-symmetric black hole with a spherical event horizon.
Schwarzschild metric [18] describes gravitational field outside a spherical mass, on the assumption
that the electric charge of the mass, angular momentum of the mass and universal cosmological
constant are all zero. Reissner-Nordstrom metric [19] is a static solution which corresponds to the
gravitational field of a charged, non-rotating, spherically symmetric body of mass M. KerrNewman
metric [20] describes the space-time geometry in the region surrounding a charged, rotating mass.
In the weak field approximation far away from the source space-time metric is close to the
diagonal form ηij = diag(1,−1,−1,−1):
gij = ηij + hij (1.4)
where hij  1 is a small perturbation. Using gauge invariance, and up to first order in h, it is
possible to write Ricci tensor as Rik =
1
2 (52− 1c2 ∂
2
∂t2 )hik. Einstein equations in the empty space are
reduced to:
(
52 − 1
c2
∂2
∂t2
)
hij = 0 (1.5)
Thus, elements of hij represent a plane wave propagating with the speed of light c. In the
transverse traceless gauge hij is given in the form [21]:
hij =

0 0 0 0
0 −h+ h× 0
0 h× h+ 0
0 0 0 0
 cos(ωt− kz) (1.6)
where h+ and h× represent two orthogonal polarizations of the gravitational wave with frequency
ω and wave vector k.
1.2 Source of gravitational waves
Gravitational waves can be produced by any acceleration of matter if spherical and cylindrical
symmetries are broken. In the case when motions within the source are slow compared with the
speed of light, the largest contribution to gravitational wave radiation comes from variation of the
4quadruple moment I. Retarded potential solution of Einstein equations can be written as [22]:
hij(t) =
2G
rc4
I¨ij(t−R/c) (1.7)
LIGO studies all possible types of sources of gravitational waves that can be detected on Earth.
However, since there are ambiguities in the models of gravitational radiation, all estimations of
detection rates are considered to be approximate with a precision of one, two or even three orders
of magnitude.
1.2.1 Bursts
Both electromagnetic and neutrino detectors periodically see short transient signals coming from
the sky. Fast catastrophic processes in the Universe should also produce gravitational waves. In the
general case, waveform of such events cannot be foreseen. Detection primarily relies on a coincidence
of excess power in multiple detectors and synchronizing signal arriving time with electromagnetic
and neutrino observatories.
Supernovae are potential sources of gravitational waves [23]. An explosion may be triggered by
the re-ignition of nuclear fusion in a degenerate star or the gravitational collapse of a massive star.
In the latter case of supernova explosion energy is released in the form of neutrinos, photons and
also the gravitational waves.
Gamma ray bursts are associated with distant energetic explosions and can be also accompanied
by gravitation wave emission [24]. This and other unforeseen astrophysical events have the potential
of revealing new discoveries [25]
1.2.2 Continuous waves
Continuous waves are produced by the systems with asymmetry which rotate with constant and
well-defined frequency [26]. Searching for these signals is a computationally demanding task due to
the frequency modulation produced by Earth motion around the Sun. @EinsteinHome program [27]
was started to use spare computational time on computers of registered volunteers.
Pulsars are good candidates to emit monochromatic gravitational waves [28]. These magnetized
rotating neutron stars are formed after supernova explosion if the mass of the star was in the range
of ≈ (1.4− 3) solar masses according to Chandrasekhar and Tolman - Oppenheimer - Volkoff limits.
Size of the star reduces down to 10km after explosion and since a neutron star retains most of its
angular momentum, it is formed with high rotation speed.
51.2.3 Binary systems
Two compact objects orbiting around their common center of mass lose energy in the form of
gravitational waves [29]. Energy loss makes objects gradually approach each other, and frequency
of the orbit increases. At the end-of-life stage gravitational waves from the binary system can be
detected in the frequency range of the ground based detectors 10Hz − 5kHz.
Binary systems can consist of two neutron stars, two black holes, or a neutron star and a black
hole. Waveforms coming from the merger of black holes are well modeled based on the general
theory of relativity [30]. Merger of binary neutron stars is less understood due to tidal effects.
1.2.4 Stochastic background
The stochastic signal has an approximately constant amplitude and a broad continuous spectrum.
These signals are not periodic and not impulsive. Stochastic background can be detected by cross
correlating data from two or more detectors [31, 32].
Cosmic gravitational wave background can arise from a large number of random events that oc-
curred after the Big Bang. In this case waves are stretched as the Universe expands, and information
about the early universe can be extracted after detection.
One more interesting source is the superposition of the signals from the vast population of
compact binaries. Frequencies of emitted gravitational waves lie in the range from 1Hz up to several
kHz depending on the mass distribution and time of formation [33].
1.3 Measurement technique
Fluctuations of strain are rather small, and significant effort is required to detect gravitational waves.
Current section shows that Michelson interferometers can be used as gravitational wave detectors
with high sensitivity. In this optical configuration light from the laser is split on the beam splitter,
and travels along perpendicular arms to the end mirrors, bounces back, and recombines on the beam
splitter. Figure 1.1 shows the effects on the Michelson interferometer when a gravitational wave of
+ polarization is incident from the top on the setup.
Disturbance of relative arm length produces a signal to the antisymmetric port of the Michelson
interferometer. Differential phase shift due to gravitational wave in + polarization can be computed
from geodesic equation for light. Time dt required for the light to travel distance dl along X-arm
can be written as:
ds2 = (ηij + hij)dx
idxj = dt2 − (1 + h+)dl2 = 0
dt =
√
1 + h+dl
(1.8)
6Similarly, time required for the light to travel distance dl along Y-arm is dt =
√
1− h+dl. Total
phase difference between X- and Y-arm beams after their reunion on the beam splitter is
4ϕ = ϕx − ϕy = 2pic
λ
(τx − τy) = 4pi
λ
(
∫ L
0
√
1 + h+dl −
∫ L
0
√
1− h+dl) (1.9)
Since space-time metric perturbation h+ << 1, it is possible to write:
4ϕ ≈ 4pi
λ
∫ L
0
h+dl (1.10)
If the length of each interferometer arm is much smaller than gravitational wavelength L λGW ,
the instrument will detect arm length shift proportional to perturbation of space-time metric:
4L = h+L (1.11)
Two arms of Michelson interferometer are tuned to have equal macroscopic length L to reject
laser frequency noise at the antisymmetric port. Gravitational waves in the × polarization produce
phase shifts common to the interferometer arms and do not produce a signal at the antisymmetric
port.
Figure 1.1: Effect of gravitational wave on Michelson interferometer.
Optical configuration of interferometer is optimized for the best sensitivity to gravitational waves
in the frequency range 10Hz - 5kHz. For this purpose auxiliary degrees of freedom are introduced
in LIGO interferometers, such as arm cavities and power, and signal recycling cavities. Chapter
2 describes the longitudinal and angular control principles of Fabry-Perot cavities and Michelson
interferometers, optical readout schemes, and configuration of aLIGO interferometers.
71.4 Structure of this thesis
The first part of this thesis describes lock acquisition, alignment and control of advanced LIGO
detectors. Chapter 3 and 4 are devoted to the sensing side of control loops and significantly rely
on chapter 2 with summarizes interferometric measurement and optical design of advanced LIGO.
Chapter 5 is devoted to actuation side of control loops and describes control of multi-stage suspen-
sions and damping of high-Q modes.
The second part of this thesis is devoted to data quality and sensitivity of the instrument.
Chapter 6 describes online calibration of advanced LIGO interferometers. Chapter 7 is devoted
to broadband sensitivity analysis of the instrument data, narrow band lines and glitches found in
data. Chapter 8 describes measurement of optical losses in the arm cavities and noises coming from
scattered light. Chapter 9 describes feedforward noise cancellation techniques to reduce coupling of
auxiliary loops and seismic noise to gravitational wave channel.
The third part of this thesis describes ideas for future research. Chapter 10 is devoted to simula-
tions and online tests of optimal feedback control loops and state estimation techniques. Chapter 11
describes possible future improvements to advanced LIGO optical and mechanical configurations.
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8Figure 1.2 shows connections between the chapters of this thesis. Columns represent three parts
of the thesis devoted to control, data and future ideas. Appendices are devoted to abbreviations
frequently used in this thesis, quantization noise due to finite precision of number in digital system,
suspension wire heating due to optical power resonating in power recycling cavity. Appendices also
discuss effects from the beam clipping inside Michelson interferometer and seismometer isolation
kit designed to reduce coupling from environmental noise to seismometer signal and protect the
instrument from accidental damage.
9Chapter 2
Optical detection scheme
This chapter describes how lasers, optical interferometers, and photodetectors can be used as strain
meters. The problem of gravitational wave detection is reformulated to the problem of distance
measurement between suspended test masses. Stabilized lasers are widely used for precision exper-
iments, and a variety of commercial optical components are available on the market, such as high
quality mirrors, low-noise photodetectors, and stable lasers.
The first section of this chapter describes how lasers can be used for precision measurements.
Pound-Drever-Hall [34] and DC readout techniques are currently used to control aLIGO optical
cavities. In both cases readout signal is achieved by non-linear mixing of phase modulated light
coming out from the interferometer with the light of a reference frequency. Optical power measured
on the photodetector contains information about motion of interferometer mirrors relative to the
laser wavelength.
The second section describes aLIGO optical configuration. Four test masses form two arm
resonators, and the gravitational wave signal is derived from the differential length of these two
arms. Common arm length is used to stabilize the laser. Beam splitter is used to equally split input
laser beam between the arm cavities. The simple Michelson interferometer formed by the beam
splitter and input test masses is controlled to keep the interferometer antisymmetric port at dark
fringe. Power and signal recycling cavities installed at the input and output ports of interferometer
are used to optimize sensing noise in the frequency range 10Hz - 10kHz.
2.1 Optical measurements
Longitudinal and angular motion of the mirrors can be measured using properties of light. Test
mass is a part of the interferometer, and its motion is measured relative to other mirrors rather than
to inertial frame. This limitation is not important for aLIGO since the gravitational wave signal is
derived from the distance between test masses.
Optical measurement requires a stable laser, interferometer, and photodetector. The laser pro-
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duces a coherent optical wave of known frequency and spatial mode. aLIGO uses Nd:YAG 1064nm
laser and TEM00 mode. Electric field is given by equation [35]:
E(r, z, t) = E0
w0
w(z)
· exp
(
− r
2
w(z)2
− ik r
2
2R(z)
+ iξ(z)
)
· exp(iω0t− ikz) (2.1)
where r is the radial distance from the beam axis, z is the axial distance from the waist, w0 is the
beam size at the waist, w(z) is the beam size at axial distance z from the waist, R(z) is the beam’s
wavefront radius of curvature, and ξ(z) is the Gouy phase shift.
Ein
Bin
kin
EreflBrefl
krefl
x(t)
Etr
Btr
ktr
Figure 2.1: S-polarized laser beam incident on moving interferometer mirror.
2.1.1 Length stabilization
The interferometer dielectric mirrors split the incident laser beam into transmitted and reflected
beams, as shown in figure 2.1. If the mirror moves along the direction of the incident laser beam,
then reflected light is modulated in phase. Once interferometer is controlled in linear regime and
mirror motion relative to other mirrors is much smaller compared to laser wavelength, reflected light
can be expanded into three independent waves – a carrier and two audio sidebands. Frequency of
the sidebands is offset from the carrier by the frequency of the mirror oscillations:
Erefl(r, zmirror, t) = ±rEin(r, zmirror, t) · exp
(
i
4pix0
λ
sinωt
)
≈ ±rEin(r, zmirror, t) · (1 + 2pix0
λ
exp(iωt)− 2pix0
λ
exp(−iωt))
(2.2)
where x0  λ is the amplitude of mirror longitudinal motion, ω is the frequency of the oscillation,
r is the field reflectivity of the mirror. Choice of plus or minus sign of reflected wave in equation 2.2
depends on which mirror side the wave is incident.
Audio sidebands generated by moving mirrors propagate through the interferometer in a similar
way as carrier field. For mathematical treatment it is convenient to introduce a vector of carrier
and sideband electric fields (E0, E+, E−)′ and propagate this vector through the interferometer.
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Reflection from mirrors is given by equation 2.2. In the first order approximation propagation
through free space, reflection from optics can be written in matrix form as
Mfree(L) =

ei
ω0
c L 0 0
0 ei
ω0+ω
c L 0
0 0 ei
ω0−ω
c L
 Mrefl(x0) = ±r

1 0 0
2pix0
λ 1 0
− 2pix0λ 0 1
 (2.3)
Transmission through the optics can be written in matrix form as Mtr = tI, where t is mirror
field transmission and I is the 3× 3 identity matrix.
Once input electric fields are set, vector can be computed at any point inside the interferometer
and output ports. A number of simulation tools like Optickle [36], Finesse [37], and MIST [38] do
these calculations and compute fields generated by moving mirrors.

E0
E+
E−

out
=
∏
M

E0
E+
E−

in
(2.4)
where
∏
M is the product of all propagation matrices from the input to output port.
Audio sidebands from moving mirrors or laser frequency noise propagate through the interferom-
eter and reach the photodetectors. Information about the mirror motion is extracted from measured
power using homodyne or heterodyne detection schemes. The major difference between these two
techniques is the origin of reference light or local oscillator.
2.1.1.1 Homodyne detection
In the homodyne readout scheme signal and reference fields are derived from the same source. The
signal field contains audio sidebands from the motion of the interferometer mirrors. The reference
field is picked off directly from the interferometer input beam and shifted in phase on the way to
the photodetector. Alternatively, the reference field can come out from interferometer together with
the signal field if the locking point is offset from the dark fringe in the Michelson configuration or
resonance point in the Fabry-Perot configuration.
The electric field at the anti-symmetric port of the Michelson interferometer Eas is given by
equation 2.5 assuming that beam splitter field reflectivity rbs and transmissivity tbs are equal to
1/
√
2. The end mirrors of two arms have the same reflectivity rex = rey. If there is no reference field
present at the anti-symmetric port, then the interferometer cannot be locked on the dark fringe since
the error signal is quadratic, as shown in figure 2.2c. In this case the Michelson interferometer can
be locked with DC offset from the dark fringe, and carrier light can be considered as local oscillator
12
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Figure 2.2: Homodyne detection scheme and error signals in Michelson and Fabry-Perot interferom-
eters.
field
Eas = E
bs
in(rexrbstbse
2iϕx − reyrbstbse2iϕy )
= Ebsinrexie
i(ϕx+ϕy)sin(ϕx − ϕy)
(2.5)
where ϕx, ϕy are phases acquired by laser beam during propagation along X- and Y-arms of the
Michelson inteferometer.
When the reference field is present at the anti-symmetric port as shown in figure 2.2a, the power
on photodetectors A and B can be written as
PA = (Eref − Eas)(Eref − Eas)∗; PB = (Eref + Eas)(Eref + Eas)∗ (2.6)
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Signal PA − PB is linear when the phase difference between the two inteferometer arms is close
to zero. Figure 2.2c shows the difference between photodetector readings PA − PB when the phase
shift between reference and signal fields is 0.3rad and 1rad.
The homodyne detection scheme can be used to control the Fabry-Perot cavity. Local oscillator
can be added to the signal field in the transmission or reflection of the cavity, as shown in figure
2.2b. Assuming field reflectivities of input and output mirrors equal r1 and r2, the reflected field
can be written in the form
Erefl = Ein
−r1 + r2e2iϕ
1− r1r2e2iϕ (2.7)
This signal is shown in figure 2.2d and is quadratic around the cavity resonance. If phase shift
between reference and signal fields is properly set, then linear response can be achieved using the
homodyne detection scheme as shown in figure 2.2d.
The homodyne detection scheme uses reference and signal fields from the same origin and makes
it more simple compared to the heterodyne scheme. However, an additional control loop should be
set to control the phase shift between reference and signal fields. Locking Michelson or Fabry-Perot
interferometers with DC offset from the dark fringe or cavity resonance can be achieved without
phase control of reference field since in this case both fields follow the same path. However, DC
offsets usually add technical problems such as backscattering from Michelson anti-symmetric port,
alignment system degradation, and larger intensity noise coupling.
Another drawback of the homodyne detection scheme is the inability to control complex inte-
ferometers with multiple degrees of freedom if only one carrier frequency is used. For this reason
the homodyne scheme can only be used for one degree of freedom while others are controlled using
heterodyne detection scheme.
2.1.1.2 Heterodyne detection
In heterodyne detection scheme, signal and reference fields are shifted in frequency, usually by
0.1MHz-1GHz. Laser beams follow the same path in the interferometer, and relative phase between
signal and reference fields, and their magnitude is determined at every point of the optical path by
the instrument parameters.
Optical heterodyne detection is achieved by phase modulation at frequency Ω of the carrier
light on the input to the interferometer. Waves propagate through the instrument and mix on the
photodetector. Measured power is demodulated at nΩ, n ∈ N to recover audio sidebands from the
motion of the mirrors or frequency noise if n is odd and sideband power if n is even.
Electro-optical modulator (EOM) is commonly used to introduce phase modulation. The driver
generates the electric field of required frequency Ω and refraction index of the crystal changes due
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to Pockels effect. Output beam consists of carrier light and sidebands shifted in frequency by Ω:
Eeomout = E
eom
in e
iΓsinΩt = Eeomin (J0(Γ) +
k=∞∑
k=1
Jk(Γ)e
ikΩt +
k=∞∑
k=1
(−1)kJk(Γ)e−ikΩt) (2.8)
Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) technique uses first order RF sidebands to lock Fabry-Perot interfer-
ometer. In this scheme the carrier resonates in the cavity while sidebands are set far from resonance
and play the role of local oscillator field on the photodetector:
Erefl = Ein(J0(Γ)r(ω0) + J1(Γ)r(ω0 + Ω)e
iΩt − J1(Γ)r(ω0 − Ω)e−iΩt + (2Ω− terms))
Prefl = P
DC
refl + 2PinJ0(Γ)J1(Γ)(Im[S(ω0)]sinΩt+Re[S(ω0)]cosΩt) + (2Ω− terms)
(2.9)
where S(ω0) = r(ω0)r(ω0+Ω)
∗−r(ω0)∗r(ω0−Ω), r(ω) is the field reflectivity of the cavity depending
on the frequency ω, and PDCrefl is DC power in reflected port.
Measured power Prefl is demodulated at frequency Ω. Two quadratures I and Q contain Im[S(Ω)]
and Re[S(Ω)]. For a single cavity the demodulation phase can be rotated to put the signal from
mirror motion or laser frequency noise into one quadrature. Near carrier resonance, reflected power
has the form:
Prefl(t) = P
DC
refl − 16PinJ0(Γ)J1(Γ)
F
λ
x(t)sinΩt (2.10)
where F is finesse of the cavity and x(t) is the time dependent motion of the cavity or input frequency
noise in units of cavity length.
After demodulation of Prefl at Ω, motion of the cavity mirrors or frequency noise can be recov-
ered. Achieved signal is linear only near carrier resonance. Cavity finesse F increases the slope of
the error signal according to equation 2.10 but reduces the linewidth of the cavity λ/2F .
Far from carrier resonance the error signal is non-linear and at particular cavity phase shift
sidebands start to resonate in the cavity while the carrier plays the role of local oscillator. Slope of
the error signal in this case is the opposite of carrier resonance.
Figure 2.3d shows demodulated reflected power depending on cavity phase shift relative to the
carrier. If macroscopic cavity length is set up such that carrier and sideband resonate at the same
time, then reflected light will still be phase modulated and PDH signal will be zero. For this reason,
cavity macroscopic length is usually set to avoid simultaneous carrier and sideband resonances to
achieve conversion from phase to amplitude modulation in the cavity.
Similar conditions on macroscopic length are applied to Michelson interferometer. Arms should
have asymmetry for control using PDH technique. In aLIGO, macroscopic length offset between two
Michelson interferometer arms is called Schnupp asymmetry [39]. Using PDH signals the Michelson
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Figure 2.3: Heterodyne detection scheme and error signals in Michelson and Fabry-Perot interfer-
ometers.
interferometer can be locked on the dark fringe without offsets. Sidebands leak to the anti-symmetric
port due to Schnupp asymmetry and play the role of local oscillator during wave mixing on the
photodetector.
The computation of PDH signals in symmetric or anti-symmetric ports of Michelson interferome-
ter is similar to equation 2.9. r(ω) plays a role of Michelson interferometer reflectivity or field leakage
to anti-symmetric port. Figure 2.3c shows demodulated PDH signals in anti-symmetric ports of the
Michelson interferometer.
2.1.1.3 Length dithering
If it is necessary to lock the interferometer without using the RF modulator, cavity length can be
dithered at high audio frequency. In this case demodulated and low-passed transmitted power is
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used for interferometer control. Near the resonance transmitted power can be written as
Ptr = EtrE
∗
tr = Pin
∣∣∣∣ t1t2eiϕ1− r1r2e2iϕ
∣∣∣∣2 = P 0tr ∣∣∣∣ 1 + iϕ− ϕ/21− 2Fϕ/pi + 2Fϕ2/pi
∣∣∣∣2
= P 0tr(1− (
2F
pi
ϕ)2)
(2.11)
where P 0tr is transmitted power when cavity is on resonance with zero detuning, F is cavity
finesse, and ϕ is cavity detuning phase.
Cavity motion or laser frequency noise cause one way phase ϕ to change. If additional modulation
is applied, one way trip phase is ϕ = ϕn +ϕ
0
excsin(ωexct), where ϕn is one way phase due to mirror
motion or frequency noise. Power fluctuations at the cavity transmission port are:
∆Ptr = Ptr − P 0tr = −(
2F
pi
ϕ)2 = −8F
2
pi2
ϕnϕexcsinωexct+ (DC − terms) + (2ωexc − terms) (2.12)
Signal ∆Ptr is demodulated at ωexc and low-passed. Achieved signal is linear in phase shift
ϕn. The low-pass filter should have significant attenuation at frequency 2ωexc and servo unity gain
frequency is usually limited to (0.1− 0.3)ωexc/2pi in the case of dither locking.
2.1.1.4 Phase locking
In complex interferometers with multiple degrees of freedom like aLIGO it is useful to introduce
auxiliary lasers to control some of the cavities. The frequency of auxiliary lasers can be significantly
shifted or doubled compared to the main laser such that auxiliary laser beams resonate only in
particular cavities of the complex interferometer.
Figure 2.4 shows how the Fabry-Perot interferometer can be controlled using the auxiliary laser
beam injected from the other side of the cavity relative to the main laser. The auxiliary laser is
locked to the cavity using the PDH technique. The transmitted beam is mixed with the beam from
the main laser and the relative phase between two beams is measured.
Error signal contains information about the difference in main laser frequency and cavity round
trip phase. This signal can be used to actuate on the main laser frequency or cavity mirrors. Error
signal is linear in cavity motion:
Ebeat = El + Ecav = E
0
l e
iω0t−ϕ0 + E0cave
iωcav−ϕcav
Pbeat = 2E
0
l E
0
cavcos((ω0 − ωcav)t− (ϕ0 − ϕcav)) + (DC − term)
(2.13)
where El - field from the main laser of frequency ω0, Ecav - field coming out from the cavity with
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Figure 2.4: Locking Fabry-Perot cavity using auxiliary laser.
frequency ωcav.
2.1.2 Angular stabilization
Angular motion of interferometer mirrors causes intracavity power fluctuations, reduces instrument
stability, and makes instrument calibration less accurate. Strong angular motion of the mirrors often
prevents the interferometer from locking or staying in the linear regime. Optical transfer functions
are proportional to circulating power and are also modulated by angular motion of the mirrors.
This effect leads to fluctuations in the unity gain frequency of the open loop transfer functions of
longitudinal servos.
In order to consider power fluctuation in a Fabry-Perot cavity it is convenient to define three
axes as shown in figure 2.5:
• Cavity axis intersects mirrors perpendicularly and is the path of the laser beam when it
resonates in the cavity. Certain geometrical conditions should be satisfied for the cavity axis
to exist. In order to achieve a stable resonator, mirror radius of curvature and cavity length
should satisfy inequality:
R1 +R2 > L (2.14)
• Input beam axis is the path along which the cavity input beam propagates. In a perfectly
aligned cavity the input and cavity axis coincide.
• Central axis crosses cavity mirrors in their geometrical center. It is important for the cavity
and input beam axes to be close to the central axis to minimize geometric losses in the cavity.
In a complex interferometer all cavity axes should be aligned relative to each other and to
the input beam. Treatment of angular fluctuations is similar to length propagation of a pair of
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Figure 2.5: Cavity, input, and central axes of a misaligned Fabry-Perot cavity.
sidebands from a moving mirror. Any jitter, displacement, or tilt of the laser beam can be treated
in first order as a pair of audio sidebands. The misaligned mirror couples fundamental TEM00
mode with TEM01 mode according to the matrix Mrefl. These modes travel together through the
interferometer according to the free space propagator [40, 41]
Mrefl(Θ) =
 1 −2iΘ
−2iΘ 1
 Mfree(L) =
 eiω0L/c 0
0 eiω0L/c+iξ
 (2.15)
where Θ = piw(x)λ θ, θ is the mirror misalignment angle, w(z) is the beam size on the mirror, ξ is
additional Gouy phase acquired by TEM01 mode while propagating through distance L.
2.1.2.1 DC sensing
Two QPD sensors set in transmission of the Fabry-Perot cavities can measure angular motion of the
cavity axis in angle and position as shown in figure 2.6. If the Gouy telescope is properly set and
the round trip Gouy phase of the cavity is non-zero, then there exists a non-degenerate matrix that
converts tilt and translation of the cavity axis to the beam position on QPDs:
 y1
y2
 = A
 x2
α
 , det(A) 6= 0 (2.16)
where y1 and y2 are beam positions on QPDs, α is the angle between cavity axis and central axis,
x1 and x2 is the beam positions on cavity mirrors.
ITM ETM
Figure 2.6: Sensing of Fabry-Perot cavity axis motion using two QPDs in transmission.
The detection scheme that diagonalizes matrix A is known as near and far field sensing. Cavity
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transmission beam is split in two, and the first beam goes directly into QPD. The second beam
passes through the positive lens with focal length f and is sensed by the second QPD located at the
focus of the lens. If the distance between ETM and the first QPD and positive lens can be neglected,
then first QPD senses the position of the beam, and second one senses angle:
A =
1 0
0 f
 (2.17)
This scheme has a disadvantage of the small beam size on the second QPD. Instead, telescope is
set to separate Gouy phases at two QPDs by 90◦ and achieve beam sizes of ∼ 1mm on both detectors.
Each of two QPDs sense position and angle of the cavity axis but with different coefficients. Matrix
A is non-diagonal but also non-degenerate and can be inverted to reconstruct beam position and
angle on ETM.
Beam positions x1 and x2 on cavity mirrors ITM and ETMS as well as tilt of the cavity axis α
depend on misalignment of ITM α1 and ETM α2 according to equations:
α
x1/R1
x2/R2
 = 1R1 +R2 − L

R1 R2
R2 − L R2
R1 R1 − L

α1
α2
 (2.18)
Using equations 2.16, 2.18 it is possible to convert QPD signal to the basis of mirror angles α1,
α2 or cavity axis tilt and beam displacement α and x2. QPD servos suppress fluctuations of the
cavity axis but input and cavity axis might not be coalined since QPDs set in arm transmission
are not sensitive to the input beam. An alternative scheme involves RF sidebands and measured
relative input and cavity axes motion.
2.1.2.2 RF sensing
RF sidebands with frequency offset from carrier equal to Ω are generated using EOM and propagate
together with carrier through the input beam axis and reflect back without resonating in the cavity.
The carrier field resonates and the reflected beam propagates along the cavity axis as shown in
figure 2.7. According to equations 2.15, the carrier field reflected from the cavity can be written as
sum of the TEM00 and TEM01 modes propagating along the input beam axis together with the
sideband TEM00 mode. Relative alignment of input beam and cavity axis is derived from the beat
of sidebands against carrier on the QPD:
S ∼
∫ x0
0
∫ y0
0
∣∣E+00 + E−00 + E000 + E001∣∣2 dxdy (2.19)
where S is signal from one quadrant integrated over the quadrant area (0, x0)× (0, y0), E+00 and
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E−00 are TEM00 modes of sidebands, and E
0
00 and E
0
01 are TEM00 and TEM01 modes of carrier.
Since the integral involving TEM00 modes of carrier and sidebands is suppressed by longitudinal
servo, total integral from sidebands and carrier TEM00 modes gives zero. For this reason, in the
first order approximation alignment signals are not sensitive to DC centering of the beam on QPD.
After integrating terms involving sideband TEM00 modes and carrier TEM01 and combining
four QPD signals Sj , j = 1, 2, 3, 4 in pitch and yaw degrees of freedom, signals detected by wave
front sensors can be written as [42]:
Swfsi =
∑
j=1,2
Aijθjcos(ηi − ηij)cos(Ωt− ψij) (2.20)
where Swfsi , i = 1, 2 are the signal from first and second WFS, θj , j = 1, 2 are misalignment angles
of cavity axis relative to input beam, Aij is optical transfer matrix from misaligned mirrors to WFS,
ηi is Gouy phase shift between the detection port and WFS, ηij is the intrinsic Gouy phase shift of
the signal, ψij is the intrinsic rf phase shift of the signal.
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Figure 2.7: Fabry-Perot cavity alignment scheme using RF sensors.
WFS signals 2.20 are demodulated using the RF local oscillator with frequency Ω and misalign-
ment angles θj can be recovered. Input beam or cavity axis are controlled to reduce TEM01 of the
carrier light at the reflection port.
If the cavity is locked on sidebands, then the carrier is used as a local oscillator and sidebands
contain information about the cavity axis. Equations 2.19 and 2.20 can be rewritten for this case
and misalignment angles derived from WFS signals.
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2.1.2.3 Angle dithering
This alignment technique does not require RF sidebands and can align the input beam axis relative
to the cavity axis. Two mirrors with Gouy phase separation are dithered in angle to recover relative
axis position and angle:
∆P
P 0tr
≈ − θ
θ0
2
= −2θw
θ0
θexc
θ0
sinωexct+
θ2w
θ20
+
θ2exc
θ20
1− cos2ωexct
2
(2.21)
where θ0 is cavity divergence angle, θw is waist tilt due to angular fluctuation, and θexc is waist tilt
due to excitation.
Cavity transmitted power is demodulated at frequency ωexc and low-passed to remove 2ωexc
components. The resultant signal is proportional to θwθ0
θexc
θ0
and is used as an error signal to the
alignment servos.
2.1.3 Mode matching
TEM00 mode of the input beam should be matched to the cavity eigen mode to achieve maximum
power build up and reduce higher order Laguerre-Gaussian modes in the reflection port. For mode
matching calculations it is convenient to use q-parameter determined by the beam radius of curvature
R and size w:
1
q
=
1
R
− iλ
piw2
(2.22)
q-parameter is convenient to use in calculations because it propagates according to ABCD ma-
trices [35]:
q2 =
Aq1 +B
Cq1 +D
(2.23)
During free space propagation over distance l q-parameter evolves as q2 = q1 + l. In the case
of beam reflection from the mirror with radius of curvature Rm changes q-parameter according to
equation q2 = (
−2
RM
q1 + 1)
−1.
For a Fabry-Perot cavity of length L and mirrors of radii of curvature R1 and R2 waist location
and size w0 is determined by setting beam and mirror radii of curvature equal at the location of the
mirror. Beam sizes w1 and w2 on the mirrors are derived from imaginary part of the q-parameters:
Re
[
1
iz0 + l1
]
=
1
R1
Im
[
1
iz0 + l1
]
=
λ
piw21
Re
[
1
iz0 + l2
]
=
1
R2
Im
[
1
iz0 + l2
]
=
λ
piw22
(2.24)
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where l1 and l2 are distances from the cavity mirrors to the waist location, l1 + l2 = L, z0 =
piw20
λ
is the Rayleigh range.
Equations 2.24 are solved relative to the waist size w0 and location l1, l2. Beam sizes w1 and w2
on the mirrors can also be found:
l1 = L
L−R2
2L−R1 −R2 l2 = L
L−R1
2L−R1 −R2
w0 =
(
λ
pi
((R− l1)l1)1/2
)1/2
=
(
λ
pi
((R− l2)l2)1/2
)1/2
w1 =
(
λ
pi
(1 +
l21λ
piw20
)
)1/2
w2 =
(
λ
pi
(1 +
l22λ
piw20
)
)1/2 (2.25)
Waist size and location of the input beam should be matched to waist size and location of the
intracavity beam for perfect mode matching. In general case mode matching 0 ≤ K ≤ 1 between
two beams with q-parameters q1 and q2 can be written as:
K =
4Im[q1]Im[q2]
|q∗1 − q2|2
(2.26)
Cavity input beam passes through the optical telescope in order to achieve perfect mode matching
K = 1. Adjustment of position and focal length of lenses is usually an iterative procedure. Various
computer programs are available, such as Alamode [43], for mode matching solutions. In complex
interferometers all cavities should be matched between each other and the input beam.
2.2 aLIGO optical design
aLIGO interferometers were designed to achieve optimal sensitivity and minimize noise couplings to
the gravitational wave channel. Compared to initial LIGO a number of mechanical upgrades were
developed to improve displacement noises [44], including:
• The active seismic isolation system replaced passive stacks to reduce seismic motion in the
frequency band above 0.1 Hz as discussed in section 7.1.3.
• Multiple-stage suspensions are used instead of single stage suspensions to improve passive
seismic isolation at frequencies above 1Hz. Four isolation stages of test masses made it possible
to increase teh gravitational wave band from 40Hz-5kHz up to 10Hz-5kHz.
• Suspension thermal noise was improved by more than two orders of magnitude. Test masses
are suspended using fused silica fibers instead of metal wires as discussed in section 7.1.2.
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• Optical coatings and mirror substrates were manufactured with smaller surface roughness and
optical losses.
• Masses of the mirrors increased up to 40kg to reduce quantum radiation pressure noise and
suspension thermal noise.
Optical configuration of advanced interferometers was optimized to reduce coating Brownian
noise and quantum noises:
• Beam size on the test masses was increased by a factor of 1.5 to reduce coating Brownian
noise, as discussed in section 7.1.2.
• Maximum input power of Nd:YAG 1064nm laser was increased from 25W up to 125W to
reduce shot noise level.
• Signal recycling cavity was introduced to increase DARM pole up to 400Hz and have an ability
to shape quantum noise by detuning the cavity.
This section describes the optical design of aLIGO and shows quantum noise in various con-
figurations to justify the choice of the dual recycled Fabry-Perot Michelson interferometer as a
gravitational wave detector.
2.2.1 Michelson interferometer
A simple Michelson interferometer consists of a beam splitter and two end mirrors, as shown in
figure 2.8a. Differential distance between two arms is derived from the phase measurement at the
antisymmetric port.
Quantum radiation pressure and shot noises can be computed by propagating creation and
annihilation operators of the input fields to the interferometer shoulders and output port [45]. The
interferometer input state is pure:
|ψ〉 = D1(α) |0〉1 |0〉2 = eαα
∗/2eαa
+
1 e−α
∗a1 |0〉1 |0〉2 (2.27)
where subscript 1 denotes symmetric port, subscript 2 denotes antisymmetric port. The state
of the input field from the symmetric port is coherent and generated using displacement operator
D(α). Parameter α is determined by the laser port, and mean value of the number operator a+1 a1
is αα∗. Since no laser light is injected from interferometer antisymmetric port, the electromagnetic
field is in vacuum state and mean value of the number operator a+2 a2 is zero.
The beam splitter creates correlations between the states of electromagnetic radiation from sym-
metric and antisymmetric ports. It is convenient to consider the problem in the Heisenberg picture
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Figure 2.8: Optical configurations for gravitational wave detection.
and propagate operators rather than states of electromagnetic radiation. Annihilation operators
propagate similarly to electric fields and in case of very thin beam splitter can be written as
b1 =
1√
2
(a1 + a2) b2 =
1√
2
(a1 − a2) (2.28)
Differential momentum pq acquired by the end mirrors due to quantum radiation pressure is de-
termined by the difference in the number of photons in the two arms of the Michelson interferometer:
pq =
2hν
c
(b+1 b1 − b+2 b2) =
2hν
c
(a+1 a2 + a
+
2 a1)
p2q =
(
2hν
c
)2
(a+1 a2a
+
1 a2 + a
+
1 a2a
+
2 a1 + a
+
2 a1a
+
1 a2 + a
+
2 a1a
+
2 a1)
(2.29)
Since a1 and a2 commute and 〈0| a2 |0〉 = 0 and 〈0| a+2 |0〉 = 0, then the mean value of operator
pq is zero. First, third, and forth components in the sum p
2
q are also zeros since 〈0| a2a2 |0〉 =
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0, 〈0| a+2 a2 |0〉 = 0, 〈0| a+2 a+2 |0〉 = 0. At the same time second component is non-zero since
〈0| a2a+2 |0〉 = 1. This component leads to quantum radiation pressure noise of variance:
〈
p2q
〉
=
(
2hν
c
)2
〈0|D∗1(α)a+1 a1D1(α) |0〉 =
(
2hν
c
)2
α∗α (2.30)
The number of input photons obeys Poissonian statistics and the power spectrum of differential
impulse pq is white. Power spectrum density of differential force S[F ] applied to end mirrors can be
computed according to Parseval theorem:
〈
p2q
〉
4t2 =
∫ fs/2
0
S[F ](f)df = S[F ](f)
fs
2
(2.31)
where fs = 1/4t - sampling frequency of the measurement.
Since α∗α is the mean number of photons in the input laser beam of power P0[W ] then
α∗α =
P04t
hν
=
P
hνfs
(2.32)
Power spectral density of differential force on end mirrors and differential displacement are given
by equations:
S[F ] =
8hνP
c2
lqrp(f) =
√
8hν
Mc2
1
(2pif)2
[
m√
Hz
] (2.33)
where M is mass of the end mirrors. The second equation assumes that mirrors are free masses
and that the equation of motion is Mx¨(t) = F (t). This leads to the condition f  f0, where f0 is
eigen frequency of suspension. The equation for differential displacement lqrp(f) also assumes that
the mass of the beam splitter is much larger compared to the mass of the end mirrors and quantum
radiation pressure noise does not couple through the beam splitter. ForM = 40kg quantum radiation
pressure noise is
lqrp(f) = 2.88 · 10−20
√
P0
125W
1
f2
[
m√
Hz
]
(2.34)
Sensing noise comes from fluctuations of the number of photons at antisymmetric port of Michel-
son interferometer. Assuming full reflectivity of end mirrors, annihilation operator c1 is determined
by equation:
c2 = (isinϕa1 + cosϕa2)e
i(ϕx+ϕy) (2.35)
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where ϕx and ϕy are phases acquired by the laser beam during one way propagation along the
x and y shoulders, ϕ = ϕy − ϕx.
Mean number and variance of photons arriving to antisymmetric port are computed using the
number operator:
c+2 c2 =sin
2ϕa+1 a1 + cos
2ϕa+2 a2 + isinϕcosϕ(a
+
2 a1 − a+1 a2)
(c+2 c2)
2 =sin4ϕa+1 a1a
+
1 a1 + sin
2ϕcos2ϕa+1 a1a
+
2 a2+
cos4ϕa+2 a2a
+
2 a2 + sin
2ϕcos2ϕa+2 a2a
+
1 a1+
isinϕcos3ϕ(a+1 a1 + a
+
2 a2)(a
+
2 a1 − a+1 a2) + isin3ϕcosϕ(a+2 a1 − a+1 a2)a+1 a1+
isinϕcos3ϕ(a+2 a1 − a+1 a2)a+2 a2 − sin2ϕcos2ϕ(a+2 a1 − a+1 a2)2
(2.36)
Computations of mean values of c+2 c2 and (c
+
2 c2)
2 are similar to the ones done to evaluate mean
value of p2q:
〈
c+2 c2
〉
=sin2ϕ 〈0|D∗1(α)a+1 a1D1(α) |0〉 = sin2ϕα∗α〈
(c+2 c2)
2
〉
=sin4ϕ 〈0|D∗1(α)a+1 a1a+1 a1D1(α) |0〉+ sin2ϕcos2ϕ 〈0|D∗1(α)a+1 a1D1(α) |0〉 =
sin4ϕα∗α(1 + α∗α) + sin2ϕcos2α∗α =
sin4ϕ(α∗α)2 + sin2ϕ(sin2ϕ+ cos2ϕ)α∗α
(2.37)
The last equation uses commutation rule: a1a
+
1 = 1 + a
+
1 a1. The variance of number of photon
at interferometer antisymmetric port equals sin2ϕ(sin2ϕ+ cos2ϕ)α∗α. The first component comes
from the laser and the second one from correlations of electromagnetic fields from symmetric and
antisymmetric input ports.
The number of photons measured at antisymmetric port obeys Poisson distribution and the shot
noise is white. The power spectrum density of relative power fluctuation S[P ] at antisymmetric port
can be computed using the Parseval theorem:
〈
(c+2 c2)
2
〉− 〈c+2 c2〉2〈
c+2 c2
〉2 = 1sin2ϕα∗α =
∫ fs/2
0
S[P ](f)df = S[P ]
fs
2
(2.38)
Using equation 2.32 for mean number of photons α∗α, the power spectral density of relative
intensity fluctuation at antisymmetric port is
S[P ] =
2hν
P0sin2ϕ
=
2hν
Pas
(2.39)
where Pas = Pinsin
2ϕ is DC power at antisymmetric port. Since fluctuations in power Pas
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are related to fluctuation of differential phase ϕ according to equation δPas = 2P0sinϕcosϕδϕ,
longitudinal noise can be written as
lshot = λ
ϕshot
2pi
=
λ
2picosϕ
√
hν
2P0
(2.40)
If the Michelson interferometer operates with small DC fringe offset, then shot noise level com-
puted in units of m/
√
Hz is
lshot = 4.34 · 10−18
√
125W
P0
[
m√
Hz
]
(2.41)
Equations 2.34 and 2.41 show that shot noise level is several orders of magnitude above quantum
radiation pressure noise in the frequency range 10Hz - 5kHz. In the Michelson interferometer with
small DC fringe offset most power goes to the symmetric port and the amount of power lost in the
interferometer equals
Ploss = 2LaP0  P0 (2.42)
where La is loss inside each interferometer arm. Power in the arm cavities can be increased to
improve shot noise level. Maximum power that can be accumulated inside interferometer arms is
determined by the law of energy conservation:
Parm ≈ P0
2La
(2.43)
Power in the interferometer arms can be increased by introducing an additional mirror at the
symmetric port and/or Fabry-Perot cavities in each interferometer shoulder [46].
2.2.2 Power recycled Michelson interferometer
The additional mirror in the reflected port together with the simple Michelson interferometer shown
in figure 2.8b forms a power recycling cavity. Intracavity power is maximized by choosing trans-
mission of the power recycling mirror to minimize reflected power. Optimal transmission of power
recycling mirror should be equal to the total loss in the arm cavities
T = Ltotal (2.44)
Transmission of the end mirrors is also considered as optical loss and should also be set to zero in
order to optimize power in the interferometer arms. Assuming loss per optic surface L0 = 37.5ppm,
optimal PRM transmission should be Tprm = 150ppm. If input power is 125W then optical power
incident on BS is 0.4MW and large thermal lens is created in the optic substrate.
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Figure 2.9: Quantum noise coupling to gravitational wave channel in different optical configurations
when interferometer input power is 125W.
For power recycled Michelson interferometer quantum noise is computed using Optickle software
[36] and shown in figure 2.9. This design outperforms the simple Michelson interferemeter by 2
orders of magnitude at frequencies above 10Hz.
The differential arm pole in this configuration is still 37.5kHz for 4km interferometer arms. An
additional mirror in the antisymmetric port can reduce DARM pole and improve sensitivity in the
frequency band 10-5000Hz.
2.2.3 Dual recycled Michelson interferometer
Signal recycling mirror together with the end test mirrors forms a signal recycling cavity, shown in
figure 2.8c. Once carrier resonates in the cavity, DARM pole is reduced proportional to the cavity
finesse. In order to optimize interferometer response to gravitational waves in the frequency range
10Hz - 5kHz, the DARM pole should be reduced to a few hundred Hertz. If SRM transmission is set
to Tsrm = 0.17, then DARM coupled-cavity pole is reduced from 37.5kHz down to 400Hz. Figure
2.9 shows quantum noise coupling to DARM in DRMI configuration.
DRMI quantum noise is lower by factor of 5 in the frequency range 50Hz-500Hz compared to
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PRMI configuration. Major disadvantages of these configurations are:
• High optical power on BS causes significant thermal lens and thermo refractive noise. If input
power is 125W than power on BS is 0.4MW. Half of this power is transmitted through the
beam splitter and heats the substrate due to absorption, creating a large thermal lens.
• The power recycling cavity is critically coupled if PRM transmission equals the loss in the
cavity. This implies that total interferometer loss is doubled due to PRM transmission. Power
in the arms is a factor of 2 less than optimal, determined by equation 2.43.
• Since BS is set 45o relative to the beam, the effective cross section is √2 less than optic size.
This means that BS should be manufactured bigger than other optics to avoid large geometrical
losses.
These problems can be solved by introducing Fabry-Perot cavities in the arms. These cavities
help to significantly reduce power on BS, avoid large optical power passing through mirror substrate
and increase power in the arm cavities by factor of 2.
2.2.4 Dual recycled Fabry Perot Michelson interferometer
This configuration is shown in figure 2.8d and used by advanced LIGO for gravitational wave detec-
tion. It takes advantage of couple cavities and consists of five major segments:
• Simple Michelson interferometer splits light between two arms
• Two Fabry-Perot arm cavities are set to measure differential motion of test masses
• Power recycling cavity increases power circulating inside interferometer to improve sensing
noise
• Signal recycling cavity is anti-resonant to carrier and shifts DARM pole from 40Hz up to 400Hz
to improve broadband sensitivity to gravitational waves.
Product of power build ups in the arm cavities Garm and power recycling cavity Gprc is deter-
mined by the total loss in the arm cavities:
Garm ·Gprc = 1/2La (2.45)
This equation sets first condition on transmission of ITMs and PRM. Second condition comes
from noise considerations. Higher arm finesse filters more MICH noise as discussed in chapter 9,
reduces power on BS, and makes optical losses in power recycling cavity less significant for carrier
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build-up in the arms. Higher power recycling gain Gprc improves filtering of input beam jitter, laser
intensity, and frequency noises and reduces sensing noises for PRCL, SRCL, and MICH control.
In aLIGO configuration round trip optical losses in the arm cavities are predicted to be 50ppm
according to coating quality of the test masses. Power transmission of PRM and ITM mirrors are
set to 0.03 and 0.0148. Resultant power recycling gain is 60 and total power on BS is 7.5kW when
input power to interferometer is 125W. Power build-up in the arm cavities is Garm = 260. Total
optical power resonating in the arms is 0.8MW when interferometer input power is 125W.
Since the arm cavity pole in this configuration equals to 40Hz, signal recycling cavity is set an-
tiresonant for carrier light. This configuration increases DARM pole up to 400Hz. SRM transmission
is set to Tsrm = 0.3688. Figure 2.9 shows coupling of quantum noise to gravitational wave channel
in aLIGO configuration. Sensitivity has improved compared to optical configurations considered in
this section in the frequency range 30Hz-3kHz.
aLIGO optical configuration has 4 auxiliary degrees of freedom and the process of lock acquisition
becomes complicated. Chapter 3 describes the sequence of transitioning aLIGO interferometers from
the uncontrolled free swinging state to the linear regime.
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Chapter 3
Lock acquisition and longitudinal
control
Interferometer mirrors swing longitudinally by ∼ 1um due to seismic motion. In these conditions
light can not stably resonate in the optical cavities since their linewidth is much smaller compared
to the ground motion. Instead, cavities randomly flash when resonance conditions are satisfied. The
task of the longitudinal control system is to transition the interferometer from the free swinging
state to the linear regime when light resonates in the optical cavities and search for gravitational
waves becomes possible.
One possible way to acquire interferometer lock is to enable the longitudinal control system when
light flashes in the optical cavities and error signals are linear during this short period of time. This
approach was successfully used in initial LIGO [47, 48]. First, power recycling cavity and Michelson
interferometer were locked on sidebands and then each arm was brought on resonance in series.
The main advantage of iLIGO locking scheme is short lock acquisition time. It took less than a
minute to wait for a proper flash and bring the interferometer into the linear regime. One possible
drawback of this technique came from the fact that 1f PDH signals were used for PRC control.
When the second arm is brought on resonance, carrier field reflectivity from the arms changes sign.
At that time sidebands and carrier start to resonate simultaneously in the PRC, and the sensing
matrix gets a singularity. The sensing matrix of interferometer control was inverted on the fly, and
for a short period of time power recycling cavity was not controlled due to singularity.
Application of iLIGO locking scheme to aLIGO configuration becomes more complicated since
aLIGO interferometers have signal recycling cavity, and singularity in the sensing matrix would
occur for PRC and SRC control when carrier power builds up in the arm cavities. For this reason,
DRMI is controlled using 3f PDH signals [49] during lock acquisition. These signals are much less
sensitive to carrier build-up in the arm cavities, and singularity in the sensing matrix does not occur.
After being tested in TAMA [50], the 3f PDH technique was also used in the Virgo to control the
power recycling cavity during lock acquisition sequence [51]. It was also found difficult to catch the
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lock of the arm cavities using iLIGO scheme since it was not possible to measure the optical sensing
matrix before lock was acquired, and 0.6Hz pendulum resonance of Virgo multi-stage suspension got
easily excited during locking transients. For this reason, variable finesse technique was developed to
bring the interferometer into full lock adiabatically and to avoid locking transients [52].
In case of aLIGO configuration it would also be difficult to catch arm resonances using iLIGO
technique since bottom and penultimate actuators of aLIGO quadruple suspensions have a range
of only ∼ 400nm at DC. Actuator range was optimized to reduce electronics and magnetic noise
injections to gravitational wave in the frequency range 10-100Hz. Application of the variable finesse
technique to aLIGO interferometers becomes more difficult compared to the initial VIRGO since
light leaving the interferometer through the antisymmetric port will be partially reflected back by
the signal recycling mirror. For this reason, the auxiliary length control technique was developed
and tested [53, 54, 55] to bring arm cavities on resonance without transients.
Even though lock acquisition sequence for advanced LIGO was well planed and simulated in
case of perfect mode matching, contrast defect, mirrors and photodiodes, it was not clear how this
sequence will work out on practice in the presence of imperfections in the instrument, noise level of
ALS system, angular motion of the test masses and finite range of actuators. These problems are
discussed in the first part of the thesis devoted to control of the instrument.
This chapter describes performance of longitudinal control system set in LIGO observatories for
lock acquisition. Section 1 describes control of arm cavities using ALS and noise level of this system.
Section 2 is devoted to DRMI locking using 1f PDH technique and transition to 3f signals. Section
3 describes interferometer control during CARM offset reduction. Section 4 gives an overview of
longitudinal control to keep the interferometer in its operating point.
3.1 Arm length stabilization
During the first step of the lock acquisition sequence, longitudinal motion of arm cavities relative
to the laser wavelength is stabilized using ALS system. Two laser beams are injected into the arm
cavities from the X- and Y- end stations, resonate in the cavities, and beat against each other and
the main laser beam, as shown in figure 3.1. Error signals for common and differential arm control
are derived from demodulated beat note signals.
In more details, ALS system consists of the following parts:
• 1064 nm Nd:YAG auxiliary lasers are set in the X- and Y- end stations. The frequencies of
these lasers are stabilized using phase locked loops. Light from the main laser is shifted by plus
and minus 80MHz for X- and Y-arms and transmitted to the end stations via optical fibers.
Light coming out of the fibers at the end stations beats against laser beams from auxiliary
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lasers. Photodetector signals go to phase frequency discriminators. Output signals are used
to control phase of auxiliary lasers with bandwidth of 40kHz.
• Second harmonic generators double frequencies of auxiliary laser beams at the end stations and
pick-off beam from the main laser beam. 1064nm IR light is upconverted to 532 green light.
This process is done to achieve a different transmission of test masses and power recycling
cavity mirrors for the main IR beam and upconverted auxiliary green beams.
• PDH servos at both end stations are used to lock auxiliary lasers to free swinging arm cavities
by actuating at the error point of PLL loops with bandwidth of 10kHz. Frequency of the
transmitted green light is determined by the longitudinal motion of the arm cavities.
IR carrier
45MHz sideband
9MHz sideband
Green carrier
ALS DIFF
ALS COMM
SHG
ETMY
ETMX
MC2
Figure 3.1: Stabilization of arm cavities using auxiliary lasers.
• Beat notes at the corner station measure frequency difference between green beams transmit-
ted through X- and Y-arms for DARM control and between upconverted main laser beam
and X-arm beam for CARM control. RF signal from ALS DIFF and ALS COMM PDs are
demodulated at 160MHz and 80MHz using phase frequency discriminators and voltage con-
trolled oscillators for DIFF and COMM paths. VCO output signals are locked to RF beat
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note signals, and control signals to VCOs are used as error signals for ALS DIFF and COMM
paths as shown in figure 3.1
• ALS COMM servo is used to stabilize main laser frequency to the common arm length by
actuating on MC2 with bandwidth of 100Hz. ALS DIFF servo stabilized differential arm
cavity length by actuating on ETMs with bandwidth of 10Hz.
• ALS COMM and DIFF servo offsets are swept to find IR resonances in the arm cavities. First,
a coarse sweep is done around expected offsets and then power in the arm cavities is optimized
by fine tuning. After IR resonances are found, CARM offset of 10nm is introduced for DRMI
locking.
Spectrum of ALS COMM noise is shown in figure 3.2. RMS of residual arm cavity motion relative
to laser wavelength is ≈ 100pm. Low frequency noise is dominated by angular motion of arm cavities
since PDH signal from higher order modes gives offset to pdh signal from 00 mode. This problem is
caused by low-finesse of arm cavities for green light (10-20) due to ETM transmission of 40− 50%.
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Figure 3.2: Measured ALS COMM noise. Blue trace shows ALS COMM noise measured when
X-arm was controlled using PDH signals. Orange trace shows residual longitudinal noise measured
by PDH signals when low passed ALS COMM signal is used for IMC length control.
Time required to engage ALS system and find IR resonances in the arm cavities is ≈ 3min.
CARM offset of 10nm is introduced to prevent arm cavities from resonating carrier light during lock
acquisition of the corner station cavities.
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3.2 DRMI locking
Dual recycled Michelson interferometer consists of power recycling cavity, simple Michelson interfer-
ometer, and signal recycling cavity, as shown in figure 3.3. Schnupp asymmetry of 8cm is introduced
to control MICH using PDH signals. Macroscopic length of PRC is tuned to simultaneously resonate
9MHz and 45MHz sidebands while the carrier is perfectly anti-resonant. Length of SRC is tuned to
resonate 45MHz sidebands and carrier while 9MHz sidebands is anti-resonant.
Lprc =
7
2
c
2Ω1
= 57.658m
Lsrc = 17
c
2Ω2
= 56.011m
(3.1)
where Ω1 = 9099055Hz is exact frequency of 9MHz sideband, Ω2 = 5Ω1 is frequency of 45MHz
sideband.
IR carrier
45MHz sideband
9MHz sideband
Green carrier
REFL9I
REFL45Q
REFL45I
SRM
BS
PRM
Figure 3.3: DRMI control using REFL PDH signals.
PDH signals derived from REFL port are used for DRMI lock acquisition. Responses of these
signals to PRCL, MICH, and SRCL sweeps are shown in figure 3.4. When arms are kept off resonance,
PRCL linewidth is 1nm, MICH is 13nm, and SRCL is 40nm. Photodetector phases are tuned such
that all PRCL and SRCL are sensed by I-quadrature and MICH is sensed by Q-quadrature. Since
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the 45MHz sideband resonates in the signal recycling cavity, REFL 9 I signal is used for PRCL and
REFL 45 I for SRCL control. MICH signal is controlled using REFL 45 Q.
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Figure 3.4: Response of REFL heterodyne signals to PRCL, MICH, and SRCL detuning.
Servo outputs are engaged when sideband flashed in the power recycling cavity. POP18 signal
should go above the threshold level for the control signal to engage. Sideband flash in the power
recycling cavities guarantees that MICH and PRCL error signals are close to or in linear regime. In
the general case SRCL can be in an arbitrary position, but the servo is still engaged to push cavity
on resonance. Locking threshold level is optimized to minimize lock acquisition time.
Tables 3.1 and 3.2 show statistics of lock acquisition time for PRMI and DRMI optical configu-
rations depending on power threshold level. Each power threshold was tested for 150sec in PRMI
and 300 sec in DRMI configuration.
When triggering threshold is high in PRMI configuration, longitudinal servos grab lock every
fringe but the number of fringes is small since MICH and PRCL should be very close to zero
detuning. When threshold is low, cavity fringes more often but lock is not achieved every time since
PDH signal is non-linear at the moment of triggering. Maximum number of locks was achieved at
triggering threshold of 1/3 of maximum power build up. During this test PRMI was locked using
REFL9I and AS45Q signals. Triggering threshold was the same for PRCL and MICH. Average time
for lock acquisition with thresholds 1/3 of maximum power is 15 sec.
In case of DRMI lock acquisition, control signal to suspensions is triggered when PRC is on
resonance, and fringes are not counted in this measurement since SRC might be off resonance. The
average time for lock acquisition with thresholds 1/6 of maximum power is 30 sec.
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Triggering threshold Number of fringes Number of locks
3/4 5 5
1/2 6 6
1/3 15 11
1/4 12 8
1/6 18 8
1/8 18 4
1/10 18 3
Table 3.1: PRMI lock statistics.
Triggering threshold Number of locks
PRCL MICH SRCL
1/4 1/2 1/2 6
1/6 1/3 1/3 10
1/8 1/4 1/4 7
1/10 1/6 1/6 9
1/15 1/10 1/10 11
Table 3.2: DRMI lock statistics.
Servo actuates on PRM and PR2 for PRCL control, BS for MICH control, SRM and SR2 for
SRCL control. Small triple suspensions have actuators on the bottom stage. This makes it possible
to have PRCL and SRCL bandwidth of 100Hz and 70Hz.
Since BS suspension does not have actuators on the bottom stage and frequencies of bounce and
roll modes are at 16.8Hz and 24.7Hz, bandwidth of MICH loop is limited to 10Hz. Control filter
grows as f3 from 1Hz up to 25Hz and then is quickly rolled off to avoid actuator saturation. Control
filter is split into two pieces. First part is set before the trigger and second part is after the trigger.
Once DRMI is stably locked using 1f PDH signals, error signals for PRCL, MICH and SRCL are
replaced with 3f signals according to the table 3.3. SRCL and PRCL are diagonalized by correcting
REFL 135 I signal with REFL 27 I.
DoF Error signal Actuation
PRCL REFL 27 I PRM, PR2
MICH REFL 135 Q BS
SRCL REFL 135 I - α REFL 27 I SRM, SR2
Table 3.3: Signals used for DRMI control during CARM offset reduction. Correction gain α is tuned
to subtract PRCL from SRCL error point.
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3f signals are proportional to the cube of modulation index Γ and have lower signal to noise ratio
compared to 1f signals. At the same time 3f signals weakly depend on carrier build-up in the arm
cavities, and DRMI control during CARM offset reduction is stable. While carrier builds up in the
arm cavities, optical gain of 3f signals was measured to change by less than 30%.
3.3 CARM offset reduction
In this state DRMI is stably locked using 3f signals and arm cavities are controlled using ALS signals.
CARM offset of 10nm was introduced for DRMI lock acquisition and should be removed to complete
locking of the full interferometer. CARM and DARM control should be transitioned to PDH signals
in the reflected and antisymmetric ports of interferometer.
IR carrier
45MHz sideband
9MHz sideband
Green carrier
REFL9I
REFL27I
REFL135Q
REFL135I
AS45Q
TRX
TRY
Figure 3.5: Signals used to control interferometer during CARM offset reduction.
Since RMS of ALS noise is 100pm, it is not possible to remove CARM offset and transition
CARM and DARM control from ALS COMM and DIFF to PDH signals. Linewidth of REFL9I
signal is 7pm and is much smaller compared to ALS COMM noise. Linewidth of AS45Q signal is
200pm, but the response of this signal to DARM depends on CARM offset.
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In order to achieve smooth CARM offset reduction, CARM control is transitioned from ALS
COMM to arm transmission signals
√
TRX + TRY and then to REFL9I. DARM control is transi-
tioned from ALS DIFF to AS45Q when CARM offset is small enough such that AS45Q response to
DARM has the same sign as in full lock. Figure 3.5 shows the optical sensors used to control DRMI
and arm cavities during CARM offset reduction.
3.3.1 CARM control
Table 3.4 shows signals used for CARM control during CARM offset reduction, transition points
between these signals and points of actuation:
CARM offset Error signal Actuation
10nm - 400pm ALS COMM IMC length
400pm - 10pm
√
TRX + TRY IMC length
10pm - 0pm REFL9I/
√
TRY IMC length
0pm REFL9I IMC length + AO
Table 3.4: Signals used for CARM control.
This choice was made with the following factors under consideration:
• ALS noise is ∼ 100pm. Additional step of CARM control using arm transmission signals is
required. Attached plot 3.6a shows arm transmitted power during the sweep of CARM offset.
Blue section shows ALS length noise. In order to avoid large power fluctuation in the arm
cavities, CARM control should be transitioned from ALS COMM to
√
TRX + TRY at CARM
offsets larger than 300pm.
• Frequency response of √TRX + TRY signal to CARM is shown in figure 3.7a. Frequency of
the optical resonance due to cavity detuning increases with CARM offset. Since the loop is
digital during the process of offset reduction, CARM UGF is set to 200Hz and optical resonance
should be below this frequency. CARM control should be transitioned from ALS COMM to
√
TRX + TRY signal at CARM offsets smaller than 800pm.
• Frequency response of REFL9I to CARM is shown in figure 3.7b. DC sweep in shown in
figure 3.6b. REFL9I is linear only when CARM offset is smaller than 5pm. Normalization
by arm transmission power helps to increase linear range. However, when CARM offset is
more than 30pm, asymptotic 1/f behavior of REFL9I to CARM is lost. If order to prevent
servo modifications, CARM control should be transitioned from
√
TRX + TRY to REFL9I at
CARM offsets smaller than 30pm.
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• CARM bandwidth of 200Hz is enough during CARM offset reduction. Switching control to
REFL DC signal and introducing additive offset path for higher CARM bandwidth during
CARM offset reduction is not necessary
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Figure 3.6: TRX and REFL9I signals depending on CARM offset.
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Figure 3.7: Frequency response of
√
TRX + TRY and REFL9I to CARM depending on CARM
offset.
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3.3.2 DARM control
Table 3.5 shows sensing signals used for DARM control during CARM offset reduction and transition
points between these signals:
CARM offset Error signal Actuation
10nm - 250pm ALS DIFF ETMX-ETMY
250pm - 100pm ALS DIFF; AS45Q ETMX-ETMY; ALS DIFF offset
100pm - 0pm AS45Q/
√
TRX ETMX-ETMY
0pm OMC DC ETMX-ETMY
Table 3.5: Signals used for DARM control.
Figure 3.8a shows response of the signal AS45Q/
√
TRX to DARM during different CARM
offsets. When CARM offset is 300pm, AS45Q response to DARM changes sign and AS45Q/
√
TRX
can be used as DARM error signal at lower offsets. In practice, it is hard to control DARM using
AS45Q signal close to the point when response changes sign. For this reason, full transition is done
when CARM offset is 100pm. AS45Q is still used to correct for static DARM offset that comes from
angular misalignment of arm cavities (1 nm/urad of waist motion) in the range of CARM offsets
250pm - 100pm. Slow servo actuates on ALS DIFF offset as shown in figure 3.8b.
DC response of AS45Q/
√
TRX to DARM increases by the factor of 6 during CARM offset
reduction from 100pm to 0pm. DARM UGF increases from 12Hz up to 70Hz. Low UGF of ALS
DIFF loop is due to the broadband noise of ALS DIFF signal and small range of electrostatic
actuators as discussed in the section 5.1.1
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Figure 3.8: DARM transition from ALS DIFF to AS45Q/
√
TRX is done when CARM offset is
100pm. A slow servo corrects DARM DC offset when CARM offset is between 250pm and 100pm.
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3.4 DC readout
When CARM offset is reduced, the interferometer is fully locked but DRMI is still controlled using 3f
signals, CARM is controlled usingREFL 9 I/TRY and DARM is controlled usingAS 45 Q/
√
TRX.
A number of steps are done to transition the instrument to the low noise regime.
First, frequency loop bandwidth is increased by introducing additive offset path. REFL9I signal
is plugged into the common board and is used as an error signal for fast CARM loop with bandwidth
of 30kHz. Crossover between AO and the digital path that actuates on input mode cleaner length
is set to 100Hz.
Once AO is engaged and laser frequency noise is suppressed, DRMI control is transitioned to 1f
POP signals from 3f REFL PDH signals. POP9I is used for PRCL control, POP45Q is used for
MICH, and linear combination of POP45I and POP9I is used for SRCL. POP9I correction for SRCL
is used to decouple PRCL and SRCL signals.
The last step in bringing interferometer to low noise regime is to transition DARM control from
heterodyne signal to DC readout. DARM offset of 11pm is introduced and small fraction of carrier
light leaves interferometer through antisymmetric port. This light is filtered from higher order modes
and sidebands using narrow-band output mode cleaner. Then DARM control is transitioned from
AS45Q signal to OMC PD signals.
IR carrier
45MHz sideband
9MHz sideband
X-arm
Y-arm
OMC DC
REFL9I
POP9I
POP45Q
POP45I
PRC
SRC
MI
Figure 3.9: Signals used to control interferometer in full lock.
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Figure 3.9 shows signals used for interferometer longitudinal control in low noise configuration
when DARM is controlled using DC readout. In full lock carrier light is resonant in power recycling
cavity and antiresonant in the signal recycling cavity.
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Figure 3.10: Interferometric signals during the process of lock acquisition. Input power of interfer-
ometer is 0.75W.
Figure 3.10 summarizes sequence of steps described in this chapter and shows DC power res-
onating in power recycling and arm cavities, interferometer reflected power and REFL9I signals
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during the process of lock acquisition. During time period 0-170sec ALS COMM and DIFF loops
are engaged and servo offsets are tuned to find IR resonances in the arm cavities. Both arm cavities
resonate IR light during time period 150-170 seconds. Then CARM offset of 10nm is introduced for
DRMI lock acquisition.
During time period 170-220 seconds DRMI is locked and aligned, longitudinal control is transi-
tioned to 3f signals and CARM offset is reduced down to 400pm. At this point carrier light starts
to build up in the arm cavities but fluctuates due to longitudinal noise of ALS system.
Intracavity power is stabilized after CARM control is transitioned to arm transmission PDs.
CARM offset is reduced down to 100pm and DARM control is transitioned to AS45Q signal. After
that CARM offset is reduced to 10nm and CARM control is transitioned to REFL9I signal with an
offset. Offset is removed at time moment 360sec and interferometer is fully locked. Reflected power
is significantly reduced, and total interferometer visibility is more than 98% in full lock.
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Chapter 4
Alignment and angular motion
stabilization
Angular motion of LIGO mirrors is caused by seismic noise, suspension longitudinal control and
thermal drifts. Pitch motion is dominated by longitudinal motion of ISI tables. Yaw motion comes
from ISI motion in yaw and is usually a factor of 3-5 less compared to pitch. Both pitch and yaw
are driven by longitudinal suspensions control through non-diagonal cross couplings in the actuation
chain. Thermal drifts are slow but can significantly misalign interferometer on a time scale of few
hours.
Angular control of aLIGO optical cavities and input beam relative to each other is set up to
maximize optical power and keep it stable inside interferometer [56]. This is important for robust
lock acquisition and control of the instrument, since optical transfer functions and sensing matri-
ces depend on the power circulating inside the instrument. Stable alignment is also necessary for
interferometer stability and precise calibration of gravitational wave and auxiliary channels.
Alignment criteria for a simple Fabry-Perot cavity are formulated in section 2.1.2: input beam
axis should be coincident to the cavity axis to maximize the build-up, and cavity axis should be
set close to the central axis to minimize geometric losses. These criteria can be generalized for
the full interferometer: power and signal recycling cavity axes are aligned to arm cavities while
interferometer input beam is aligned to the power recycling axis. Centering of the beams on test
masses is crucial due to geometrical losses. Small beam offcentering (few mm) leads to larger
scattering noise, reduction of power recycling gain, and lower interferemeter sensitivity.
This chapter is devoted to automated alignment system of aLIGO interferometers. The first
section describes the process of initial alignment when interferometer internal cavities are coaligned
with the input beam. The second section discusses angular motion stabilization in DRMI configura-
tion when arms are misaligned or held out of resonance. The third section is devoted to alignment
servos engaged during CARM offset reduction when optical transfer functions significantly change
due to carrier build-up in the arm cavities. The fourth section describes angular motion stabilization
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in full lock configuration.
4.1 Interferometer initial alignment
The interferometer should be properly aligned before it can be brought to the linear regime and used
as a gravitational wave detector. This section describes the automatic procedure designed to align
the full interferometer and input beam accurate enough for the locking algorithm to work properly.
In order to achieve these goals, there is a set of requirements for the alignment sequence:
• Robustness. After initial alignment sequence is complete, the interferometer should be able to
lock using automated script.
• Automatization. Initial alignment should be done by a script with minimum help of operators.
This implies that alignment should be done using only single bounce beams and cavities with
one degree of freedom.
• Alignment time. The procedure should not take more than 10 minutes in order to reduce time
required for the lock acquisition process.
4.1.1 Alignment sequence
Arm cavities are aligned using green beams and serve as references for interferometer input beam,
power, and signal recycling cavity axis. A detailed overview of the procedure is given below:
• Alignment of X- and Y-arm cavity axes is done using ALS green beams that are injected from
the end stations. Straight beam shot is used for TMS and ITM alignment, as shown in figure
4.1a. ETMs are misaligned to avoid interference patterns on the mirrors.
TMS is steered to ITM center using camera image processing or baffle PDs installed around
the test mass. ITM is aligned using ETM baffle PDs 1 and 4. This is possible since the
diameter of baffle PDs is significantly smaller compared to the beam size. TMS suspensions
are dithered and ITM angles are adjusted to maximize readout signal from baffle PDs. The
optic center is assumed to be in the middle between PD 1 and PD4.
• BS is aligned relative to ITMs in simple Michelson configuration as shown in figure 4.1e.
MICH is locked using AS45Q PDH signal. Once BS is perfectly aligned, AS port should be
dark for carrier light. BS is dithered in pitch and yaw, and alignment error signal is derived
by demodulating power at the antisymmetric port.
• ETMs are aligned using green beams as shown in figure 4.1b. Alignment consists of coarse and
fine tuning. First, ETMs are servoed to ITM geometrical center using camera signals. Then,
ETM angle is swept to maximize transmitted power.
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ITM ETM
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BAFFLE PD
(a) TMS and ITM alignment.
ITM ETM TMS
(b) ETM alignment.
REFL WFS
IM3
IM4 PR2
ITMX ETMXPR3
(c) IM4 and PR2 alignment.
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(d) PRM alignment.
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(e) BS alignment.
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SR2REFL WFS
IM3
IM4
PR3
PR2
SRM
(f) SRM alignment.
Figure 4.1: Steps of interferometer initial alignment. First, arm cavities are aligned using green
beam and serve as a reference to power and signal recycling cavity axis, BS and input beam.
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• PR3 is aligned to maximize amplitude of the beat note between two green beams transmitted
through X- and Y-arms. This step helps to minimize clipping on the D-mirror, which separates
the green beams from two arm cavities.
• PR2 and IM4 are aligned relative to X-arm axis. First, IR laser is locked to XARM by actuating
on IMC length. Once IR light resonates in the cavity, reflected light contains information about
input beam misalignment relative to the arm axis. This signal is extracted using two REFL
WFS and servoed to IM4 and PR2, as shown in figure 4.1c.
• SR2 is aligned to center the beam on AS C QPD. This reference is also used in full lock. SRM
is aligned relative to the ITMY - SR3 - SR2 axis as shown in figure 4.1f. Low-finesse SRY
cavity is locked using REFL9I PDH signal. SRM is aligned using REFL WFS.
• PRM is aligned relative to the IM4 - PR2 - ITMX axis, as shown in figure 4.1d. Low-finesse
PRX cavity is locked using REFL9I PDH signal. PRM angle is servoed using one REFL WFS.
Signal in the second sensor should also be zero if IM4 and PR2 alignment is done correctly in
the previous step.
4.1.2 Alignment precision
The procedure of beam centering on the test masses using baffle PDs and camera signals has tolerance
of ≈ 4mm. Precision of images is limited by the slow drift of the camera and additional beams
coming from optical lever beams and shadow sensors. Tolerance of baffle PDs is determined by the
uncertainty in their position relative to the optic.
Relative alignment of the arm cavities is not directly controlled by the initial alignment procedure
since aLIGO interferometers do not have PDH sensors in reflection of ITMs. Each arm is aligned
separately and residual tilt between two axes is estimated to be less than 2urad. This number
corresponds to misalignment of test masses by ≈ 0.2urad and was estimated based on precision of
beam centering on the test masses and then measured during CARM offset reduction when carrier
starts to resonate in the arm cavities.
Precision of BS alignment is 0.1urad and limited by BS angular motion due to length to angle
coupling. Even though during the process of IM4 and PR2 alignment input beam passes PRM twice
before being sensed by REFL WFS, SNR is good enough for precise alignment of the XARM input
beam if PSL power is more than 10W.
Alignment signals from REFL WFS for PRM and SRM in low finesse PRX and SRY cavities
have good SNR. After initial alignment procedure is implemented, DRMI can be locked without the
operator’s help. Power build-up in PRC and SRC is usually higher than 0.8 of maximum. Once
locked, DRMI alignment loops are engaged and bring power in optical cavities to the maximum
level.
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4.2 DRMI angular motion
Alignment fluctuations driven by seismic noise cause power fluctuation in DRMI cavities of up to
5% in summer time and 50% in winter. Figure 4.2 shows angular motion of the mirrors estimated
using ISI inertial sensors. Pitch comes from longitudinal motion of the table while yaw motion is
caused by the table rotation around vertical axis.
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Figure 4.2: Seismically driven angular motion of input mirrors (IM), small triple suspensions
(HSTS), large triple suspensions (HLTS), beam splitter suspension (BSFM) and quadruple sus-
pensions (QUAD).
In order to estimate how angular motion of particular mirror couples to the cavity waist motion
and intracavity power fluctuations, an ABCDEF model was developed for the power recycling cavity.
This model computes beam offcentering from the mirror center, tilt of the cavity axis, and shift of
the waist position in response to angular motion of PRM, PR2, PR3, and ITM.
4.2.1 ABCDEF model of power recycling cavity
For simplicity, the Michelson interferometer is replaced with a single mirror in the ABCDEF model
of the power recycling cavity. The geometrical path of the beam is computed in the basis of angle and
position. Model considers only tilt of cavity mirrors and ignores horizontal and vertical translations
perpendicular to the cavity axis since this is the case for aLIGO suspensions.
ABCDEF matrix for free space propagation and reflection from optics can be represented as:
Vbasis =

b
α
1
 Pfree =

1 L 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
 Mmirror =

1 0 0
−2/R 1 2/θ
0 0 1
 (4.1)
where b is position and α is beam angle, L is distance of free space propagation, R is optic radius
of curvature, θ is misalignment angle.
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Basis vector is propagated through the cavity, and a 3× 3 round trip matrix is computed. Eigen
vector that corresponds to the eigen value of 1 represents the solution for the cavity axis tilt and
position shift.
Vaxis = K · Vaxis
K = MPRM · PPRM−PR2 ·MPR2 · PPR2−PR3 ·MPR3 · PPR3−ITM ·MITM ·
PPR3−ITM ·MPR3 · PPR2−PR3 ·MPR2 · PPRM−PR2
(4.2)
where K is the round trip ABCDEF matrix of the power recycling cavity.
The following parameters were used in the model:
• Virtual waist position is 6 m before the power recycling cavity, waist size equals to 1.01 mm,
cavity divergence angle is 318 urad
• Optics radii of curvature: (PRM, PR2, PR3, ITM) = (-11, -4.544, 36.01, -1934 / nSiO2),
nSiO2 = 1.45
• Distance between optics PRM-PR2 = 16.604m, PR2-PR3 = 16.156m, PR3-ITM = 24.899m
• Focal lens of PRM substrate is 24.5 m (used to propagate beam parameters to the waist)
If there is no optic misalingment θ = 0 then the cavity axis is assumed to coincide with the
central axis and is coaligned with the input beam path. In this case intracavity power build up is
maximized and round trip matrix equals to
K =

−0.33 12.76 0
−0.13 1.99 0
0 0 1
 (4.3)
Half trace of the round trip ABCD matrix equals to 0.83 and is a strong function of optics radii
of curvature and distance between the mirrors since beam size increases from 1 mm up to 5.3 cm
through the PRC telescope. This number represents a g-factor of the folded cavity and gives an idea
of the mirror angular motion amplification to cavity waist motion.
If one or several optics are misaligned, then cavity axis shifts relative to the input beam. In this
case intracavity power build-up drops according to equation:
δP
P0
≈ 1
2
(
δα
α0
)2
+
1
2
(
δx
x0
)2
(4.4)
where P0 is maximum intracavity power, δα is tilt of the waist, α0 = 335urad is cavity divergence
angle, δx is translation of the waist and x0 = 1.01mm is waist size.
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Table 4.1 shows waist motion in position and tilt as well as power build up in the cavity relative
to maximum value when each optic was misaligned by 1 urad:
Optic Waist, mm Waist, urad Build up PRM, mm PR2, mm PR3, mm ITM, mm
PRM 0.01 -11 0.998 0.08 0.21 1.81 1.78
PR2 0.09 -54.75 0.962 0.42 1.04 9.10 8.94
PR3 0.76 -477.83 0 3.63 9.10 79.16 77.71
ITM 0.37 -234.54 0.32 1.78 4.47 38.85 38.12
Table 4.1: Table shows PRC waist position and tilt motion as well as power build up in the cavity
relative to maximum value when each specified optic is misaligned by 1 urad. Last four columns
show beam spot shift on each optic.
ABCDEF model shows that PR3 angular motion causes the largest power fluctuations in power
recycling cavity. It is enough to misalign PR3 by 0.8urad to reduce intracavity power from maximum
down to zero. PR2 gives larger power fluctuations when tilted by the same amount as PRM. Table
4.1 shows that PRM should be used for low frequency longitudinal control to minimize angular
fluctuations caused by the length to angle couplings in suspensions.
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Figure 4.3: Linear coupling of seismic motion to PRC power fluctuations.
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Given the angular motion of each optics shown in figure 4.2, ABCDEF model can estimate power
fluctuations in the cavity. Figure 4.3 shows power recycling cavity relative intensity noise assuming
DC misalignment of the cavity axis relative to the input beam equals to δα/α0 = 0.1, δx/x0 = 0.1.
These numbers are related to the RMS of the power fluctuations in the cavity when angular controls
are not engaged.
Figure 4.3 shows that RMS of intracavity power fluctuations comes from PR3 motion at mi-
croseismic frequencies. Power fluctuations coming from Michelson interferometer are significantly
smaller since BSC ISI stage two platforms move less compared to HAM ISI tables by more than
factor of 5 in the frequency range 0.1-0.5 Hz due to low noise T-240 seismometers.
Angular control system has been set to suppress power fluctuations in power and signal recycling
cavities down to the level of 0.1%. Control system also removed residual misalignments left after
running initial alignment procedure.
4.2.2 Angular controls
Once DRMI is locked on sidebands, alignment loops are engaged. Four WFS angular loops keep
maximum power build up in power and signal recycling cavities, and two DC loops keep the beams
on the center of PR2 and SRM. Similar loops are set in pitch and yaw degrees of freedom:
• IM4 and PR2 are controlled using linear combinations of REFL9I A and B WFS with band-
width of 1.5Hz. These loops suppress relative motion of input beam and power recycling cavity
axes at microseismic frequencies and maximize power build up in power recycling cavity.
• PRM is controlled using POP QPD with bandwidth of 0.1 Hz to keep beam position on BS.
• BS is controlled using AS36Q WFS with bandwidth of 1.5Hz. Michelson angular motion is
dominated by the main BS and quad resonances around 0.5Hz. Loop has enough gain at
this frequency and is rolled off at 4 Hz to reduce sensor noise injection at the interferometer
sensitivity band.
• SR2 is controlled using AS C QPD with bandwidth of 2 Hz. This loop holds the beam on the
center of SRM and suppresses angular motion of the cavity below 1Hz.
• SRM is controlled using AS36 I WFS with bandwidth of 0.1 Hz. The function of this loop is
to keep alignment of signal recycling cavity axis.
• Beam centering servos are engaged to keep beam position on REFL and AS WFS with band-
width of 0.1Hz. Servos actuate on RM1,2 and OM1,2,3 tip-tilts.
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After DRMI is aligned, longitudinal control of PRCL, MICH, and SRCL is transitioned to 3f
signals, and locking guardian moves to the next step of CARM offset reduction as discussed in
section 3.3.
4.3 Angular controls during CARM offset reduction
During the process of CARM offset reduction carrier builds up in the power recycling and arm
cavities and becomes anti-resonant in the signal recycling cavity. Since carrier reflectivity from arm
cavities changes sign, response of 1f WFS to angular motion also depends on CARM offset. At the
same time sidebands do not resonate in the arm cavities and are insensitive to CARM offset. The
response of WFS signals, derived from the beat between 9MHz and 45MHz sidebands, to angular
motion of power and signal recycling cavities and Michelson interferometer does not depend on
CARM offset as shown in table 4.2.
DRMI angular loops that use 1f WFS signals are turned off when CARM offset is 80pm. Align-
ment servos of signal recycling cavity continue to run since they use AS36 signals. This scheme
suggests to use POP36 signals for alignment of the power recycling cavity. These sensors are not
currently installed but simulations show that optical response of POP36 to power recycling cavity
does not depend on CARM offset and has a factor of 50 better signal to noise ratio compared to
REFL WFS in full lock.
offset, pm AS B 45QETMX−ETMY
W
rad
REFL9I
ETMX+ETMY
W
rad
REFL9I
PR3
W
rad
AS36Q
BS
W
rad
AS36I
SR3
W
rad
3000 -14 -7 2446 -111 -3.13
300 -133 -14 2426 -111 -3.11
30 -1056 -17 1977 -111 -3.10
15 -1400 90 1338 -111 -3.10
5 -307 502 90 -111 -3.10
3 472 643 -129 -111 -3.10
0 1893 802 -112 -111 -3.10
Table 4.2: Simulation of WFS response to angular motion of the mirrors during CARM offset
reduction. Interferometer input power was set to 1W, and sensors get all optical power from inter-
ferometer.
During aLIGO commissioning it was noticed that in order to achieve robust interferometer control
during CARM offset reduction, it is necessary to avoid power leakage to AS port due to relative
misalignment of arm cavity axes. This misalignment is left from initial alignment procedure and is
also caused by radiation pressure torque on test masses due to beam offcentering on the mirrors. As
discussed in section 2.1.2.1, tilt of arm cavity α axis and beam positions on test masses xitm, xetm
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are related to misalignment angles θitm, θetm according to equation:
α[urad]
xitm[mm]
xetm[mm]
 =

10.6 12.2
−18.5 23.7
23.7 −25.1

θitm[urad]
θetm[urad]
 (4.5)
Table 4.2 shows that response of AS A 45Q WFS to differential arm angular motion changes sign
at CARM offset of ≈ 4pm. This happens because round trip phase of carrier TEM00 and TEM01
modes changes, and beat signal flows to another Gouy phase plane, as given by equations in section
2.1.2.2. Differential alignment of the arm cavity axes can be sensed by the AS A WFS in orthogonal
Gouy phase plane. Figure 4.4 shows measured response of AS A and B WFS from differential ETM
motion. AS B WFS is used to control differential arm cavity alignment starting from CARM offset
of 80pm. Alignment control is switched to AS A WFS when CARM offset reaches 10pm.
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Figure 4.4: Response of AS A and B WFS to DHARD mode during CARM offset reduction.
Alignment of power recycling axis relative to the input beam and arm cavities is engaged after
CARM offset is reduced and frequency noise is suppressed using 30kHz CARM loop, and DRMI is
transitioned to POP 1f signals.
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4.4 Angular motion stabilization in full lock
At the end of CARM offset reduction four pairs of alignment loops are running: relative alignment of
arm cavities is controlled using AS A 45Q WFS, signal recycling cavity alignment is controlled using
AS C QPD and AS36I, and alignment of the Michelson interferometer is controlled using AS36Q
signal.
Sensing matrix from power recycling cavity alignment, relative to arm cavities and input beam,
was measured in full lock and shown in the table 4.3. This matrix is inverted to complete interfer-
ometer alignment in full lock.
Sensor ITMX ITMY ETMX ETMY IM4 PR2
REFL A 9I, W/rad -207 -182 253 253 -18.8 -6.2
REFL B 9I, W/rad -187 -184 230 253 26.1 -17.5
REFL A 45I, W/rad -173 -166 180 173 -11.4 24.5
REFL B 45I, W/rad -101 -99 101 106 10.5 13.3
AS A 45Q, W/rad -8570 8386 9676 -9906
POP DC, dx/x/rad 23375 19750 -23938 -20875
Table 4.3: Sensing matrix of angular sensors to test masses, IM4 and PR2 in full lock. Input PSL
power during the measurement was 2W. Sensing matrix scales linearly with power up to 25W.
Table 4.3 shows that differential motion of ITMs and ETMs is not sensed at reflected port of
interferometer. At the same time the antisymmetric port is not sensitive to common motion of ITMs
and ETMs. This was not the case before the CO2 laser was engaged to correct the sideband contrast
defect caused by difference in ITM radius or curvature.
Sensing matrix also significantly depends on the mode matching between arm cavities and power
and signal recycling cavities. When ITMX and ITMY CO2 lasers were engaged in common to
improve mode matching between OMC and signal recycling cavity, optical transfer functions from
PR2 to REFL WFS and SRM to AS36I have changed. These transfer functions were found to
be least stable in the long run and to significantly depend on beam spot positions on the ITMs,
visibility, and contrast defect.
Beam positions on ITMs are currently not controlled and are manually tuned by dithering the
angle of test masses and optimizing beam positions in the arm cavities and power build up as
discussed in section 9.2. Amount of losses in the arm cavities is crucial for robust work of alignment
system since total losses are 85-90ppm and interferometer visibility is close to 1. Small fluctuations
of arm losses can change sign of carrier reflectivity from the interferometer and sensing matrix will
significantly change. Once losses in the arm cavities are improved up to 50-60ppm and 10% of carrier
light is reflected from interferometer as discussed in section 8.1, sensing matrix will be more stable
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and alignment system more robust.
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Figure 4.5: Angular controls of the full interferometer.
Figure 4.5 shows six WFS and two DC servos being engaged in the full lock to stabilize angular
motion of the interferemeter pitch and yaw degrees of freedom:
• Differential hard mode is controlled with AS45Q signal with bandwidth of 3Hz by actuating
on ETMs
• Common soft mode is controlled using combination of REFL WFS signals with bandwidth of
1Hz by actuating on ETMs
• Two more combinations of REFL WFS are used to control PRC axis and input beam alignment
by actuating on PR2 and IM4
• Beam position on PR2 is kept using POP B QPD signal and actuating on PRM with bandwidth
of 0.1Hz
• Michelson alignment is controlled using AS36Q signal with bandwidth of 1.5 Hz and actuating
of BS
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• SRM is servoed using AS36I signal with bandwidth of 0.1Hz
• Beam position on SRM is maintained using AS C QPD and actuating on SR2 with bandwidth
of 1Hz
Once angular controls are engaged, interferometer power fluctuations are stabilized on the level
of 0.2% RMS. Alignment system was proven to be robust during multi-hour lock stretches. Figure
4.6 shows carrier power resonating in the power recycling cavity during 30 hour lock in low noise
regime. For the first half an hour power increases due to heating of ITM substrates. This effect is
caused by small size of BS optic and is discussed in appendix D.
Residual power fluctuations are caused by angular drift ITMs since these degrees of freedom are
not actively controlled. Beam positions on the test masses depend on ITM alignment according to
equation 4.5. Intracavity losses change when beams shift since distribution of dust is not uniform
on the mirror surface.
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Figure 4.6: Optical power resonating in the power recycling cavity during 30 hour lock stretch.
Interferometer input power is 22 Watts.
Once interferometer is stably locked and angular motion is stabilized, damping of high-Q bounce,
roll, and violin modes is required before interferometer can be transitioned to low noise state. This
topic is discussed in chapter 5.
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Chapter 5
Suspension control
Design of advanced LIGO mechanical suspensions underwent a significant upgrade compared to
initial LIGO design. Single stage suspensions were replaced with multi-stage ones for better seismic
isolation. Test masses are located at the bottom stage of quadruple suspension. Triple suspensions
are used for DRMI optics.
Actuation has also significantly changed. Initial LIGO current drivers had to produce enough
force at low frequencies to acquire lock and at the same time have low electronics noise at high
frequencies above 40Hz to avoid noise injections to gravitational wave channel. Coil-magnet pairs
were used to actuate on the test mass, and strong low-frequency force produced Barkhausen noise
[57]. This noise was filtered only by a single stage suspension and was close to sensitivity curve.
Advanced LIGO test mass suspensions have strong coil-magnet actuators on the top stages for low
frequency control and weak electrostatic actuators on the bottom stage for high frequency control.
This approach guarantees that Barkhausen noise is filtered by multi-stage suspension and does not
limit aLIGO sensitivity in the frequency range 10Hz-10kHz.
Longitudinal range of top stage actuator M0 on quadruple suspension is 300um, on L1 stage is
25um, on penultimate mass L2 is 0.5um, and range of bottom stage ESD is 0.5um on ETMs when
maximum bias of 400V is engaged. ESD range on ITMs was measured to be 20 times less compared
to ETMs due to a larger gap between test masses and capacitor plates. Actuator ranges suggest that
control design of aLIGO suspensions should be hierarchical with stable crossovers between different
stages.
Another significant difference between initial and advanced LIGO suspension is high Q-factors
of suspension fibers. Fused silica suspension fibers are used instead of metal wires and designed to
minimize thermal noise contribution to gravitational wave channel. However, low loss fibers increase
ring down time of violin modes to up to 1 week. Bounce and roll ring down time is a few hours.
Longitudinal and angular servos are tuned to avoid excitation of suspension modes but they still get
excited during lock losses and ISI trips. For this reason, suspension violin, bounce, and roll modes
are damped every lock before interferometer is transitioned to low noise state.
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This chapter is devoted to aLIGO suspension control developed during commissioning of LIGO
Livingston interferometer. Feedback loops are designed and analyzed using frequency domain ap-
proach [58]. Section 1 describes longitudinal control of quadruple suspensions in different optical
configurations. Section 2 gives procedure on damping of high-Q bounce, roll and violin modes.
5.1 Longitudinal control
DARM feedback control loop actuates on test masses. During the process of lock acquisition and
transition of interferometer to low noise regime, three signals are used as an error signal: ALS
DIFF, AS45Q, and OMC DC. These sensors have different signal to noise ratios and suppression
requirements of the error point. For this reason, DARM control loop, as well as crossover filters
between suspension stages, depends on particular interferometer configuration. Initial design is set
for ALS DIFF loop and then updated during the process of lock acquisition.
5.1.1 ALS DIFF loop
Broadband sensing noise level of ALS DIFF signal in the frequency range 5Hz-1kHz is 10−13 −
10−12m/
√
Hz and sets the limit for DARM loop bandwidth of 15Hz. ETM electrostatic drivers
with bias of 400V are used in this state for high frequency DARM control, and RMS control signal
is dominated by sensing noise in the frequency range 10-100Hz.
L2 stage actuators are not used in this configuration since its maximum actuation range at DC
below suspension resonances decreases as 1/f4 ·Tw, where Tw is actuator whitening transfer function.
Small range of L2 actuators makes it very difficult to use this actuator in DARM control using ALS
DIFF signal.
DARM motion in the frequency range from 40mHz to 1Hz depends on seismic noise and varies
from 1 to 10um RMS. L1 actuator is used to compensate for this motion. L1/L3 crossover is
determined by the following arguments:
• L1/L3 crossover gain should be more than 30dB at 0.1Hz to avoid ESD saturation due to low
frequency seismic motion
• L1/L3 crossover should be low enough to avoid saturation of L1 actuator due to high frequency
ALS DIFF sensing noise
L1/L3 crossover was set to 1.5Hz with phase margin of 30 degrees. Since suspension has reso-
nances in the frequency range 0.4-5Hz, L1/L3 crossover filter was tuned in iterations starting from
initial guess based on simulation of suspension dynamics.
M0 stage has maximum actuation range and is used for DARM control below 40mHz. Control
signal is dominated by tidal motion of the ground with period of 6 hours.
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ALS DIFF loop is engaged with ramp time of approximately 30 seconds to avoid saturation of
actuators due to transients and angular motion caused by cross couplings in the suspensions. For
this reason, crossover and DARM control filters are set in such way that loop is unconditionally
stable when it is being turned on. L1 and L3 stages are engaged from beginning of DARM control
and M0 stage is turned on when DARM UGF is higher than 0.3Hz to keep stability of the loop.
Then low frequency boosts are engaged to suppress low frequency DARM motion. Figure 5.1 shows
DARM open loop transfer function and control loops for three suspension stages.
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Figure 5.1: Open loop transfer function of ALS DIFF loop and M0, L1 and L3 stages. Loop is
unconditionally stable when it is being engaged and M0 gain is lower than nominal. Then boost is
turned on to suppress low frequency motion and M0 gain is increased.
Amplitude of control signals to L1 and L3 stages is ≈ 20000cnts and is 15% of actuator range
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as shown in figure 5.2. During winter times when seismic noise is high at microseism frequencies,
control signal to L1 stage increases up to 30− 40%. Figure 5.2 also shows suppression of ALS DIFF
signal using loop with 15Hz bandwidth. RMS of residual motion is 5Hz and is less than ALS DIFF
noise.
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Figure 5.2: ALS DIFF loop suppression and control signal to L1 and L3 stages.
DARM is controlled using ALS DIFF loop during DRMI lock acquisition, and then error point
is transitioned to AS45Q signal. During CARM offset reduction DARM bandwidth increases up to
70Hz and broadband sensing noise reduces down to 10−16m/
√
Hz. At this point high frequency
control signal to electrostatic drivers is negligible and becomes even smaller when interferometer is
transitioned to low noise state and DARM is controlled using DC readout scheme. However, ETM
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ESD electronics noise limits DARM sensitivity in the frequency range 10-100Hz as discussed in
section 7.3. For this reason, DARM control scheme is modified to switch off noisy ETM electrostatic
drivers in low noise regime.
5.1.2 DARM control using L2 stage
One possible solution to eliminate ETM ESD noise is to transition high frequency DARM control to
L2 stage and turn off electrostatic drivers. DARM noise is less than 10−19m/
√
Hz in the frequency
range 40Hz-1kHz and L2 saturation can be avoided.
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Figure 5.3: Compensation filter from quad L2 to L3 stage.
In order to keep L1/L2 crossover similar to L1/L3 and leave L1 control filter same during transi-
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tion, compensation filter was introduced into L2 actuation path to make L2 to L3 suspension transfer
function look the same as L3 to L3 transfer function below 100Hz. Figure 5.3 shows Bode plot of
correction filter.
Control signal to L2 stage is 100-1000 times higher compared to L3 stage above 10Hz due to
additional 1/f2 isolation compensated by filter 5.3. Spectrum of control signal to L2 in the low
noise regime is shown in figure 5.4. RMS is dominated by high frequency control signal and is 4%
of actuator range when seismic noise is low.
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Figure 5.4: Control signal to L2 stage.
The process of controlling DARM at high frequencies using L2 actuator is more complex com-
pared to L3 stage since violin modes and five harmonics should be well notched as well as other
modes above 1kHz. Also bounce and roll modes are in loop and can get excited by the length servo
depending on the phase of the open loop transfer function around 10Hz.
Most significant disadvantage of controlling DARM using L2 stage without L3 is wide violin
resonance around 500Hz in longitudinal transfer function from L2 to L3. Figure 5.5 shows comparison
of L3 to L3 transfer function with L2 to L3 transfer function multiplied by f2. Narrow violin
resonances are notched in the frequency range 450-550Hz but wide resonance becomes significant
above 100Hz and limits DARM bandwidth to 50Hz with phase margin of 10 degrees.
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Figure 5.5: Wide violin resonance.
High frequency DARM control using L2 stage was proven to be robust. This configuration was
used during engineering run ER6. However, due to wide violin resonance around 500Hz, control
scheme was modified to include low range and low noise ITM ESD actuator and use L2/L3 crossover
to avoid ITM ESD saturation.
5.1.3 L2/L3 crossover
Longitudinal range of ITM ESD was measured to be 5nm with bias voltage of 100V. In this con-
figuration noise from electrostatic actuator is far below instrument sensitivity curve as discussed in
the section 7.3. At the same time open loop transfer function of L2/L3 crossover should have more
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than 80dB of gain at microseismic frequencies. For this reason, ITM ESD is used for DARM control
only at frequencies higher than 10Hz. Figure 5.6 shows measured crossover between L3 and upper
suspension stages.
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Figure 5.6: Bringing L2/L3 crossover in full lock.
L2/L3 crossover is not used during the process of lock acquisition due to arguments listed in
section 5.1.1. Control signal to L2 is introduced already in full lock using the following procedure:
• L2 correction filter 5.3 is turned on to make L2 to L3 transfer function look the same as L3 to
L3. This step makes it possible to introduce L2/L3 crossover without changing L1 crossover
filters.
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• L2 control path is engaged with ramp of 10secs. During this period of time DARM UGF
increases with the speed of 0.6dB/sec, and crossover frequency between L1 and low stages
decreases with the same speed.
• After 7 secs L2 crossover filter is engaged and DARM UGF moves back to its initial value, and
L1/L2 crossover frequency increases by 3dB compared to initial L1/L3 value. When L2 path
is fully engaged, L1/L2 crossover frequency returns to 3Hz.
• Low frequency boost filters are moved from DARM servo to L2 control filter to further suppress
control signal to electrostatic actuator. Figure 5.8 shows control signals to L2 and L3 stages.
RMS of control signal to L3 stage is 2 cnts.
• High frequency DARM control is moved from ETM to ITM and electrostatic actuators at the
end stations are turned off.
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Figure 5.7: DARM control scheme. P represents transfer functions from L3, L2, L1, and M0 stages
to DARM, C - correction filters, G0 - DARM control servo, G - crossover filters.
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Figure 5.8: Control signal to L2 and L3 stages using L2/L3 crossover.
5.2 Damping of high-Q modes
Active feedback systems are used to damp bounce and roll modes of beam splitter suspension. Modes
get excited during longitudinal control transients and can significantly increase lock acquisition time.
Active damping is also applied to bounce, roll, and violin modes of quadruple suspension. In low
noise regime these modes dominate RMS of DARM error point, and upconvertion around modes
limit gravitational wave sensitivity.
Damping feedback loop should be stable and have 60◦ of phase margin for fast damping rate.
Feedback controller is designed using the following procedure:
• Forth order Butterworth filter BPf0 is designed with bandpass frequencies around the mode
frequency (f0 − 4f, f0 + 4f), where f0 is frequency of the mode, and 4f ∼ 0.1Hz deter-
mines uncertainty in the mode position. This value should be small enough to avoid actuator
saturation but significantly larger than thermal drift of the mode frequency.
• Sign of the servo gain is chosen randomly in the first iteration. Magnitude is increased before
mode gets excited or damped with rate of 3%/min. If mode gets excited, the sign of the
controller is changed. Phase of the open loop transfer function gets in the stable region
including sectors 1-3 shown in figure 5.9.
• Servo phase is optimized by engaging filters G+60◦ and G−60◦ , which add or subtract 60◦ from
the servo phase without changing magnitude. Table 5.1 summarizes possible outcomes of the
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test. Design of the final controller guarantees that phase of the open loop transfer function is
in the sector 2 shown in figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.9: Phase sectors of open loop transfer function H.
Stability test Initial sector Servo design
BPf0 ·G+60◦ and BPf0 ·G−60◦ are stable 2 BPf0
BPf0 ·G+60◦ stable, BPf0 ·G−60◦ unstable 1 BPf0 ·G+60◦
BPf0 ·G+60◦ unstable, BPf0 ·G−60◦ stable 3 BPf0 ·G−60◦
Table 5.1: Possible outcomes of tuning procedure of the servo phase. Initial sector indicates servo
phase from figure 5.9 when only BPf0 is used.
5.2.1 BS bounce and roll damping
Active damping technique was applied to BS suspension for bounce and roll modes. Servos are
engaged during the process of lock acquisition and then turned off in the low noise regime when
notch filters are engaged in MICH loop.
M1 vertical shadow sensors are used for bounce and roll sensing with noise floor of 2·10−11m/√Hz.
Servo actuates on M2 in pitch and yaw degrees of freedom from bounce and roll damping. Active
damping relies on cross couplings in the suspension between vertical and angular degrees of freedom.
Figure 5.10 shows open loop transfer function of active damping controller of BS bounce mode.
Tests of the servos have shown that amplitude of bounce and roll modes decrease by a factor of 10 in
10 seconds. Energy of the modes is reduced since, when servo is turned off, the height of the mode
is still below noise floor in the error signal.
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Figure 5.10: Open loops transfer function of BS bounce mode damping.
Damping servo modifies BS longitudinal M2 to M3 transfer function as shown in figure 5.11.
When servo is off, MICH loop with bandwidth of 10Hz rings up BS bounce mode due to vertical to
longitudinal cross coupling. When servo is engaged, coupling is modified and mode is not excited
by the loop.
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of BS longitudinal transfer function.
5.2.2 Quad bounce and roll damping
Local sensors can not be used for bounce and roll damping on test masses since broadband noise
level of shadow sensors is much higher than DARM sensitivity. Required level of bounce and roll
damping on test masses is 10−15m and 10−18m measured by longitudinal sensor. For this reason,
interferometric signals are used for bounce and roll damping.
Table 5.2 shows frequencies of bounce and roll modes for all four test masses. The table also
shows error signal, actuator, and servo parameters used for damping of the modes. Controllers are
engaged after full lock is acquired and run for 3-5 minutes before modes are damped into the noise
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floor. Then interferometer is transitioned to low noise regime, and modes are damped again since
noise floor improves by a few orders of magnitude. After modes are damped to required amplitudes,
servos are turned off.
Mode Test mass f0, Hz Error signal Servo Actuator
bounce ETMX 9.59 DARM ERR +BPf0 ·G+60◦ M0 VERT
bounce ETMY 9.71 DARM ERR −BPf0 ·G+60◦ M0 VERT
bounce ITMX 9.62 DARM ERR +BPf0 M0 VERT
bounce ITMY 9.68 DARM ERR −BPf0 ·G+60◦ M0 VERT
roll ETMX 13.59 WFS AS45Q PIT −BPf0 ·G−60◦ L2 PIT
roll ETMY 13.78 WFS AS45Q PIT +BPf0 ·G+60◦ L2 PIT
roll ITMX 13.65 DARM ERR +BPf0 M0 ROLL
roll ITMY 13.75 DARM ERR −BPf0 M0 ROLL
Table 5.2: Test mass bounce and roll damping parameters.
Active damping servo phase shown in the table 5.2 depends on sensing and actuation parameters.
Since vertical sensors are not available and height of modes is monitored using longitudinal and
angular sensors through suspension cross coupling, servo phase has to be adjusted depending on
beam position on the test masses.
5.2.3 Quad violin mode damping
Violin modes and harmonics are notched in DARM servo but they get excited during lock losses.
Due to high-Q of the modes Q ∼ 109, height of the modes decreases by factor of 2-3 in one week.
If not actively damped, violin modes seen in DARM have RMS of 10−14m and saturate OMC
photodetectors.
Table 5.3 shows frequencies of 16 violin modes and their damping parameters. Controllers are
engaged in full lock for 1-2 mins and get turned off when the height of modes seen in DARM spectrum
is less than 10−17m. Servos are kept off since they significantly run up violin modes if lock is lost
during damping procedure.
Each violin mode listed in the table 5.3 has two orthogonal polarizations separated in frequency
by ≈ 7mHz. Since both polarizations are in loop, servo design should be stable for both of them.
In some cases 4f is increased from 0.1Hz to 0.3Hz to reduce phase difference between two modes.
In rare cases one of polarizations is not damped when DARM is used as an error signal since
mode vibrates in orthogonal direction to the cavity axis. Violin mode seen in DARM is damped
by active feedback and, when servo is turned off, rings up again by taking energy from orthogonal
polarization. Two polarizations get into equilibrium in ∼ 30mins and damping process is repeated.
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Total time required to damp such modes is 4-5 hours. However, excitement of these modes rarely
happens after major earthquakes and damping procedure using energy exchange is used once in a
few months.
Test mass f0, Hz Servo Actuator
ETMX 513.15 +BPf0 ·G+60◦ L2 PIT
ETMX 513.27 +BPf0 ·G+60◦ L2 PIT
ETMX 515.55 BPf0 L2 LONG
ETMX 516.9 +BPf0 ·G+60◦ L2 PIT
ETMY 499.6 −BPf0 ·G+60◦ L2 PIT
ETMY 503.1 +BPf0 ·G+60◦ L2 PIT
ETMY 515.34 BPf0 L2 LONG
ETMY 515.37 BPf0 L2 LONG
ITMX 509.0 +BPf0 ·G+60◦ L2 PIT
ITMX 510.9 +BPf0 ·G+60◦ L2 PIT
ITMX 515.8 BPf0 L2 LONG
ITMX 516.0 BPf0 L2 LONG
ITMY 508.4 −BPf0 ·G+60◦ L2 PIT
ITMY 509.4 −BPf0 ·G+60◦ L2 PIT
ITMY 510.2 −BPf0 ·G+60◦ L2 PIT
ITMY 511.5 −BPf0 ·G+60◦ L2 PIT
Table 5.3: Test mass violin modes damping parameters.
Table 5.4 shows frequencies of second harmonics of test mass violin modes that got frequently
excited during lock losses or ISI trips. Modes are damped down to the level of 10−17m and then
servos are turned off.
Test mass f0, Hz Servo Actuator
ETMX 1018.25 +BPf0 ·G−60◦ L2 PIT
ETMX 1020.6 +BPf0 ·G−60◦ L2 PIT
ETMX 1023.05 −BPf0 ·G−60◦ L2 PIT
ETMX 1025.2 +BPf0 ·G+60◦ L2 PIT
ETMY 1022.8 −BPf0 L2 PIT
ITMY 1010.95 −BPf0 ·G−60◦ L2 PIT
Table 5.4: Damping parameters of second harmonics of test mass violin modes.
Figure 5.12 shows time series of control signal and ITMX violin mode height during the process
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of excitation and damping. Mode excitation is achieved when servo sign is flipped. It took ≈ 2mins
to damp the mode by factor of 10-20.
Figure 5.12: Excitation and damping of ITMX violin modes. Top plot shows control signal to
suspension L2 actuator. Bottom plot shows amplitude of violin mode.
Damping of suspension modes completes process of lock acquisition and transition of the instru-
ment to low noise regime. Next part of this thesis describes online calibration of data and sensitivity
analysis of interferometer.
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Chapter 6
Instrument calibration
During the process of calibration photodetector output signals in units of Amperes or Volts are
converted to meters or units of strain [59]. Calibration in physical units is important for parameter
estimation of astrophysical objects.
Process of noise hunting is also more robust when the instrument is properly calibrated. For this
reason, online calibration of gravitational wave and auxiliary channels was developed to monitor
noise level in real time.
This chapter describes online calibration of aLIGO interferometers. The first section gives
overview of front end model and mathematical principles of calibration. The second chapter is
devoted to actuator calibration using simple Michelson interferometer, ALS beat notes signals, and
photon calibrators. The third section of this paper describes the measurement of DARM cavity pole.
6.1 Front end model
Figure 6.1 shows the model of differential arm feedback loop and the process of online calibration.
External disturbances x include gravitational wave signals and instrument noises and are estimated
based on feedback loop algebra:
x(t) = s′(t) + e′(t) (6.1)
where s′ is optic motion due to control signal, e′ is residual unsuppressed motion. These signals
are calibrated to units of meters.
Signals s′ and e′ are estimated using signals e and s are feedback error and control signals
measured in the digital system. These signals have dimensions of counts and even though they are
related to each other by equation s(t) = G ∗ e(t), it is convenient to use both of them since in this
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case any modification to servo G will not affect the calibration:
e(t) = C · PD ·AAanalog ·ADC ·AAiopDerror ∗ e′(t) ≡ C ·Q ·Derror ∗ e′(t)
s′(t) = Dctrl ·AIiop ·DAC ·AIanalog · SUS ∗ s(t) ≡ Dctrl · P ∗ s(t)
(6.2)
where C is optical transfer function in units of Watts / meters; PD is transfer function of the
photodiode in units of Volts / Watts that includes quantum efficiency (0.86) and internal electronics
that converts Watts to Amps and then Amps to Volts; ADC and DAC converts Volts to digital
counts and vice versa; AAanalog, AIanalog [Volts/Volts] and AAIOP , AIIOP [cnts/cnts] are low-pass
filters used to prevent data corruption; SUS is suspension transfer function in units of meters /
Volts.
Figure 6.1: Calibration of external disturbance.
Sets of transfer functions in error and control paths are combined into groups Q and P since
these elements are invertible and time independent. Once measured, these transfer functions are
changed in the calibration model only after major hardware update.
Delays in the error and control paths Derror and Dctrl arise from transmission path between the
models and DAC hold. Since delays are not invertible, online calibrated disturbance is delayed:
x(t− terror) = P ∗ s(t− tloop) + 1
C ·Q ∗ e(t) (6.3)
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where terror is time delay in the error path, tloop = terror + tctrl - full loop delay equal to 230usec.
If signal recycling cavity is not detuned then frequency shape of optical transfer function C is
determined by a single pole. This pole depends on finesse of the arm and signal recycling cavities.
Optical transfer function depends on power build-up in the cavities, and amplitude at DC is tuned in
such way that calibrated control signal crosses calibrated error signal exactly at unity gain frequency.
Power level in optical cavities depend on alignment, losses, and input power. Set of calibration lines
is used to keep track of optical transfer function C as well as total calibration of the instrument.
Suspension transfer function in units of m/cnts is simulated using a dynamical model. A result
is compared to the measurement in different frequency points.
6.2 Actuator calibration
Three independent techniques are used to measure aLIGO suspension transfer functions: Michelson
interferometer, ALS DIFF beat note and photon calibrator.
6.2.1 Michelson interferometer
First of all, beam splitter transfer function is measured and then calibration is propagated to ITMs
and further to ETMs by locking laser to the arm cavities.
In this calibration technique Michelson interferometer is formed with BS and ITMs and left in
free swinging state. Heterodyne readout signal S from photodetector installed at the output port
depends on the interferometer detuning x[m]:
S(x) = S0sin(4pi
x
λ
)
dS
dx
(x = 0) = 4pi
S0
λ
(6.4)
where S0[cnts] is amplitude of the photodiode signal measured when Michelson interferometer is
in free swinging state.
Once PD calibration is known, Michelson interferometer is locked on dark fringe x = 0 actuating
on beam splitter. Transfer function T = PBS · dSdx [cnts/cnts] from BS actuation signal (feedback
control plus excitation signals) to PD output is measured. BS transfer function PBS in units of
[m/cnts] is derived from the measurement T :
PBS = T
dx
dS
= T
λ
4piS0
[m/cnts] (6.5)
Equation 6.5 implies that measured transfer function T should be multiplied by a single number
λ
4piS0
and feedback control loop does not introduce errors in the measurement.
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Figure 6.2 shows comparison of BS M2 stage model and measured transfer functions. Model
fits the measurement with precision of 5% in the frequency range 2 − 80Hz. At low frequencies
transfer functions are different due to local angular control servos that are not included in the model.
Above suspension resonances transfer function can be approximated as 2 · 10−11f−4[m/cnts]. This
approximation is valid below 100Hz since at higher frequencies violin modes corrupt actuation due
to broadband resonances.
Figure 6.2: Beam splitter calibration using Michelson interferometer.
Errors in the actuator calibration using simple Michelson interferometer come from frequency
dependence of photodetector and actuator electronics. Analog whitening and dewhitening filters are
compensated with the digital ones. Imbalances between digital and analog filters cause errors in the
calibration.
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6.2.2 ALS beat notes
In this optical configuration both X- and Y-arms resonate green light coming out from auxiliary
lasers. ALS DIFF beat note in the corner station measures frequency difference between green
beams coming out from the two arms. Photodiode signal is compared to VCO output using phase
frequency discriminator (PFD). Control loop with bandwidth of 30kHz is running to lock VCO to
PD signal using PFD output.
VCO calibration transfer function B, [Hz/V ] is a reference in this technique. Differential motion
of the cavities L−[m] is extracted from VCO control signal K[V ] according to equation:
L− = K ·B · L0
f0
(6.6)
where L0 = 3994[m], f0 = 5.64 · 1014Hz - frequency of green light.
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Figure 6.3: Calibration of L2 stage actuator using ALS DIFF beatnote.
Figure 6.3 shows comparison between measured test mass L2 actuation transfer function and
fit based on the model. During the calibration procedure test masses were excited at different
frequencies in the range 5-15Hz and response in VCO control signal was measured. Calibration
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at higher frequencies is limited by the actuator strength and noise level of ALS DIFF beat note.
Above suspension resonances transfer function can be approximated as 1.7 ·10−13f−4[m/cnts]. This
approximation is valid below 100Hz since at higher frequencies violin modes corrupt actuation due
to broadband resonances.
6.2.3 Photon calibrator
Auxiliary Nd3+ : Y LF lasers operating at a wavelength of 1047 nm are installed at both end stations
and direct laser beams to ETMs [60]. Intensity of the laser beam is modulated using AOM, and
actuation on the test mass is produced by radiation pressure force. Intensity of the reflected beam is
measured using integrating sphere. Calibration of this photodetector is a reference in this calibration
technique. Once optical power P on the test mass is measured in units of Watts, optic motion x in
units of meters is given by equation:
x
P
(f) = − cos(θ)
Mc2pi2
1
f2
(6.7)
where M is mass of the optic, θ - angle of incidence of laser beam on the test mass, f - frequency
of intensity modulation. Since equation 6.7 assumes that test mass is free, the equation is correct
only if frequency of actuation f is above suspension resonances f ≥ 5Hz
Most significant calibration errors and uncertainties of this technique come from calibration of
the photodetector and optical losses between input and output of the laser beam. Mass of the
optics M and angle of laser beam incidence on the test mass θ introduce less uncertainties. A lot of
attention is paid to calibration of the integrating spheres. These detectors are compared to the one
calibrated at NIST with precision of 1%. Optical power lost between input and output ports was
measured to be 1.5%. Total calibration error of this technique is computed to be less then 3− 4%.
6.3 Error point calibration
Optical transfer function C is frequency dependent due to DARM pole at 385Hz according to
theoretical computations. This number was verified by measuring transfer function from ETMX L3
actuation signal to OMC PD signal in full lock. High frequency DARM control was sent to ETMX
L3 stage and measured transfer function E = PL3C[W/cnts] was used to derive optical transfer
function C. Since PL3[m/cnts] is measured using techniques described in the previous section, the
equation for C[W/m] can be written as:
C =
E
PL3
[W/m] (6.8)
Figure 6.4 shows measured optical DARM transfer function. Double cavity pole is 390Hz with
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precision of 10%. Loop delay Dloop is derived from the phase of the transfer function C.
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Figure 6.4: Measurement of the DARM pole.
DC gain of optical transfer function C is corrected relative to the actuator strength. Open loop
H is measured in full lock and compared with ratio of DARM control and error signals. Since
H(f) = s′(f)/e′(f) in the frequency domain, DC gain of C is adjusted to fit measured open loop
transfer function as shown in figure 6.5.
Once DC gain of C is measured, it can be compared with simulated value. Figure 6.4 shows
that simulated and measured DC gains of DARM optical transfer function agree within 10%. This
measurement is used to derive optical losses at the output port as described in section 8.2.
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6.4 Total DARM calibration
Calibrated DARM control and error signals are summed to produce online estimation of gravitational
wave signal. Since each calibration step introduces errors, final DARM calibration is verified using
photon calibrator. Figure 6.6 shows transfer function from calibrated radiation pressure signal to
DARM. These transfer functions match with precision of 5% in the frequency range 10Hz - 1kHz.
Actuation strength of photon calibrator is currently not large enough to measure DARM optical
response above 1kHz.
When aLIGO interferometer collects data, several calibration lines are constantly running to
maintain precision of the calibration. Lines are produced using photon calibrator and suspension
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Figure 6.6: Check of the final DARM calibration using photon calibrators.
actuators. Heights of calibration lines in the DARM spectrum change by 3− 4% RMS when ground
velocity is 1um/sec. During winter time when ground motion is on the level of 2um/sec, height of
calibration lines fluctuated by 7% RMS.
Frequency shaping in the calibration of gravitational wave channel seen in figure 6.6 and modu-
lation of DARM optical response come from the following aspects:
• Analog whitening filters of the actuators are not perfectly compensated in the digital domain.
• Frequency of the DARM pole depends on alignment of the signal recycling cavity, and calibra-
tion above 300Hz is sensitive to angular fluctuations of SRC mirrors.
• DC optical gain of DARM loop depends on OMC low frequency jitter and residual longitudinal
motion of Michelson interferometer. DARM offset is modulated to suppress power fluctuations
at OMC PDs, and optical gain follows DARM offset.
• Compensation for the loop delay in the online system is possible to set up with precision of
61usec. This number equals to one cycle of the calibration model running at 16kHz.
• Analog whitening filters of the OMC photodetectors are compensated with precision of 1%
using digital filters.
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Chapter 7
Data quality
Interferometer output signal is the sum of gravitational wave signal and instrument noises. The goal
of aLIGO commissioning team is to reduce stationary noises and rate of glitches in gravitational
wave channel and improve signal to noise ratio for precise characterization of astrophysical sources.
Initial LIGO noises were described in [61]. Designed instrument sensitivity was achieved in 2009
during the last science run of initial LIGO. Best BNS range achieved during S6 run was 22Mpc, and
many interesting results were obtained but no gravitational wave sources were detected.
Designed advanced LIGO sensitivity is an order of magnitude higher compared to initial detectors
in the frequency band 40Hz - 5kHz, and several orders of magnitude in the frequency range 10Hz-
40Hz due to improvements in seismic isolation system. Some noises limiting aLIGO sensitivity, like
laser amplitude noise, BOSEM noise, and shot noise, were studied in initial LIGO. Other noises,
like squeezed film damping, charging noise, and ESD noise, are new to LIGO interferometers.
Stationary noises can be divided in categories by different parameters. One such division can
be made based on the coupling mechanism: displacement and sensing noises. The first type of
noises, like seismic noise, thermal noise and actuator noise, move test masses and create signal to
gravitational wave channel. The second type, like PD dark noise, shot noise and frequency noise, do
not move the mirrors but couples to gravitational wave channel on the detection side. Some noises,
like laser amplitude noise, can be assigned to both categories.
Another possible division of noises into categories can be done based on the nature of noises:
fundamental and technical noises. First category of noises, like coating Brownian noise, suspension
thermal noise, or quantum noise, can not be eliminated from the instrument sensitivity curve before
a major instrument upgrade that involves cryogenics, increasing input laser power and size of the
beams on test masses. Second category, like noises from angular controls or auxiliary length loops
and scattered light, can be reduced by minimizing coupling or magnitude of these noises in such way
that their residual level is smaller compared to irreducible fundamental noises.
Non-stationary noise sources and glitches are also harmful to the instrument sensitivity to grav-
itational waves. Glitches in gravitational wave channel can originate from the processes, like DAC
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zero crossings, IPC errors, or cross talk of RF electronics, and are hardly distinguishable from bursts
of astrophysical origin [62]. Non-stationary noises, like input beam jitter and scattering noise, also
add power to interferometer sensitivity curve and generate triggers as potential signals from gravi-
tational waves.
This chapter describes current aLIGO sensitivity curve and noise couplings measured and mod-
eled during commissioning period. Best BNS range achieved at the time of this writing is 67Mpc.
Optical configuration in low noise regime is shown in figure 7.1. Input PSL power is 25W, interfer-
ometer visibility is 98.5%, power recycling gain is 38, darm offset is 12pm, and round trip losses in
the arm cavities are 90ppm.
IR carrier
45MHz sideband
9MHz sideband
Green carrier
OMC DC
(DARM)
REFL9I
(CARM)
POP9I (PRCL)
POP45Q (MICH)
POP45I (SRCL)
25W
Modulation
9MHz: 0.13
45MHz: 0.14
PRC gain=38
850W
110kW
DARM offset = 12pm
Carrier
35mW
IMC
PRM
SRM
Visibility = 98.5%
Losses = 90ppm
BS
Figure 7.1: Interferometer optical configuration in low noise regime.
Figure 7.2 shows DARM spectrum calibrated to units of m/
√
Hz and couplings from known
noises. These couplings are discussed in detail in this chapter. Sections 1-6 discuss fundamental
noises, coupling of potential fluctuations of metal around end test masses to DARM through surface
charge on the test mass, actuation and sensing noises, coupling of auxiliary length and angular
loops, intensity and jitter noise, and noise coming from residual gas. Section 7 describes origin and
frequencies of narrow lines present in the DARM spectrum. Section 8 describes sources of glitches
found during aLIGO commissioning.
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Figure 7.2: DARM sensitivity curve and known noise couplings.
7.1 Fundamental noises
Figure 7.3 shows coupling of suspension, substrate and coating thermal noises, seismic noise, quan-
tum noises, and gravity gradient noises [63] to gravitational wave channel. These noises cannot be
reduced or subtracted from gravitational wave channel under current interferometer configuration
shown in figure 7.1.
7.1.1 Quantum noise
Zero vacuum fluctuations that enter interferometer through the antisymmetric port couple to in-
terferometer sensitivity through quantum radiation pressure noise and shot noise [64]. Quantum
radiation pressure noise is displacement noise and actuates on test masses due to quantum power
fluctuations δP in the arm cavities [65]:
x(f) =
δP
2Mcpi2
· 1
f2
[m] (7.1)
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Figure 7.3: Coupling of fundamental noises to DARM.
where x(f) is motion of the mirror with mass M .
Shot noise couples on the sensing side and originates from finite amount of photons incident on
the photodetector. If carrier laser beam of power P leaves interferometer through antisymmetric
port, relative intensity noise on the OMC photodetectors due to shot noise is given by equation:
δRIN(f) =
√
2hν
P
(7.2)
where h = 6.62 · 10−34m2kg/s is Planck constant, ν = 2.82 · 1014Hz is frequency of light.
Computation of quantum noise in aLIGO interferometers with detuning of signal recycling cavity
is based on [66]. In case of zero detuning and under optical configuration shown in figure 7.1 quantum
radiation pressure and shot noise can be estimated as:
δDARMrad = 1.4 · 10−19
√
Pin
25W
(
10Hz
f
)2
|C(f)| m√
Hz
δDARMshot = 2.0 · 10−20
√
25W
Pin
1
|C(f)|
m√
Hz
(7.3)
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7.1.2 Thermal noise
Random thermal motion of particles in suspension, mirror substrate and surface produces displace-
ment noise to gravitational wave channel. Power spectral density of DARM coupling can be com-
puted using fluctuation-dissipation theorem [67]:
DARM(f) =
√
2kBT
pif
Im[H(f)] (7.4)
where kB = 1.38·10−23m2kg/s2/K is Boltzmann constant, T ≈ 295K is temperature of material,
H(f) = x/F is linear response of the system, x is longitudinal coordinate, F is applied force.
Dissipation mechanism can be classified as following [68]:
• Viscous damping is caused by the force that is proportional to velocity. Examples of viscous
damping are forces due to air resistance, eddy currents, and electrostatic drive impedance.
Coupling to DARM above suspension resonance f0 is given by
DARM(f) =
√
kBTf0
2pi3MQ
1
f2
, f  f0 (7.5)
Thermal noise due to air resistance depends on residual gas pressure and is considered in
section 7.6. Damping caused by capacity change, when reaction and test mass move relative
to each other, depends on ESD circuit parameters and equals to Q = 4.5 · 109 [69] if ESD bias
is V0 = 400V . Thermal noise level according to equation 7.5 is
DARM(f) = 1.5 · 10−19
(
10Hz
f
)2
m√
Hz
(7.6)
DARM noise determined by equation 7.6 is computed for the gap between test mass and
reaction mass of 5mm. Thermal noise is also proportional to bias voltage V0. In full lock
control is switched to ITMs with larger gap between test mass and reaction mass. Bias voltage
is also reduced down to V0 = 100V , and coupling of thermal noise due to ESD impedance
becomes negligible.
• Structure damping is caused by internal loss, and loss angle is frequency independent. Sus-
pension thermal above suspension resonance frequency f0 for one test mass is estimated as:
xm(f) =
√
kBTf20
2pi3MQ
1
f5/2
, f  f0 (7.7)
Q-factor can be estimated from ring down time of violin modes. Due to long ring down time
and excitation of violin modes during lock losses, Q-factor was not yet measured precisely.
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However, estimations from 30 hour lock give ring down time of approximately 7 days and
Qv ∼ 109. Since Q ≈ Qv/2, total contribution to DARM from all four test masses is:
DARM(f) ≈ 3 · 10−19
(
10Hz
f
)5/2
m√
Hz
(7.8)
Coating thermal noise directly changes arm cavity length and is a weak function of frequency
since it is not filtered by suspension as ESD impedance damping or suspension thermal noise.
aLIGO HR coatings consist of alternate SiO2 and Ti2O5 dielectric layers. Applying fluctuation
dissipation theorem, the position of the coated mirror yields [70, 71]
xm(f) =
√
2kTd
pi2fw2Y
(
Y ′
Y
φ‖ +
Y
Y ′
φ⊥
)
(7.9)
where w is beam size on the optic, d is coating thickness, φ‖ and φ⊥ is loss angles of coating,
Y is Young’s modulus of mirror substrate, Y ′ is Young’s modulus of coating. The equation
implies that coating thermal noise decreases proportionally to the beam size.
According to equation 7.9, coating Brownian thermal noise depends on frequency as 1/f1/2.
This slope makes it one of the major aLIGO noise sources in the frequency range 10Hz-1kHz,
as shown in figure 7.3. Upper limit on coating thermal noise was set by cross correlating two
OMC photodiodes. Since coating thermal noise, unlike sensing noises, is coherent between two
PDs, it was possible to set an upper limit for the noise at 300Hz. Upper limit is consistent
with GWINC prediction [74]:
DARM(f) = 3.2 · 10−20
(
10Hz
f
)1/2
m√
Hz
(7.10)
Coating Brownian noise dominates thermal noise of the mirror. Other thermal noises arise from
thermoelastic and thermorefractive fluctuations in the mirror substrate and dielectric coatings and
mechanical loss in the mirror substrate [72, 73]. As shown in figure 7.3, these noises are significantly
smaller compared to coating Brownian noise in the frequency range 10Hz-1kHz. Mirror thermal
noises are computed using GWINC software.
7.1.3 Seismic noise
Ground motion on Earth is caused by ocean waves, winds, human activity, earthquakes, and other
sources. By design aLIGO optics should be isolated from the ground motion by more than 9 orders
of magnitude in the observation band at frequencies higher than 10Hz. It is also important to reduce
seismic noise coupling at lower frequencies for robust lock acquisition and to minimize optics angular
motion.
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Three levels of seismic isolation are used in advanced LIGO:
• Hydraulic External Pre-Isolators (HEPIs) [75] support each payload using four piers. System
was successfully applied in initial LIGO for active isolation of optical tables using inductive
position sensors, inertial L4C geophones, and STS-2 seismometers. In aLIGO HEPIs are used
to damp high frequency structure resonances and angular and longitudinal control as low
frequencies. Each actuator-sensor pair can move optical table by +/-1 mm. At the time of
this writing active isolation using HEPI systems is not used because actuators tilt optical
tables and degrade performance of ISI isolation loops.
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Figure 7.4: Seismic noise and motion of isolated optical tables during summer and winter time.
• Internal Seismic Isolation (ISI) [76] tables are designed for Horizontal Axis Modules (HAM)
and Basic Symmetric Chambers (BSC). Major difference between these two systems is that
HAM ISI has one stage while BSC ISI has two stages of active and passive isolation. The
first type of ISIs is used for input, output, power and signal recycling optics. Tables of the
second type provide more isolation and host beam splitter and test masses. Optical tables
are suspended for actuation with coil-magnet pairs and for passive seismic isolation below
suspension resonance of 1Hz. Table motion is sensed using inertial sensors GS13, T-240, L4C,
and capacitive position sensors.
Active control loop bandwidth and blending frequencies between the sensors are determined by
the noise floor of the sensors and mechanical resonances of the structures. Position and inertial
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sensors are blended with crossover frequency varying from 45mHz to 700mHz depending on
the chamber and degree of freedom. Feedforward from ground STS-2 seismometers is applied
to position sensor signals to improve seismic isolation below 1Hz. Full bandwidth of isolation
loops is set to 20-40Hz.
ISI tables provide excellent active isolation in the frequency range 0.1 - 10Hz. At higher
frequencies ground motion is attenuated by passive suspension isolation. At lower frequencies
ground motion is amplified by control system, and inertial sensor noise is injected causing the
table to move by factor of 2-3 more compared to the ground. Figure 7.4 shows ground motion
during summertime in Livingston, ISI platform motion, and optic motion.
Seismic isolation system reduces common mode rejection for short cavities like aLIGO input
mode cleaner, power and signal recycling cavities, and simple Michelson interferometer. At
microseismic frequencies, two points on the ground separated by ∼ 10 meters move together
due to large wavelength of ground motion. The ratio between the relative motion of these two
points and motion of each point can be as low as 10−2. However, seismic isolation system
pushes the ratio up to 0.2− 0.3 and increases the velocity of the short cavity fringe.
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Figure 7.5: Transfer function from longitudinal table motion to optic motion.
• Suspensions [77] provide passive multistage isolation from optical bench to optic motion at
frequencies below 0.5 Hz. Figure 7.5 shows transfer function from optical bench longitudinal
motion to the optic motion. Quadruple suspension passively isolate optic from the table motion
by 7 orders of magnitude at 10Hz.
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Seismic noise coupling to gravitational wave channel shown in figure 7.3 is estimated by measuring
optical bench motion using inertial sensors and propagating this motion through suspension transfer
function 7.5.
7.2 Charging noise
During aLIGO commissioning phase it was found that front and back surfaces of end test masses
are charged with density of ∼ 10−11C/cm2. Front surface was loosing electrons due to high energy
photons from ion pumps located above the test mass. Back surface was charged while removing first
contact from the mirror. Since the gap between compensation plate and test mass is only 5mm,
discharging procedure was not efficient enough to remove all residual charges from the back surface
of the test mass.
Charge from the front surface can be efficiently removed using ion guns [78, 79]. Positive and
negative ions are introduced into the chamber, when pressure inside is 10-20 Torr, and annihilate
surface charges on the front surface of the test mass. At the same time ions cannot reach back
surface due to small gap between test mass and compensation plate.
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Figure 7.6: Side view of ETM with electrostatic blades, lower and upper ring heaters and metal
cage.
The existence of charge on the back surface was confirmed by measuring transfer function from
potential on electrostatic blades and ring heaters to DARM as shown in figure 7.7. Upper and lower
ring heaters and electrostatic blades are behind front surface but on the different sides relative to the
back surface, as shown in figure 7.6. Since signs of the transfer functions are different, measurement
shows existence of charge on the back surface of the test mass.
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Figure 7.7: Transfer function from electrostatic blades and TCS ring heater to DARM.
By design, lines of electric field should originate and terminate on electrostatic blades with
opposite polarity. Voltage between the blades is controlled by electrostatic driver, and test mass is
attracted to the blades as dielectric slab to capacitor [80]. Direction of this force coincides with the
cavity axis, and actuation from each electrode is longitudinal.
However, due to grounded metal around the test mass, lines of electric field terminate not only
on electrostatic blades but also on suspension cage, test mass baffle, and ring heater shield. Metal
around test mass creates another third capacitor blade and another force component. This force is
also attractive but its direction does not coincide with cavity axis but is determined by geometry of
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metal around the test mass.
Lines of electric field that leave electrostatic blades and terminate on surrounding metal go
through the charge accumulated on the surface of the test mass. This force is linear in electric field
and its direction is determined by the sign of the charge. Total electrostatic force on the test mass
from the driver consists of three components:
F = α(V0 − Ve)2i+ β(V0 + Ve)j+ γ(V0 + Ve)2k (7.11)
where V0 and Ve are voltages applied to electrostatic blades, V0 is known as bias voltage and
is common to all four electrodes, Ve is called electrode voltage, while direction of unity vector i
coincides with arm cavity axis, and direction of unity vectors j and k is determined by metal around
the test mass.
Force coefficient β due to charge on the test mass was estimated by setting DC values of bias and
electrode voltages to zero and exciting electrode potential at 5Hz. According to equation 7.11, there
is no linear component of the first and third components of electrostatic force. Excitation signal
with zero DC voltage on the blades couples only through the charge on the test mass.
Force coefficient γ was estimated by applying the same DC voltage on the bias and electrode
V0 = Ve = VDC and exciting electrode potential at 5Hz. First component of the force 7.11 is zero,
second component is linear with excitation signal but does not depend on VDC , and third component
is linear with electrode excitation and scales with VDC.
Table 7.1 shows measured projections of second and third force components from equation 7.11
on longitudinal direction.
(i, j)β/(α · 400V ) -1.106 -1.018 -1.173 -1.048
(i,k)γ α 0.342 0.333 0.359 0.341
Table 7.1: Measured projections of electrostatic forces due to charge on test masses and surrounding
metal on longitudinal direction.
Test masses are controlled by applying constant voltage to bias blades in the range V0 =
(−400V, 400V ). Equation 7.11 shows that larger bias voltage corresponds to larger actuation range.
Control signal goes to electrode and changes voltage Ve. Electrostatic force due to metal around
test mass reduces ESD range by a factor of (1− (i,k)γ α)−1 ≈ 1.5.
Coefficient β is proportional to charge and couples noise from potential fluctuation of the metal
around the test mass and electrostatic driver noise even when bias voltage is set to zero. Unlike
driver noise, potential fluctuations on the metal can not be eliminated unless test mass is discharged.
Potential fluctuation on the test mass is estimated by measuring voltage between grounded chamber
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wall and floating ring heater. This number is compared to voltage between two floating ring heaters:
ϕg − ϕurh = ϕg − ϕlrh = 1uV/
√
Hz
ϕurh − ϕlrh = 20nV/
√
Hz
(7.12)
where ϕg is potential of the ground, ϕ
u
rh is potential of upper ring heater, and ϕ
l
rh is potential
of lower ring heater.
These measurements suggest that potential fluctuations on the ground ϕg are much larger com-
pared to fluctuations of floating ring heaters ϕurh and ϕ
l
rh. Ground potential fluctuations are likely
caused by currents sinked to the ground from suspension and ISI electronics.
Since test mass is also floating, potential fluctuations on the test mass from grounded metal is
assumed to be ∼ 1uV/√Hz. Transfer function from potential fluctuations to gravitational channel
is estimated using measured transfer function from ring heater potential and electrostatic blades to
DARM shown in figure 7.7.
Figure 7.8 shows coupling of potential noise to DARM before test masses were discharged. Esti-
mation of noise is confirmed by lines at 60Hz, 74Hz, and 180Hz that come from potential fluctuation
of metal around the test mass.
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Figure 7.8: Potential noise coupling to DARM through static charge on end test masses.
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Back surface of end test masses was discharged by opening the chambers, pulling reaction mass
back and shooting ions directly on the back surface. Residual charge was monitored using elec-
trometer. Discharging process was going before electrometer showed small enough values. After
discharging process, residual charge on test masses, and the coupling of potential noise was reduced
by factor of ∼ 100.
7.3 Sensing and actuation
Figure 7.9 shows displacement noises from electrostatic and penultimate actuators, local damping,
and electronics noise of OMC photodetectors.
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Figure 7.9: Sensing and actuation noise coupling to DARM.
7.3.1 Electrostatic driver
Electrostatic actuation noise on test masses is dominated by DAC electronics noise. Figure 7.9 shows
that noise from ETM ESD is more than order of magnitude above current DARM spectrum if bias
voltage is set to 400V. This is because ETM ESD is used only for acquisition and then turned off
in low noise regime, and high frequency control goes to ITM ESD as described in section 5.1.3. DC
range of ITM ESD is a factor of 20 less compared to ETM ESD. DAC noise of ITM ESD is also
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filtered using a low-pass filter with a pole at 3Hz and zero at 30Hz. Finally, bias voltage of ITM
ESD is set to 100V from 400V to reduce electronics noise coupling to gravitational wave channel.
7.3.2 Penultimate mass actuators
Four coil-magnet pairs are installed on penultimate masses of all core optic suspensions. Most
significant coupling to gravitational wave channel comes from electronics noise in test masses and
beam splitter. During the lock acquisition, actuators are in high dynamic range state, and electronics
noise of penultimate actuators is seen in DARM with SNR of ∼ 2 in the frequency range 30-50Hz.
In low noise regime actuators are switched to low range state, and electronics noise is filtered by
the driver starting from 1Hz. Total noise from test mass and beam splitter penultimate actuators is
below the sum of fundamental noises.
7.3.3 Local damping
Mechanical resonances of aLIGO suspensions have high quality factors in order to achieve 1/f2
passive noise filtering per stage. Resonances in all 6 degrees of freedom are actively damped from
the top stage to reduce the ring down time after lock loss or other excitation. Feedback loops use
shadow sensors that measure distance between the frame or reaction mass and little flags installed
on suspension stages [81].
Shadow sensors are shot noise limited above 1Hz. Broadband sensing noise is 7 · 10−11m/√Hz.
Control filters are designed to damp multiple resonances from 0.4Hz up to 5Hz. At the same time
control signal is aggressively low-passed to reduce shadow sensor noise coupling to gravitational
wave channel. Local damping noise shown in figure 7.9 is computed by propagating BOSEM noise
through digital control filters and suspension transfer function.
7.3.4 OMC electronics
OMC transmitted light is equally split into two beams and sensed using InGaAs photodiodes with
quantum efficiency of 0.88 and responsivity of 0.9 A/W. DC transimpedance is switchable between
100Ohms and 400Ohms. First configuration (low-Z) is used when detector input power is more than
25W. Otherwise, interferometer is operated using second option (high-Z). Starting from 6Hz, signal
is whitened inside the photodetector. Another set of whitening filters is applied before digitization
to avoid coupling of ADC noise.
Maximum DC current through OMC photodiodes with bias voltage of 7V is ∼ 17mAmps in
high-Z state and ∼ 70mAmps in low-Z state. Dark noise shown in figure 7.9 was estimated when
the current through each OMC photodiode is 10mAmps in high-Z state. This noise level is close to
the optimal one under current electronics design and is factor of 7-8 below shot noise. Dark noise
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converted to units of meters will degrade by factor of 2-3 once OMC PDs are switched to low-Z state
in order to operate with DC currents of 30− 40mAmps.
7.4 Auxiliary loops
Figure 7.10 shows coupling of laser frequency noise, oscillator phase noise, DRMI residual motion,
and angular control to gravitational wave channel.
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Figure 7.10: Coupling from auxiliary length and angular loops to DARM.
7.4.1 Angular controls
Angular feedback loops are used to keep interferometer alignment and suppress angular motion at low
frequencies as discussed in section 4.4. At high frequencies angular sensors are limited by electronics
and shot noise. Above 5Hz control signal in pitch and yaw degrees of freedom is low passed to reduce
coupling to gravitational wave channel as shown in figures 7.11 and 7.12. Feedforward subtraction
system is set to reduce noise coupling from angular control to DARM by factor of ∼ 10 − 30 as
discussed in section 9.2.
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Figure 7.11: Angular motion of test masses in pitch degree of freedom measured by AS45Q WFS.
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Figure 7.12: Angular motion of test masses in yaw degree of freedom measured by AS45Q WFS.
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7.4.2 Laser frequency noise
Frequency noise is common to X- and Y-arm and couples to gravitational wave channel only through
imbalances in the arm cavities such as difference in pole frequencies and amount of round trip losses.
Schnupp asymmetry of 8cm also gives a small coupling of frequency noise to DARM. Linear coupling
was directly measured by modulating error point of the frequency servo and measuring response in
DARM.
Three feedback loops are used to suppress frequency noise of the laser. Initially, the laser is locked
to reference cavity with bandwidth of 500kHz using EOM, PZT, and NPRO thermal actuators. Then
laser is locked to the input mode cleaner with bandwidth of 80kHz by shifting frequency of the light
going to reference cavity using AOM. Finally, laser is locked to common arm length by actuating on
IMC length and error point of IMC loop with bandwidth of 30kHz.
7.4.3 DRMI noise
PRCL, SRCL, and MICH residual motion in the frequency range is unknown since displacement noise
is dominated by the sensing noise as shown in figures 7.13, 7.14 and 7.15. However, feedback control
loops inject this sensing noise into longitudinal motion. If motion of DRMI degrees of freedom due
to seismic, BOSEM, actuator, and other displacement noises is smaller compared to motion due to
feedback loop, it is possible to efficiently subtract residual DRMI motion from gravitational channel
as discussed in the section 9.1.
MICH length motion couples to OMC transmitted signal the same way as DARM but without
amplification by arm cavity build up. Coupling coefficient equals 1/260 and weakly depends on
DARM offset and alignment unless power build-up in the arm cavities is significantly changed.
SRCL residual motion couples to gravitational wave channel due to DARM offset through radi-
ation pressure. Linear coupling has shape of 1/f2 above optics resonances. Nonlinear component
appears due to low frequency beam jitter. DARM servo compensates for the OMC power fluctua-
tions and SRCL coupling coefficient changes. After stabilizing angular fluctuations of interferometer
arm cavities and signal recycling axis, nonlinear term in the frequency range 10Hz-70Hz was signif-
icantly reduced, and linear term dominated by a factor of 10-30 depending on seismic noise level.
SRCL coupling above 70Hz significantly depends on mode matching between signal recycling cavity
to arms.
Coupling of PRCL residual motion to gravitational wave channel is less significant compared
to MICH and SRCL, and no feedforward subtraction is required to improve DARM noise. PRCL
coupling to DARM is mainly due to cross couplings between DRMI degrees of freedom on the sensing
and actuation side as discussed in section 9.1.
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Figure 7.13: MICH noise budget.
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Figure 7.14: SRCL noise budget.
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Figure 7.15: PRCL noise budget.
7.5 Intensity and jitter
Figure 7.16 shows coupling of laser and RF oscillator amplitude noises and input jitter noise to
gravitational wave channel.
7.5.1 Input amplitude noise
Interferometer input amplitude fluctuations are filtered by the double cavity pole at 0.6Hz and
directly couple to gravitational wave channel as sensing noise. Power fluctuations also move test
masses through radiation pressure force and couple to gravitational wave channel as displacement
noise in case of arm imbalances. Coupling of input amplitude noise to gravitational wave channel
due to radiation pressure depends on frequency as 1/f3.
Coupling of input amplitude noise significantly depends on contrast defect of simple Michelson
interferometer. CO2 laser power is tuned to compensate to ITM curvature mismatch of ∼ 30m. In
case of no compensation, 1/f filtering by double cavity pole is lost above 40Hz and input noise is
filtered only by 30dB. Figure 7.17 shows measured coupling of input amplitude noise to OMC RIN
depending on the CO2 power.
Laser amplitude noise is stabilized using two ISS loops. The first loop is set on the PSL table and
the second one uses sensors in IMC transmission and actuates at the error point of the first loop.
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Figure 7.16: Coupling of laser amplitude noise and beam jitter to DARM. Orange trace shows
DARM spectrum with broken PZT of PMC which created high frequency intensity and jitter noise.
Residual noise measured by out-of-loop sensor installed in transmission of OM1 is ∼ 10−81/√Hz
in the frequency range 20-300Hz. Actual intensity noise of interferometer input beam can be higher
due to scattering on HAM6 witnessed by IM4 transmission QPD.
Second loop out-of-loop sensor also does not account for RF oscillator amplitude noise since this
PD measures sum of sideband and carrier noises. After stabilizing amplitude noise of RF oscillator,
DARM spectrum improved by ≈ 3% in the frequency range 100Hz-1kHz and lines at 120Hz and
240Hz disappeared from the spectrum.
Pre mode cleaner length noise also coupled through input amplitude noise. Due to broken, PZT
significant beam jitter was created and was converted to amplitude noise by the input mode cleaner.
Figure 7.16 shows that DARM spectrum has improved in the frequency range 1kHz − 5kHz after
PMC swap.
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Figure 7.17: Input RIN coupling to OMC RIN.
7.5.2 Input beam jitter noise
Interferometer input beam jitter in the frequency range 10Hz-1kHz is dominated by motion of
steering mirrors and periscope on the PSL table. This jitter is filtered by the input mode cleaner
by factor of ≈ 180 and couples to gravitational wave channel through auxiliary length channels and
frequency noise. Input jitter is also converted to amplitude modulation in the power recycling cavity
and couples to DARM as sensing noise.
Coupling of interferometer input beam jitter to DARM was measured by exciting IM3 in angle
and measuring transfer function from IM4 transmitted QPD to OMC RIN. Then, this transfer
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function is multiplied by the PSL beam jitter, propagated through IMC. PSL jitter is measured
using IMC reflected QPDs when IMC is unlocked.
Coupling of the input beam jitter to DARM depends on interferometer alignment, and height of
the peaks in figure 7.16 in the frequency range 100Hz - 1kHz can change with time. For this reason,
input jitter noise should be suppressed on the PSL table using additional in-vacuum QPDs. Peak
around 300Hz comes from PZT mount and is already being actively suppressed using IMC WFS
signals.
7.6 Residual gas
Figure 7.18 shows coupling of squeezed film damping and noise due to residual gas in the arm cavities
to gravitational wave channel.
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Figure 7.18: Coupling of squeezed film damping and noise from residual gas in the arms to DARM.
Residual gas asserts damping force on test masses due to the moment exchange between molecules
and mirror surfaces. As was shown in [82, 83, 84], a small gap of 5mm between end test masses and
reaction mass increases damping noise below 100Hz by factor of ≈ 10 compared to the unconstrained
case [85]. Force coefficient depends on gas pressure and molecular mass and can be estimated using
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fluctuation-dissipation theorem or using Monte Carlo simulation:
F = 1.5 · 10−14
( p
10−8Torr
)1/2( m
mH2
)1/4
N (7.13)
where p[Torr] is pressure of residual gas, m[kg] - mass of gas molecule.
Squeeze damping noise in figure 7.18 is the sum of nitrogen and hydrogen noises. Total gas
pressure at the end stations at the moment of writing is 3 · 10−8Torr. Since damping noise depends
on square root of gas pressure, this noise can be reduced by factor of 3-4 by pumping down to the
pressure of p ≈ 10−9Torr.
Another source of noise from residual gas is due to the passage of molecules through laser beams
in the arm cavities. Noise can be modeled by calculating the impulsive disturbance to the laser field
phase as a gas molecule moves through the beam [86]. Estimation of phase noise shown in figure
7.18 is computed using gwinc software.
7.7 Lines
Most lines in the DARM spectrum in the frequency range 10Hz - 2kHz are well understood and
summarized below:
• 30Hz comes from HVAC at Y-end station. This line is seen on all local seismometers on the
ground, accelerometers on the ETMY chamber walls, and geophones on ISI table. One HVAC
system was fixed, line in the gravitational wave channel disappeared.
• 60Hz, 180Hz lines come from potential fluctuation at end stations and couple through surface
charge on the test masses as discussed in section 7.2. Lines are significantly reduced after
discharging of test masses.
• 120Hz, 240Hz come from amplitude noise of Marconi RF generator. Lines were eliminated
after stabilizing amplitude noise of RF generator and further swapping it to Wenzel oscillator.
• 300Hz comb likely comes from violin modes triple suspensions
• 500Hz comb and harmonics are violin modes of test mass suspension. Precise frequencies are
summarized in section 5.2.3
• 845Hz line is downconversion from parametric instability [87]. True mode frequency is 15.5kHz.
• 1600Hz comb comes from OMC dither alignment.
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7.8 Parametric instability
Exponentially growing line at 15.5kHz was first observed when interferometer input power was 12W
[88]. Figure 7.19 shows parametric instability growing in amplitude. At time moment 2500sec power
was reduced and body mode was ringing down for the next 1 hour.
The transverse mode spacing in the arm cavities is ≈ 5.1kHz, and HOMmn, (m+n) = 3 excites
body mode of one of the test masses. By looking at the arm transmission photodetectors, it is
possible to determine in which arm parametric instability is excited. Parametric gain is reduced
by changing g-factor of the arm cavities using TCS ring heaters. Shift of the transverse mode
HOMmn, (m+ n) = 3, depending on ETM curvature change, is 80Hz/m.
Since frequencies of body modes of four test masses are different by a few hundreds of Hz, it is
hard to shift frequencies of HOMmn to prevent excitation of all body modes and their harmonics
if input power is high enough. Parametric gain depends on beam position on the test mass, and
instabilities cause lock losses after 10-30 hours after lock acquisition if input power is increased to
25W.
Figure 7.19: Excitation and ringing down of the test mass body mode due to parametric instability.
When input power is increased to 125W, detuning of arm cavity g-factor using TCS ring heaters
will not remove parametric instabilities, and damping of the body modes will be necessary using
electrostatic actuators.
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7.9 Glitches
Noise transients can cause interferometer to loose lock, reduce quality of the data and ring up bounce,
roll, and violin modes. During aLIGO commissioning a number of glitches has been discovered and
eliminated.
7.9.1 DAC zero crossings
Significant glitches in DARM and auxiliary channels were observed when control signal to suspensions
crossed zero or half range values as shown in figure 7.20. This happened due to design of internal
circuits of commercial 18 bit DACs. When signal crossed zero or half range values, DAC output
signal was switched between internal 16 bit DACs and glitch in output signal was produced.
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Figure 7.20: Glitches in PRCL error signal due to PRM M3 DAC zero crossing.
DAC auto calibration routing built into the board reduces size of glitches but discontinuities are
still present for some DACs. Control signal was offset using other actuators to avoid flips of 2 bit
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DAC. Single chip 20 bit DACs with lower noise are now being tested to replace 18 bit DACs.
7.9.2 Frequency and intensity transients
When interferometer is locked, common arm length is servoed to the PSL reference cavity with
bandwidth of 0.1Hz. Frequency servo suppresses residual seismic motion of the arm cavities, and
control signal to FSS AOM fluctuates by ∼ 100kHz around 80MHz.
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Figure 7.21: Glitches in frequency and intensity servos depending on IMC VCO control signal
calibrated to kHz.
Glitches in laser frequency and intensity stabilization servos are observed when control signal to
IMC VCO crosses particular voltage levels. Frequency glitches are clearly seen in auxiliary degrees
of freedom, such as PRCL and SRCL, in the frequency range 10Hz - 1kHz. MICH and DARM are
less sensitive to frequency noise but are still seen above 1kHz. Glitches in the intensity servo are
clearly seen in control signal to ISS AOM and REFL DC signals.
Glitches in frequency and intensity servos do not coincide and happen when IMC VCO control
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signal crosses different critical voltages as shown in figure 7.21.
7.9.3 Data transmission errors
In the beginning of commissioning period data, transmission errors happened every hour due to large
processing time of LSC model. Data from OMC photodetectors is digitized in the corner station,
conditioned in the DARM control filter bank in the LSC model, and sent to the end stations to
suspensions models over 4km fiber. If end station models do not receive signal on time, control
signal is replaced with zero and glitch is produced.
Data transmission glitches were eliminated by reducing computational time of the LSC model.
This was achieved by splitting LSC model into two and installing faster front-end computers.
7.9.4 OMC backscattering
During winter time scattering shelves were observed in DARM spectrum in the frequency range from
10Hz to 40Hz with periodicity from 10 seconds to a few minutes. Shelves are caused by backscattering
from the output mode cleaner and modulation of the distance between interferometer and OMC as
discussed in section 8.3.4.
7.9.5 Optical levers
Optical lever servos are used during lock acquisition to suppress angular motion of the test masses in
the microseismic band and around main resonance at 0.5Hz. Glitches in the laser intensity occurred
every minute due to mode hopping in the optical lever laser. Rate of the glitches was significantly
reduced after stabilizing temperature of the lasers. New type of lasers might be installed in the
future.
7.10 Discussion
Interferometer sensitivity above 100Hz is dominated by shot noise as shown in figure 7.2. At low
frequencies acoustic peaks can be seen in DARM spectrum. Most probably these peaks are originated
at the output port on HAM6 table as discussed in the chapter 8. Output mode cleaner will be baffled
to reduced backscattering from HAM6 chamber walls and ISI table.
Figure 7.22 shows sensitivity curve of aLIGO Livingston observatory during first the 9 months
of commissioning effort. Interferometer sensitivity continues to improve towards its designed value.
Commissioning effort is now concentrated on low frequencies.
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Figure 7.22: Improvements in DARM sensitivity from June 2014 up to March 2015.
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Chapter 8
Losses and scattering
The problem of optical losses and scattering is one of the most significant problems in interfero-
metric gravitational wave detectors. Losses are caused by absorption in optical coatings and mirror
substrates, scattering on the defects, dust particles on the mirror surfaces and coating ripples, beam
clipping on the apertures and Faraday isolators.
Optical losses cause two types of problems in advanced LIGO. The first one is related to optical
power resonating in the cavities and leaving interferometer through the antisymmetric output port.
Round trip losses in the arm cavities determine power build up in the interferometer and instrument
sensitivity at high frequencies where it is limited by shot noise. Losses at the output port reduce
DARM optical gain and instrument sensitivity to gravitational waves.
The second problem arises if light scattered from the main beam is scattered back from moving
chamber walls, and baffles, mirrors, or photodiodes into the main beam. Backscattered light is
modulated in phase and amplitude and introduces noise to gravitational wave channel. Phase
modulation is directly detected at the antisymmetric port, and amplitude modulation moves test
masses by means of radiation pressure.
This chapter describes optical losses and scattered light noises seen in aLIGO. The first section
is devoted to losses measured in the arm cavities. The second section gives an estimation of optical
losses at the output port. The third section describes scattered light noise from the end stations
and output port. Forth section discusses possible techniques to mitigate scattered light noise.
8.1 Arm losses
Round trip losses in the arm cavities are expected to be 50ppm. Corresponding power recycling gain
is 58W/W . Dust particles on the surface of test masses can increase scattering and reduce power
recycling gain. Figure 8.1 shows simulated aLIGO power recycling gain and interferometer visibility
depending on optical losses in the arm cavities.
Measured round trip losses are higher compared to design value. On the moment of writing
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Figure 8.1: Dependence of power recycling gain and interferometer visibility on intracavity losses.
lowest optical losses measured using ringdown measurement [89] are
Lx = 85ppm, Ly = 90ppm (8.1)
where Lx is round trip loss in the X-arm cavity and Ly - in the Y-arm. Figure 8.1 shows
that 90ppm of losses correspond to power recycling gain of 38W/W . This number agrees with the
measured power recycling gain in full lock.
Intracavity losses strongly depend on beam position on each of the test mass. This geometrical
factor comes from the fact that size of the beam on test masses is 5 − 6cm while coating quality
degrades further from the center of the optic. Dust particles are also distributed non-uniformly.
Round trip loss dependence on test mass beam position was measured using ringdown technique.
Laser is locked to the arm cavity by actuating on the input mode cleaner length. Cavity axis is
moved to set the beam position on test masses. Input beam alignment is compensated using IM4
and PR2 mirrors as shown in figure 8.2. Beam position on ITM is measured using camera. Beam
position on ETM is kept constant.
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Figure 8.2: Round trip loss measurement depending on beam position on ITM.
In order to get accurate ringdown measurement, input light to the arm cavity should be instantly
blocked. This is achieved by unlocking input mode cleaner using fast polarity switch in the servo.
Ringdown time of the IMC is much less compared to the arm cavity.
Once arm cavity input beam is blocked, reflected power jumps up and rings down as shown in
figure 8.3
Figure 8.3: Reflected power during ringdown measurement.
Ringdown technique allows to derive cavity finesse, losses, and input mode matching. Dependence
of round trip loss on beam position on ITM is shown in figure 8.4. Zero on the x-axis corresponds to
geometrical center of ITM based on the camera view. When interferometer is locked, alignment of
ITMs is optimized to reduce optical losses in the arm cavities and maximize power recycling gain.
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Figure 8.4: Dependence of optical losses in X- and Y-arm on different beam offsets from the optic
center.
8.2 Output losses
Interferometer sensitivity is reduced if significant amount of light is lost on the output port of
interferometer. Magnitude of DARM optical transfer function depends similarly on input and output
losses. However, input losses can be compensated by increasing laser power in contrast to output
losses since amount of power resonating in the arm cavities is currently limited by parametric
instabilities. At the same time output losses are harmful for the squeezing technique [90].
Output losses were estimated by comparing measured OMC transmitted power with the sim-
ulated one. DARM offset is computed using calibration of the error signal discussed in chapter
6:
∆DARM = 2A0
δl
δA
(8.2)
where A0 is DC current on the OMC photodetectors,
δl
δA [m/A] is transfer function from OMC
PD current in amperes to DARM meters when OMC PD current is A0.
When interferometer input power is 22W, power incident on BS is 837W and OMC PD current is
20mApms, and DARM offset according to equation 8.2 equals 11.8pm. Figure 8.5 shows a comparison
of simulated power on OMC PDs assuming no output loss, and measured power assuming quantum
efficiency of OMC photodiods equal to 0.88.
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Figure 8.5: Simulation and measurement of OMC transmitted power in dependence of DARM offset.
Measured output optical losses are 14%. The table below summarizes loss from individual optical
components when light travels from SRM to OMC PDs.
Output Faraday isolator 4%
OM3 transmission 1%
OMC mode matching 5%
OMC throughput 4%
Table 8.1: Optical loss from individual components.
Table 8.1 shows that output losses are well understood. However, uncertainty in the calibration
coefficient δlδA is 3− 4%, and this introduces uncertainty in the output loss of 6− 8%.
8.3 Noise from scattered light
Light scattered out from the main beam can be scattered back from moving objects like baffles or
chamber walls as shown in figure 8.6. Scattered light noise is seen in the DARM spectrum in the
frequency range 10-200Hz and is one of the most dominant noise sources on the moment of writing.
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Figure 8.6: Backscattering from moving objects. Light backscatters from intracavity baffles or
chamber walls, output Faraday isolator and mode cleaner.
Scattering noise is modulated by alignment of the interferometer. Since PR3 and ITMs are not
controlled, alignment of the cavity axes drifts. Power build up in all cavities is maximized but beam
positions on the mirrors move due to thermal drifts of PR3 and ITM alignment. Figure 8.7 shows
fluctuation of BNS range due to angular fluctuations of uncontrolled mirrors. Drift is mostly caused
by PR3 pitch and yaw fluctuations.
Figure 8.7: Range fluctuations due to alignment drift.
Sources of scattered light noise can be divided into several categories determined by the place of
scattering: interferometer input, arm cavities, chamber walls and output mode cleaner.
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8.3.1 Interferometer input
Scattering at the interferometer input couples to gravitational wave channel through auxiliary de-
grees of freedom like intensity noise. Scattered light in HAM2 chamber significantly degrades perfor-
mance of intensity stabilization servo. Figure 8.8 shows relative intensity fluctuations in the power
recycling cavity when ISS second loop is turned on and off. ISS out of loop sensors located close to
in loop sensors see the same scattered light noise and show reduction in intensity noise. However,
intracavity fluctuations increase.
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Figure 8.8: Scattered light noise at the interferometer input degrades behavior of intensity stabiliza-
tion servo.
At the same time direct coupling of scattered light noise to gravitational wave channel was not
observed since frequency and intensity noise produced by scattered light are filtered by the double
cavity pole.
8.3.2 Arm cavities
Scattered light from the LMA coating ripple hits a beam tube baffle near the ITM end of the tube,
is scattered back towards the ETM by the baffle material, and then scatters back into the cavity
mode on the ETM surface. Noise in gravitational wave channel comes from radiation pressure and
phase noise of scattered light. Scattering noise coming from test mass scattering is analyzed in [91]
and measured by shaking beam tubes. Estimations of scattered light noise coming from the arm
cavities to gravitational wave channel are factor of 50-100 below current interferometer sensitivity
in the frequency range 10-100Hz as shown in the table 8.2
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14.38Hz 45Hz 90Hz
Measured noise at 10W, m/Hz1/2 < 1.3 · 10−20 < 5.8 · 10−22 1.8 · 10−22
Current sensitivity at 25W, m/Hz1/2 1.5 · 10−18 7 · 10−20 5 · 10−20
Designed sensitivity at 125W, m/Hz1/2 2.5 · 10−19 2.7 · 10−20 1.4 · 10−20
Table 8.2: Scattered light noise from arm cavities.
Table 8.2 shows that when input power will be increased up to 125W, scattered light can limit
sensitivity at 14.38Hz. Ground motion at this frequency is amplified by the tube resonance as shown
in figure 8.9.
Figure 8.9: Comparisons of seismic noise with motion of X- and Y-arm tubes. If tube is insulated
then motion in directions perpendicular to the cavity axis is significantly reduced above 20Hz.
8.3.3 In-air paths and chamber walls
Scattered light noise from in-air paths was witnessed several times during commissioning process.
Most significant noises in the frequency range 40Hz - 300Hz comes from in-air paths at end stations
and OMC reflected beam. This noise was mitigated by blocking all in-air paths using shutters and
beam diverters. Another source of scattered light noise comes from in-air POP beam. In full lock
beam diverter is closed to reduce power of in-air beam by factor of 10 but scattered light noise is still
seen on POP QPDs. Figures 8.10 show scattered light noises in arm transmission QPDs, DARM
and POP QPD coming from in-air beams.
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Figure 8.10: Scattered light noises from in-air beams.
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Scattering from chamber walls is measured by providing acoustic excitation and measuring re-
sponse in DARM. If clean room fans located above the chambers are turned on, motion of chamber
walls increases by factor of 30-100 above 40Hz. Most significant effect from acoustic excitation seen
in DARM comes from HAM6 chamber as shown in figure 8.11.
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Figure 8.11: Scattering from the output port. Orange trace shows scattering shelves seen in DARM
if motion of HAM5 ISI is increased by 1um/sec. Pink trace shows scattered light noise if HAM6
fans are turned on. Fans increase acoustic noise around HAM6 chamber by factor of 3 around 70Hz
and factor of 10 at higher frequencies.
Scattering from the chamber and test mass baffles was observed around 30Hz and came from
HVAC system. One of the support beam was sitting on a stone bypassing the effect of the springs.
Whole Y-end building was moving at 30Hz and this line was seen in ground seismometers, accelerom-
eters on the chamber walls and ISI inertial sensors. Motion reduced by two orders of magnitude
after removing the stone from the support beam.
If interferometer input power is 25W, transmission power through arm cavities is 0.5W and most
of this power goes to the beam dumps. However, scattering noise from end stations was witnessed
during aLIGO commissioning when loud vacuum pumps were running. Pumps produced acoustic
noise factor of 10 stronger compared to background, and interferometer noise increased by 10-20%
in the frequency range 80Hz-200Hz.
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8.3.4 Output mode cleaner
Backscattering from the output mode cleaner produces scattering shelves in the gravitational wave
spectrum. Light coming out from interferometer passes through Faraday isolator, mode matching
telescope, output mode cleaner and reaches photodiodes. Laser beam is partially scattered back
into inteferometer due to losses in the output mode clearner. Scattered light reflects back from
interferometer into OMC and is seen as additional noise. Scattering produces relative intensity
noise given by equation:
EPD ≈ Eout · (1 + rrIFOe4piiL(t)/λ)
RIN(t) = 2 · r · rIFO · cos(4piiL(t)/λ)
(8.3)
where r is OMC amplitude reflectivity multiplied by OFI isolation factor, and rIFO is interferometer
amplitude reflectivity from AS port. Distance between interferometer and OMC L is modulated by
relative motion between HAM5 and HAM6 optical benches, control signal applied to SRM. Angular
motion of the signal recycling cavity axis couples to distance fluctuations quadratically.
Reflectivity of the output port was measured in different optical configurations to reduce possible
errors due to carrier jitter, HOMs, and clipping on HAM6 table. Table 8.3 shows interferometer
field reflectivity rIFO from AS port. Since rIFO is different for carrier and sidebands, a third row
of the table specifies the field for which rIFO is computed:
Configuration rIFO Field
Single bounce 0.184 carrier, sidebands
SRX sideband lock 0.92 carrier
Full lock 1 carrier
Full lock 0.26 45MHz sidebands
PRX carrier lock 0.36 carrier
PRX sideband lock 0.12 carrier
Table 8.3: Interferometer field reflectivity from AS port.
Output port reflectivity r is derived from the level of scattering shelf in the frequency domain.
Shelf is produced by exciting OMC at 0.2 Hz with velocity of 20um/sec. Figure 8.12 shows
OMC RIN measured in optical configurations described in the table 8.3 and fit for r equal to
1.3 · 10−4. Measurements in these configurations show close results (within 50%) for both carrier
and sidebands. It was noticed that carrier reflectivity r depends on the beam path through the
Michelson interferometer and can be improved by order of magnitude by proper alignment.
Figure 8.11 shows scattering shelves in DARM when seismic feedforward correction path on
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Figure 8.12: Measurement of output port reflectivity.
HAM5 chamber was detuned to increase relative velocity between interferometer and OMC by
5um/sec. Secondary shelves can also be seen at higher frequencies coming from back reflections
from OMC reflected path and output Faraday isolator. Scattering shelves of similar size were seen
during winter time when microseismic activity is high.
8.4 Mitigation techniques
The problem of reducing scattered light noise to gravitational wave channel is addressed in different
ways. There are attempts to reduce motion of the scattering surfaces and coupling transfer functions.
Most efforts are currently concentrated around HAM6 chamber since scattered light noise is the
dominant one. The list below summarizes current projects and future technique developed to reduce
scattered light noise:
• All in-air beams are blocked using shutters and beam diverters. Only in-vacuum photodetectors
are used in low noise regime
• OMC shield is currently under construction. It is designed to reduce probability of direct
coupling of scattered light to OMC photodetectors
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• Amount of scattered light phase modulation can be reduced by installing insulation on HAM6
chamber walls and tubes located near the chamber. Figure 8.2 shows that if insulation is
installed then motion of the chamber walls can be significantly reduced above 20Hz
• Scattering shelves from the output mode cleaner can be reduced if balanced homodyne detec-
tion scheme is used instead of DC readout
• Feedforward cancellation scheme can be used to subtract scattered light noise from gravita-
tional wave detector if motion of scattering surfaces is measured
8.4.1 Feedforward cancellation
Algorithms for static and adaptive feedforward subtraction are discussed in chapter 9. This section
is devoted to construction of witness signals coherent with scattered light noise. Phase modulation
of light due to moving scattering surfaces causes noise in gravitational wave channel according to
equation:
Epd(t) = Edc + Edarm(t) + Escatter(t)e
4piiL(t)/λ (8.4)
where Epd(t) is electric field on OMC photodetectors, Edarm(t) - audio sidebands from the
arm cavities, Escatter(t) - scattered light field, L(t) - distance between the main beam and moving
scattering surface.
Scattering surfaces move by influence of ground motion and acoustic background, and distance
between main beam and surface L(t) can be written as a sum of low and high frequency components
Llf (t) ∼ λ, Lhf (t) λ. First term produces scattering shelves as shown in figure 8.11. Second term
is seen in gravitational wave channel at higher frequencies. However, coupling is not linear due to
large low-frequency motion. This can be seen from the following equation for DARM signal due to
scattered light noise:
DARMscatter(t) ∼
√
PdcPscatterRe
[
e4pii(Llf (t)+Lhf (t))/λ
]
∼ Re
[
∼ e4piiLlf (t)/λ(1 + 4piiLhf (t)
λ
)
] (8.5)
where Pdc = EdcE
∗
dc - DC power on OMC PDs, Pscatter = EscatterE
∗
scatter - power of scattered
light. Equation 8.5 shows that coupling of high frequency motion of scattering surfaces is modulated
by the term exp(4piiLlf (t)/λ). In case of large low frequency motion Llf (t) ∼ λ coupling of high
frequency motion Lhf (t) to gravitational wave channel becomes non-linear as shown in figure 8.13.
In order to subtract scattered light noise at high frequencies, it is not sufficient to measure
motion of the scattering surface using accelerometers installed on the chamber walls. Low frequency
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seismometers should also be used to reconstruct low frequency modulation factor. Fortunately, only
one seismometer and a few accelerometers are required to subtract scattered light noise coming from
one chamber. RMS of ground motion comes from microseismic frequencies and all chamber walls
move in common with ground measured by seismometer.
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Figure 8.13: Simulation of scattering noise coupling to DARM. Scattering shelf comes from large
low freqency motion. Coherence between DARM and high frequency motion of the scattering object
depends on low frequency motion.
Amount of accelerometers required for feedforward cancellation depends on the coherence length
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of chamber walls motion. A set of measurements was done to determine that coherence length is
on the order of ∼ 1m. Several accelerometers were installed on HAM6 chamber with spacing from
10cm to 100cm, and coherence between accelerometer signals was measured as shown in figure 8.14.
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Figure 8.14: Coherence between accelerometers installed on the same wall on HAM6 chamber.
Scattering points are likely to move due to jitter of the main beam. In this case transfer function
from scattering surface motion to gravitational wave channel is modulated by angular motion, and
adaptive filters should be used for feedforward cancellation.
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Chapter 9
Feedforward noise cancellation
Noises in the gravitational wave channel limit aLIGO sensitivity to astrophysical sources. It is
sometimes possible to eliminate noise source itself, for example, to reduce actuation or sensing
electronics noise, improve laser amplitude noise or cool down the test masses. In other cases, it
is feasible to reduce coupling coefficient from the noise source to gravitational wave channel, for
example, to block scattering beams in order to avoid acoustic noise coupling, set active seismic
isolation to reduce seismic noise coupling or eliminate optical losses in X- and Y-arms to reduce
frequency noise coupling.
However, many types of noise sources and their coupling to gravitational channel cannot be
completely reduced. Feedforward cancellation scheme gives an opportunity to filter DARM signal
and subtract noise source measured by another instrument. This instrument can be seismometer,
accelerometer, magnetometer, or photodiode which is non sensitive to gravitational waves. Feedfor-
ward cancellation scheme actively reduces noise coupling to gravitational wave channel.
Figure 9.1 shows feedforward cancellation scheme of measured noise source from gravitational
wave channel. Filtering can be done offline with collected data of DARM and noise witness channels
or online using actuator A. Effective noise coupling is reduced from T to T − SS−1estTestA−1estA. If
estimations of the noise coupling as well as sensing and actuation transfer functions are properly
done S = Sest, T = Test, A = Aest, then noise source is completely decoupled from gravitational
wave channel.
Transfer functions S and A are usually well-known and noise coupling transfer function T can be
measured or simulated. In real experiments noise sources are usually measured using several sensors
and witness signals are correlated between themselves. In this case optimal estimation schemes, such
as Wiener filtering, are required for optimal feedforward cancellation. If coupling transfer function
T changes with time then adaptive filters are required to compute time dependent transfer function
Test.
Feedforward cancellation schemes were already successfully applied during initial LIGO phase.
Offline schemes were applied to subtract magnetic noise measured by magnetometers and MICH noise
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measured by optical sensor from gravitational wave channel [92]. Online seismic noise subtraction
scheme using static Wiener filter was set up in LIGO Livingston observatory and improved lock
acquisition of the instrument [93]. Seismic noise subtraction schemes from the input mode cleaner
length signals using adaptive filters were tested at the 40m prototype [94].
Sections 1 and 2 of the current chapter describe feedforward noise cancellation of auxiliary length
and angular degrees of freedom from aLIGO gravitational wave channel. Section 3 describes optimal
static and adaptive subtraction schemes from input mode cleaner and arm length signals applied at
the 40m prototype.
Figure 9.1: Simplified scheme of feedforward subtraction. Noise source couples to gravitational wave
channel with transfer function T . Noise is measured by witness instrument with transfer function
S, and is conditioned and canceled from DARM using actuator A.
9.1 Auxiliary length loops
Frequency noise and DRMI residual motion couples to gravitational wave channel as discussed in
chapter 5. Figure 9.2 shows coherence between DARM and auxiliary longitudinal degrees of freedom.
Most significant contributions come from MICH and SRCL.
Residual motion of MICH and SRCL is dominated by the sensing noise at frequencies above
10Hz. Feedback control loops inject POP45 I and Q sensing noise back into interferometer. It is
therefore reasonable to run feedforward correction from MICH and SRCL control signals to DARM.
Transfer functions from MICH and SRCL to DARM are measured and compared to the model as
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Figure 9.2: Coherence between DARM and auxiliary length degrees of freedom. Red trace shows
coherence with MICH. Blue trace shows coherence with SRCL.
shown in figure 9.3.
Online feedforward cancellation scheme assumes that MICH control signal does not disturb other
longitudinal degrees of freedom. Since MICH is controlled by the beam splitter, PRCL and SRCL
are also disturbed according to the following equations:
δPRCL = −δLPRM − 1√
2
δLBS δMICH =
√
2δLBS δSRCL = −δLSRM + 1√
2
δLBS (9.1)
where δLM is motion of the optic M in the longitudinal direction.
If MICH motion couples to SRCL, then transfer function from MICH control signal to DARM
becomes more complicated since in this case MICH control couples not only through DARM sensing
but also through radiation pressure mechanism with coupling coefficient α:
DARM(f)
MICH(f)
=
1
260
+ α
1
f2
(9.2)
and α is proportional to SRCL coupling to DARM and MICH coupling to SRCL.
In order to avoid cross couplings and diagonalize actuation matrix in DRMI loops, auxiliary
feedforward correction loops from BS to SRM and PRM are set up. These loops subtract MICH
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control signal from PRCL and SRCL. MICH feedforward signal goes to penultimate mass of PRM
and SRM, and correction filter K depends only on the ratio of the actuator strengths and is assumed
to be frequency independent.
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Figure 9.3: Simulated and measured MICH and SRCL coupling to DARM.
Diagram of complete feedforward cancellation scheme of MICH and SRCL from DARM is shown
in figure 9.4. Diagonalized MICH and SRCL control signals are used as witnesses in the feedforward
cancellation scheme from DARM. MICH feedforward filter is dependent only on the arm finesse, and
actuator strength and can be considered to be frequency independent.
Since coupling of SRCL to DARM is due to radiation pressure effects, coupling transfer function
has shape of 1/f2 as shown in figure 9.3. SRCL control at high frequencies goes to bottom SRM
stage, and feedforward correction signal goes to penultimate state of test masses to compensate for
1/f2 slope. Feedforward correction filter is frequency independent in this case.
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Figure 9.4: Online feedforward subtraction scheme of MICH and SRCL from DARM.
Feedforward cancellation scheme reduces MICH coupling to DARM by factor 30 and SRCL
coupling by factor of 10. Efficiency of MICH subtraction is limited by the precision of the actuator
compensation. SRCL subtraction is limited by OMC beam jitter. Alignment fluctuations modulate
DARM offset and coupling of SRCL to DARM becomes non-linear. Figure 9.5 shows result of online
subtraction of MICH and SRCL from gravitational wave channel.
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Figure 9.5: DARM spectrum with and without online feedforward subtraction of MICH and SRCL.
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9.2 Angular controls
Sensing noise from the arm cavities angular degrees of freedom linearly couples to DARM by beam
offset from the mirror center and imperfections in the coil balancing of quadruple suspensions.
Coupling transfer function is flat in this case and subtraction gains are tuned to compensate for
beam position.
Beam position inside the arm cavities is estimated by dithering optics in pitch and yaw and
demodulating length signal. Table 9.1 summarizes measured beam positions on four aLIGO test
masses. Since DARM signal from coil imbalance is indistinguishable from signal related to beam
decentering, results shown in table 9.1 are valid in case if coil imbalance is smaller than δFF0 < 10
−3,
where F0 is signal applied to all four coils and δF is difference in actual force applied to the mirror
magnets. Imbalance level of 10−3 is achieved by driving optics in pringle mode and minimizing
signals in pitch and yaw using optical level sensors.
ETMX, mm ETMY, mm ITMX, mm ITMY , mm
Pitch 10 2 0 5
Yaw 2 5 17 0
Table 9.1: Measured beam decenting on four test masses using dithering technique.
Figure 9.6: Online feedforward subtraction scheme of angular controls noise. Noise couple through
beam offcentering or coil imbalance x and is subtracted with feedforward filter K. Transfer functions
AP2P and AL2L denote actuator transfer function for angle and length actuation.
Figure 9.2 shows scheme of feedforward cancellation of angular control noise from gravitational
wave channel. Performance of angular feedforward subtraction is limited by two factors:
• RMS of angular motion of the arm cavity axis causes beam spots to move on the mirrors.
Static feedforward gain can not account for this motion. This means that linear feedforward
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cancellation scheme has the limit of:
δDARM = l · αRMSδα (9.3)
where l in units of [m/rad] determines how much beam moves on a particular arm mirror in
response to mirror angular fluctuations of αRMS ; δα is angular motion above 10Hz.
• Transfer functions are usually known with precision of 0.3 − 1%. This sets the limit on feed-
forward cancellation given by equation
δDARM = x · δαδA
A
(9.4)
where x is beam decentering on the optic given in the table 9.1, δAA ≈ 10−2 is uncertainty in
the transfer function A
Angular control loops are designed to maximize open loop gain at low frequencies to reduce RMS
of residual cavity axis motion αRMS . This approach stabilizes beam motion on the cavity mirrors
and feedforward subtraction limit 9.3 becomes softer. At the same time higher bandwidth loops
introduce more noise above 10Hz and limit DARM sensitivity since not all angular control noise can
be canceled out due to subtraction limit 9.4.
Optimal control loop depends on the level of seismic noise that significantly changes during the
year period. During winter time microseismic activity is high and ground velocity is 2 − 3um/sec
RMS. In this case bandwidth of angular control loops is set to 3Hz.
9.3 Seismic noise
Ground motion dominates RMS of optical cavity length fluctuations. Feedforward seismic noise
cancellation scheme can significantly reduce fringe velocity during the process of lock acquisition
when interferometric signals are strongly non-linear.
Multiple low noise STS-2 seismometers are installed around the chambers to measure ground
motion near the cavity optics. Transfer functions from seismometer signals to cavity length signal
are estimated when cavity is locked. Afterwards seismometer signals are multiplied by these transfer
functions to reduce fringe velocity for future lock acquisition processes.
Since seismometer signals are generally correlated between each other, cross couplings play a
significant role in the process of feedforward noise cancellation. In particular, cross couplings make
it insufficient to only measure transfer functions between seismometer signals and cavity length.
Transfer functions between seismometer signals should be also measured and included in the process
of noise subtraction.
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Well known techniques that optimize feedforward subtraction are static Wiener filters [95] and
adaptive filters [96]. First type of filters minimizes residual error in the mean-least-square sense by
using data from witness and desired signals collected in advance. Then computed optimal filter can
be applied for the future data. Second type of filters adapt their coefficients on the fly starting from
initial guess.
9.3.1 Static filter
Wiener filter is of finite impulse response (FIR) type and is parameterized by N numbers known as
filter coefficients wi, i = 0, ...N − 1. Given filter input u(k) at particular time moment k, output of
the filter is computed according to equation:
s(k) = w′u (9.5)
where w = [w0, w1, ..., wN−1] is N × 1 vector of filter coefficients and u = [u(k), u(k − 1), u(k −
N + 1)] is an input vector.
Usually several witness channels are used and one FIR filter is introduced for each of them. If
number of witness channels is P , then the total number of coefficients increases from N up to N×P .
In this case total filter output is given by equation
s(k) =
P∑
p=1
sp(k) =
P∑
p=1
wp
′up (9.6)
Coefficients wp are computed to minimize least-mean-square error of the feedforward subtraction.
Optimal solution wopt minimizes quadratic cost function:
J(w) = E(ee∗) = E(d− s)(d− s)∗ = E(d−
P∑
p=1
wp
′up)(d−
P∑
p=1
wp
′up)∗
∇J(w)|w=wopt = 0
(9.7)
where symbol E denotes expectation value, e is residual error, d is desired or target signal.
Equation 9.7 can be simplified if all coefficient vectors and witness channel vectors are combined
in two vectors v = [w1,w2, ...,wP] and y = [u1,u2, ...,uP]:
J(v) = E(d− v′y)(d− v′y)∗
∇J(vopt) = −2E(d− vopt′y)y′ = −2(E(dy)− v′E(yy′)) = 0
(9.8)
Solution of equation 9.8 determines optimal Wiener filter coefficients v. In the matrix form they
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can be written as:
wopt = R
−1
u Rud (9.9)
where Ru = E(yy
′) and Rud = E(dy) are autocorrelation and crosscorrelation matrices of size
N ·P×N ·P and N ·P×1. Matrix Ru is of Toeplitz form since E(y(k)y(k−q)) = E(y(k−z)y(k−z−q))
for arbitrary q and z. Inversion process of matrix Ru can be done with complexity of O(N
2) and
allows time efficient solution of equation 9.9
In the case of seismic feedforward subtraction, d is cavity length signal, up is buffered seismometer
signal from channel p, e is residual motion of the cavity after feedforward subtraction. Online
feedforward subtraction scheme is implemented in three steps:
• Optimal Wiener filter coefficients are computed using equation 9.9. It takes about 3 minutes
to solve this equation if 30 minutes of data is collected with sampling rate of 256Hz. Each
filter has 10000 coefficients
• Optimal filters are converted from FIR to IIR type with less amount of coefficients using Vectfit
utility [97]. First, frequency response of optimal FIR filters is computed and conditioned
to avoid noise injections at high frequencies. Then this response is fitted using IIR filters.
Resultant IIR filters had only 10 poles and zeros. This allows to save computational type and
use feedforward subtraction filters online. Figure 9.7 shows fitting process of optimal FIR filter
using Vectfit utility
Figure 9.7: Fitting of FIR filter with 10000 coefficients using IIR filter with 10 poles and zeros using
Vectfit utility.
• Invert actuator and plug in optimal IIR filters to online system for feedforward subtraction
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Figure 9.8: Result of static feedforward subtraction using static Wiener filtering technique. Red
trace shows initial target signal before subtraction. Green curve is residual signal after applying
FIR Wiener filter. Blue trace shows residual motion after applying IIR filter obtained by fitting
optimal FIR filter. Black trace shows residual motion after installing IIR filter in the online system.
Figure 9.8 shows IMC length signal before and after feedforward subtraction. Online filtering
requires accurate compensation for the actuator. Transfer function from ground motion to cavity
length fluctuation changes on the time scale of few weeks, and subtraction performance slowly
degrades. Adaptive filters can account for this problem and update their coefficients to track transfer
functions from seismometers to the cavity length signal.
9.3.2 Adaptive filters
Gradient descent algorithms dynamically estimate Wiener filter coefficients by starting from an
initial guess:
wp,i+1 = wp,i − µ∇J(wp,i), wp,0 = 0 (9.10)
where step-size µ determines the rate of coefficient update and should be smaller than some
critical value µcr for convergence.
In online filtering applications, matrices Ru and Rud are not known and can be approximated
using available data. LMS algorithm omits operator of expectation value E from equation 9.7 and
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uses instantaneous values of error signal to estimate ∇J(wp)i:
wp,i+1 = wp,i + µeup,i (9.11)
Step-size parameter µ can be time dependent. Normalized LMS algorithm uses constant step-
size parameter divided by the norm of the witness vector: µ(i) = µ0||up||2 . Necessary condition for
convergence of coefficient vector is µ0 < 2.
Leaky-LMS algorithm [98] tends to minimize cost function J(w) from equation 9.7 and norm of
the coefficient vector wopt. New cost function sets a limit on the norm of the coefficient vector is
can be written as α||w||2 + J(w).
Combined normalized and leaky LMS algorithms give equation for coefficient adaptation:
wp,i+1 = (1− τ)wp,i + µ0||up||2 eup,i (9.12)
where parameter τ << 1.
LMS algorithm was applied for feedforward subtraction of seismic noise from input mode cleaner
and arm cavity length signals at the 40m prototype interferometer. Seismometers and accelerometers
installed on the ground were used as witness signals as shown in figure 9.9. Cavity length signals
were used as error signals.
Y-arm
X-arm
IMC
Seismic
sensors
Figure 9.9: Test of LMS adaptive filters at the 40m prototype. Seismometers are located in the
corner and end stations.
Key property of this problem is that not only seismometer signals are partially coherent between
themselves but also target signals are coupled. Correlation occurs since laser is locked to the input
mode cleaner and arm length is measured relative to the laser wavelength.
Front-end C1OAF model running at 2kHz was installed to perform adaptive filtering of the
cavity length signals. Since coherence between witness and desired signals is seen only below 20Hz,
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adaptive filters perform downsampling of witness and error signals by a factor of Ds = 8. Anti-
aliasing (AA) and anti-imaging (AI) filters were installed in the input and output of the filter to
account for downsampling.
Adaptive filters produce outputs that are sent to the models that run on other computers.
Inevitable transmission delays in the actuation path cause degradation of feedforward cancellation
performance.
Filtered-X LMS [99] algorithm accounts for the AI filters and delay in the compensation path
by replacing vector up in equation 9.12 with vector rp = Fup, where operator F is the product of
all operators that are applied to the filter output before subtraction of this signal from the target
signal. Figure 9.10 shows the scheme of adaptive feedforward cancellation of seismic noise from
cavity length signals using Fx-LMS algorithm.
Figure 9.10: Online adaptive seismic noise cancellation scheme using FxLMS algorithm.
Running time of one cycle of the MIMO adaptive filter on a 3GHz Intel processor was experi-
mentally found to satisfy the following equation:
T0 = 24 · N
10000
· 1
Ds
· P
1
· M
1
usec (9.13)
where M is number of target signals. In case of filtering seismic noise from input mode cleaner
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and arm cavities using seismometer and accelerometer signals M = 3, P = 9. Since C1OAF model
runs at 2048Hz, T0 should be smaller than 488usec. Table 9.2 summarizes values of parameters used
during adaptive noise cancellation at the 40m prototype:
M 3 number of target signals
P 9 number of witness signals
N 4000 number of coefficients
µ0 0.03 step-size parameter
τ 10−5 leaky parameter
Ds 8 downsample ratio
delay 5 actuation path delay
Table 9.2: Adaptive filter parameters used during the seismic noise subtraction.
Convergence time of adaptive filter using parameters from the table 9.2 was 3 minutes. This
convergence rate is sufficient to track slow variations of the transfer functions from ground motion
to interferometeric signals. Figure 9.11 shows norm of the filter coefficient vector during convergence
process.
Figure 9.11: Norm of the filter coefficient vector during convergence process of FxLMS filter.
Figure 9.12 shows result of seismic noise subtraction from input mode cleaner, X- and Y-arm
length signals using 3 seismometer signals that measure ground motion in X, Y, and Z directions.
Seismometers were located in the corner and end stations as shown on the figure 9.9. Seismic noise
was subtracted in the frequency range 0.7-10Hz near the stack resonances. Subtraction factor of 50
was measured at 3Hz.
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Figure 9.12: Feedforward subtraction of seismic noise from IMC and arms.
Adaptive filters use cavity length signal as online error. This signal is not available when lock is
lost. For this reason, step-size parameter µ is slowly reduced to zero after filter coefficients converge
to optimal solution. If filter performance degrades, adaptation process is engaged again to account
for changes in the transfer function from seismometers to cavity length.
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Chapter 10
Optimal feedback control
Feedback control techniques are widely used in advanced LIGO to stabilize interferometer longitudi-
nal and angular degrees of freedom, suppress motion of optical benches, and damp high-Q resonances
using local sensors as discussed in chapters 3, 4, 5. Standard approach in designing control loops
in LIGO is to measure or simulate actuator and sensor transfer functions and design a single input
single output (SISO) control filter by looking at its frequency response.
Most of the control loops used in LIGO should have high gain at low frequencies in order to
achieve strong suppression of the seismic motion and fast roll off at high frequencies to avoid sensing
noise injection to gravitational wave channel. Design of control filters requires fine tuning for best
performance and has to be updated based on the level of seismic and sensing noises.
An alternative approach in designing stable control loops is based on cost function minimization.
A number of algorithms, like LQR, H-infinity, and µ-synthesis, are successfully used in stabilizing
suspensions, vibration systems and inverted pendulum [100, 101, 102]. Once cost function is defined
based on the requirements, algorithms return stable controllers that minimize the cost function.
Since stability is guaranteed, a new controller can be quickly designed in case of plant modification.
Modern control techniques can also be applied to generate multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO)
controllers. This is a significant advantage over standard frequency domain approach. MIMO con-
trollers account for cross couplings between the loops that are neglected when SISO controllers are
applied.
This chapter gives an overview of domain optimal control technique applied to aLIGO problems.
Sections 1, 2, and 3 describe LQR, Kalman, and H-infinity optimal control techniques and state
estimators. Section 4 is devoted to robust control of suspensions when the stabilizing controller is
stable relative to small variations of the plant.
These methods use state-space approach to formulate control problem. Linear system is repre-
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sented as:
x˙ = Ax+Bu
y = Cx+Du
(10.1)
where x is system state vector, u are control inputs, y are measured outputs, A is matrix with
internal dynamics, B input matrix, C is measurement matrix, D is feedthrough matrix.
10.1 Linear quadratic regulator
In LQR technique control u is selected to minimize quadratic cost function J . In aLIGO most
systems are time invariant and only infinite time horizon case is of interest:
J =
∫ t1
t0
(xTPx+ uTQu)dt, t1 →∞ (10.2)
where P is a positive semidefinite and Q is a positive definite matrix. Matrices P and Q determine
cost imposed on position and control. The optimal control law is linear [103]:
u∗(t) = Kx(t) (10.3)
Control matrix K is obtained by minimizing cost function 10.2 under constraint 10.1. Solving
via introducing Lagrangian multipliers, the following Riccati equation is achieved:
−ATS − SA− P + SBQ−1BTS = 0
K = −Q−1BTS
(10.4)
10.1.1 State-space augmentation
Equation 10.3 implies that size of control matrix K equals to the product of control inputs and
number of system states. In aLIGO applications it is required to introduce frequency shaping of the
cost function 10.2. It can be done by introducing new states to the system using plant augmentation
technique [104]. First, cost function 10.2 is written in the frequency domain using Parseval’s theorem
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and then frequency dependence of matrices P and Q is introduced:
J =
1
2
∫ ∞
−∞
(xT (iω)Px(iω) + u(iω)TQu(iω))dω →
J =
1
2
∫ ∞
−∞
(xT (iω)P (iω)x(iω) + u(iω)TQ(iω)u(iω))dω
(10.5)
If the weighting functions P (iω) and Q(iω) are chosen to be rational functions of ω2 then it is
possible to write P (iω) = P ∗1 (iω)P1(iω) and Q(iω) = Q
∗
1(iω)Q1(iω) where P1 and Q1 are rational
matrices. Then new states are introduced according to the following equations:
x′ = P1(iω)x u′ = Q1(iω)u (10.6)
After converting equations 10.6 to state-space form using states z1, z2 and matrices (A1, B1, C1, D1),
(A2, B2, C2, D2) for position and control, it is possible to augment initial state-space vector x, and
equations of motion 10.1 transform to equations:

x˙
z˙1
z˙2
 =

A 0 0
B1 A1 0
0 0 A2


x
z1
z2
+

B
0
B2
u (10.7)

y
x′
u′
 =

C 0 0
D1 C1 0
0 0 C2


x
z1
z2
+

D
0
D2
u (10.8)
Equations 10.7 and 10.8 show that LQR problem with frequency shaped cost function 10.5 can
be reformulated into another LQR problem with frequency independent matrices P and Q and
augmented state space.
10.1.2 Applications to LIGO
Linear quadratic regulator was applied to design an optical lever servo to control angular motion
of BS suspension at the 40m prototype. Since BS is a single suspension, system dynamics is given
using two state space variables:
d
dt
 α˙
α
 =
 −γ −ω20
1 0
 α˙
α
+
 1/I
0
u (10.9)
where α and α˙ are angle and angular velocity of the optic, γ is damping factor, ω0 is eigen
frequency of oscillator, I is BS moment of inertia, u is control torque applied to BS.
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Control cost function is chosen to be frequency independent in this control problem. Position cost
is shaped using two poles at 0.2Hz and 5Hz and one zero at 0Hz as shown in figure 10.1. Frequency
shaped cost function augments state space α˙, α by two states according to equation 10.7.
Solution of Riccati equation 10.4 is done using Matlab function care [105]. Figure 10.1 shows
unsuppressed angular fluctuations of BS and error signal after engaging LQR controller.
(a) Position cost function developed for design of
LQR controller.
(b) Suppression of BS angular motion using LQR
controller.
Figure 10.1: Application of LQR technique to BS optical lever servo.
LQR control law 10.3 requires knowledge of all system states. In real applications, however, not
all states are usually measured. BS optical lever only measures angle α while angular velocity α˙ is
computed by differentiating α. However, this state estimation technique is not optimal since sensing
noise of α is white at high frequencies and sensing noise of α˙ grows with frequency as a result of
differentiation.
Unmeasured states can be estimated optimally in least-mean-square sense using Kalman filter.
LQR technique that uses Kalman filter as state estimator is known as Linear Quadratic Gaussian
(LQG) control method. LQG controllers are also stable but phase margins can be very low and
good robustness is not guaranteed.
10.2 Kalman filter
States of the system can be estimated optimally if covariances of the measurement and process
noises are known. It is also assumed that these noises are white and Gaussian. If this is not the case
but frequency shape of process and measurement noises is known, then system state-space can be
augmented to include noise color. This approach is similar to state space augmentation for frequency
shaping of LQR cost function 10.7
In LIGO control problems most systems are time independent and their dynamics is given by
constant matrices A,B,C, and D. Then discrete time state space representation can be written in
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the following way:
xk+1 = Axk +Buk + wk
yk = Cxk +Duk + vk
(10.10)
where wk is process noise that drives the system and vk -measurement noise. Covariance matrices
of noises wk and vk are assumed to be constant and equal to Q and R. Discrete time state space
matrices A,B,C, and D with step size τ are related to continuous time matrices via equations:
Ad ≈ (I + τAc), Bd ≈ τBc, Cd = Cc, Dd = Dc (10.11)
where subscript d means discrete time and c - continuous time model.
Kalman filter is a linear estimator and searches optimal solution as a linear sum of predicted
state and current measurement. Predicted state xˆk+1|k is computed by propagating system state in
the previous time step xˆk|k using dynamics matrices A and B.
xˆk+1|k = Axˆk|k +Buk
xˆk+1|k+1 = xˆk+1|k +Kk(y − Cxˆk+1|k −Duk)
(10.12)
where Kk is the optimal Kalman gain. Matrix Kk weighs contributions of state prediction
using system dynamics and noisy measurement. Kk is computed to minimize estimation error
E||xk−xˆk|k||2 = trace(cov(xk−xˆk|k)). Since dynamics of the system is assumed to be time-invariant
for LIGO applications, optimal Kalman gain Kk is also time-independent. Since in the general case
it is difficult to explicitly solve matrix equation for K, Kalman gain is computed numerically using
standard Kalman equations:
Pk+1|k = APk|kAT +Q
Kk+1 = Pk+1|kCT (CTPk+1|kC +R)−1
Pk+1|k+1 = (I −KkC)Pk+1|k
(10.13)
where Pk|k = cov(xk − xˆk|k) and Pk+1|k = cov(xk+1 − xˆk+1|k). First and third equation 10.13
follow from equations 10.12. Equation for Kalman gain is derived from condition
δtrace(Pk|k)
δK = 0.
Kalman state estimation technique can be used together with LQR controllers or independently
for sensor blending or estimating of test mass curvature and substrate lens, generated by optical
heating and TCS ring heaters.
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10.2.1 Test mass curvature estimation
Once interferometer is locked, carrier field resonates in the arm cavities and heats test masses due
to absorption. Heating process is not uniform due to radial dependence of the beam intensity
I(r) = I0exp(−2 r2a20 ), where a0 is the size of the beam. Test mass gets more heat in the center
compared to the sides. Temperature gradient changes substrate lens and curvature of the test mass
surface according to equation:
δR = β(T (0)− T (r0/2)) (10.14)
where (T (r0/2)) is temperature at distance from the center equal to half optic radius, T (0) is
temperature at the center of the optic, β > 0 is constant coefficient in units of [m/W ].
Significant optical power resonating in the arm cavities (> 100kW ) changes ITM substrate lens
by tens of micro-diopters and affects mode matching of power and signal recycling cavities to the
arms. Ring heaters are installed on the sides of test masses and generate radial temperature gradient
with opposite sign to the one created by optical heating. Ring heater power is tuned to compensate
heating effect from optical power and improve mode matching between the optical cavities.
Substrate lens and radii of curvature can be measured using Hartmann wave front sensors [106]
when interferometer is locked. Once the lock is lost, measurement data is not available. At the same
time center of the optic cools down, and curvature increases since ring heater continues to operate.
The purpose of state space model and Kalman filtering is to estimate test mass radius of curvature
or substrate lens from noisy Hartmann WFS measurements in lock and get approximate value of
the lens strength after the lock is lost. Equation of heat transfer can be written as:
δT
δt
= α∇2T + fheat − floss (10.15)
where α is thermal diffusivity, function fheat includes test mass heating due to ring heater and
optical power and floss includes heat transfer to environment via radiation and residual gas heat
transfer through suspension.
This problem is addressed numerically using finite element analysis. Test mass is divided onto N
rings, temperature inside each of them is assumed to be constant as shown in figure 10.2. Since the
problem has radial symmetry, then ∇2 = d2dr2 + 1rdr and heat transfer equation 10.15 can be written
in the form of the differential scheme which is first order in time and second order in coordinate:
T i+1k − T ik
τ
= α(
T ik+1 + T
i
k−1 − 2T ik
dr2
+
T ik+1 − T ik−1
2rkdr
) + f ik,heat − f ik,loss (10.16)
where Tk is difference between the temperature of k-th test mass element and environment. Heat
transfer from finite element to environment is proportional to Tk: f
i
k,loss = lT
i
k. Equation 10.16 is
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valid for k = 2, ..., N − 1. Boundary conditions for k = 1, N are set such that temperature of non-
existing element 0 and N + 1 is the same as temperature of element k = 1 or k = N . Differential
equation 10.16 is stable if time step τ satisfies inequality τ < dr
2
2α .
Tk
TRH
dr
rk
Figure 10.2: Test mass and ring heater.
Equation 10.16 determines state space model of the system with state space vector T = [T1, T2, ..., TN , TRH ]
where TRH is ring heater temperature determined by applied voltage:
T i+1k = AT
i
k +B[PRH , Pcav]
Ri = β(T1 − TN/2) + vi
(10.17)
where PRH = ¯PRH + δPRH is power on ring heater, covariance of noise δPRH is QRH , Pcav =
¯Pcav + δPcav - optical power, covariance of noise term δPcav is Qcav, R is change in test mass radius
of curvature due to optical power and ring heater, v is measurement noise of covariance V . Since
ring heater noise and fluctuations in the intracavity power are uncorrelated, total process covariance
matrix Q is written as Q = B (diag(QRH , Qcav))B
T .
System dynamics given by matrices A and B is determined by thermal diffusivity α, loss parame-
ter l, absorption η, test mass heat capacity C, and heat transfer from ring heater to test mass. These
parameters are known with precision of few percents, and matrices A and B have uncertainties. In
the process of simulating this problem it was found that good results can be achieved if Kalman
gain is computed using slightly overestimated process covariance matrix Q.
The problem of curvature estimation is solved numerically in two steps. First, Kalman gain is
computed by solving equations 10.13 in loop before stationary solution is achieved as shown in figure
10.3. Then state space vector T i is computed using equations 10.12.
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Figure 10.3: Norm of Kalman gain during the process of iterative solution of equations 10.13.
Figure 10.4 shows estimation of test mass radius of curvature. At time moment t = 0sec inter-
ferometer is locked, test mass is heated by the beam and radius of curvature increases. Hartmann
WFS are used to measure change in radius of curvature. State-space model used for estimation is
3 percent different from the true model. At time moment t = 2000sec ring heater is engaged to
compensate for the optical power and test mass radius of curvature is back to nominal. At time
moment t = 4000sec cavity looses lock and test mass becomes more curved due to ring heater power.
Hartmann WFS reading are not available at this time and Kalman gain is set to zero: K = 0. Cur-
vature estimations rely on the model. At time moment t = 6000sec cavity is relocked, measurement
is available again and radius of curvature increases towards its nominal value.
Figure 10.4 shows that Kalman filter reduces WFS noise and estimation of radius of curvature is
close to the real value. If measurement is not available, estimation is based on the model, and ring
heater power can be adjusted to keep radius of curvature at its nominal value. Such a set up can be
used to control test mass curvature using feedback controller.
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Figure 10.4: Estimation of test mass radius of curvature using model and measurement.
10.3 H∞ control technique
Similar to LQR, H∞ control technique is based on cost function minimization and guarantees sta-
bilization of dynamical system. Optimal solution minimizes closed loop transfer matrix from dis-
turbance to the error signal. H∞ norm of the stable transfer matrix T in the frequency domain is
given by equation:
||T ||∞ = supωσmaxT (iω) (10.18)
where σ are singular value of the matrix T (iω).
System dynamics is determined by the state space model. It is convenient to introduce measure-
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ment noise and error signals in the equations 10.1:
x˙ = Ax+B1w +B2u
z = C1x+D12u
y = C2x+D21w
(10.19)
where z is error signal, y - system output, w contains both process and measurement noises.
Error z is an empirical signal that is not measured and determined by position and control cost
functions. In general case not all states are being measured and similar to LQG, it is necessary to
estimate state space vector from the measurement y and state space dynamics matrices A,B1, and
B2.
Optimal H∞ controller that minimizes H∞ norm ||Twz||∞ of the transfer matrix from disturbance
w to error signal z is hard to find in the general case. Suboptimal controllers stabilize system 10.19
such that ||Twz||∞ < γ, where γ is an arbitrary number bigger then norm ||Twz||∞ achieved by
optimal controller. Solution to suboptimal H∞ problem is given in [107]. This solution includes
both controller design and optimal estimator of the system state-space vector. Once suboptimal
controller is achieved, γ can be reduced if controller performance should be improved.
H∞ control technique was applied at LIGO Livingston Observatory to stabilize BS triple sus-
pension. The first application is related to the angular control using optical lever servo. The second
application deals with local damping of 6 degrees of freedom using shadow sensors.
Practical realization of H∞ control technique relative to LIGO applications is shown in figure
10.5. Suspension moves under disturbance w, position is measured using noisy sensor. Controller
uses measurement outcome y and produces controls signal u. Cost function is created by multiplying
noise free position and control signals by function Werr and Wctrl. Suspension model augmented
with cost functions Werr and Wctrl is known as generalized plant.
Figure 10.5: Application of H∞ technique to LIGO suspension control problems.
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10.3.1 Optical lever damping
Beam splitter is used to control simple Michelson length when interferometer is locked. During lock
acquisition process, BS gets a controls transient when sideband power in DRMI flashes. Transients
in control signal cause angular motion of BS due to length to angle couplings. Angular motion of
BS due to lock acquisition transients is too high for DRMI to grab the lock.
Interferometeric signals are still not available during lock acquisition and BS angular control is
done using optical levers. Servos are supposed to damp main suspension resonances at 0.48Hz and
1.2Hz. At the same time control signal should be rolled off above 3Hz to avoid significant noise
injections above 10Hz. Optical levers signals at low frequencies (below 0.1Hz) usually dominate by
the motion of the laser and photodiode, and servo should avoid noise injection to suspension at
these frequencies. These conditions determine the shape of position and control transfer functions.
Control cost grows at high and low frequencies while position cost is high in the frequency range
0.3-2Hz.
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Figure 10.6: Application of H∞ technique to BS optical lever damping. Blue trace shows BS pitch
to pitch transfer function when loop is open, and orange trace shows the same transfer function
when loop is closed.
Suspension angular transfer function was measured and fitted using Vectfit utility [97]. Then
suspension state space model was connected with cost functions Werr and Wctrl into generalized
plant, and suboptimal H∞ controller was synthesized using Matlab function hinfsyn [108].
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Figure 10.6 shows the result of optical level damping of BS suspension using H∞ control tech-
nique. Resultant controller stabilizes suspension according to requirements listed above and makes
lock acquisition more robust.
10.3.2 Local damping
Suspension resonances have Q-factors of 100-1000 and are damped using shadow sensors. Servos
should reduce Q-factor down to 10 and avoid noise injections to gravitational wave channel above
10Hz. Shadow sensors measure position of the mass, and their sensing noise is on the level of
2 · 10−11 m√
Hz
. At the same time control noise at 10Hz should be less than 10−17 m√
Hz
for BS
suspension in longitudinal direction.
Six degrees of freedom are damped from the top suspension stage. State-space model is derived
from suspension dynamics that was simulated using Mathematica software by suspension group
[109]. Position cost function is frequency independent and examples of control cost functions are
shown in figure 10.7.
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Figure 10.7: Magnitude of control cost functions developed for design of H∞ controllers.
Three controllers were synthesized using H∞ control technique for BS suspension in the longi-
tudinal direction. If more control cost is applied at high frequencies then less noise is injected at
frequencies higher than 10Hz. But at the same time damping of eigen modes is weaker.
At low frequencies f < 0.3Hz control cost increases to make servos AC coupled. Functions are
close to flat in the frequency range 0.3Hz < f < 3Hz where all suspension resonances are. Starting
from 3Hz up to 100Hz control cost function grows. The first control cost in figure 10.7 grows
proportionally to frequency f , the second one as f2 and the third one as f4.
First figure 10.8 shows comparison of longitudinal suspension transfer function when loop is open
and closed using H −∞ controllers that minimize cost functions shown in figure 10.7. Other figures
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show damping of pitch, yaw, vertical, roll and translation degrees of freedom. Cost function is chosen
to damp suspension modes and avoid gain peaking.
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(a) Longitudinal damping.
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(b) Pitch damping.
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(c) Yaw damping.
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(d) Vertical damping.
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(e) Roll damping.
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(f) Translation damping.
Figure 10.8: Simulation of damping BS suspension modes using H∞ controller.
H infinity controller shows good performance with a simulated plant with no uncertainties. How-
ever, after installing synthesized controllers in the front end system, not all of them worked as in
the simulation. In particular, longitudinal and pitch resonances around 0.4 − 0.5Hz were poorly
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damped by stabilizing controllers, as shown in figure 10.9.
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Figure 10.9: Transfer function of BS top stage in longitudinal degree of freedom. Black trace
corresponds to the case when BS is undamped, red trace - damped using H −∞ controller.
Small errors in the simulated state space model of the suspension made H∞ controller unstable.
Another control algorithm based on H∞ known as µ-synthesis finds robust controller relative to
uncertainties in the plant.
10.4 µ-synthesis
Robust controllers should guarantee stability of the closed loop under small uncertainties of the
plant:
A = A0 +4A,B = B0 +4B (10.20)
C = C0 +4C,D = D0 +4D (10.21)
where matrices A0, B0, C0, D0 represent known dynamics and 4A,4B,4C,4D - uncertainties
in the model.
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Possible solution to robust control problem can be achieved using µ-synthesis technique. In
this approach controller robustness is measured using complex structure singular values [110] and
uncertain systems are represented using linear fractional transformations.
Robust controller can be generated using Matlab function dksyn for models with uncertainties
using D-K iteration process [111]. This function was used to generate robust controller for longitu-
dinal damping of BS suspension.
10.4.1 Robust local damping
Uncertainties of 1% were introduced in resonant frequencies of BS suspension and feedback controller
was generated to be stable under these uncertainties using µ-synthesis technique.
Figure 10.10 shows frequency shaped position and control cost functions used to achieve robust
and low noise damping of BS suspension. Position cost has a resonance around 0.5Hz to improve
damping of the main BS longitudinal resonance at 0.45Hz. Control cost grows at high frequencies
to avoid noise coupling of sensor noise to gravitational wave channel.
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Figure 10.10: Frequency shape of position and control cost function generated for longitudinal
damping of BS suspension.
Robust controller was converted to zpk form and installed in the front end system. Longitudinal
BS transfer functions were measured with feedback loop open and closed as shown in figure 10.11.
In contrast with H∞ controller, µ design damps all resonances including the one at 0.45Hz.
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Figure 10.11: Damping of BS longitudinal resonances using robust controller.
Sensing noise injected by robust controller above 10Hz satisfies the requirement and is less than
10−17 m√
Hz
. Figure 10.12 shows noise injected by feedback loop compared to BS thermal noise.
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Figure 10.12: BS longitudinal displacement due to sensor noise.
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Chapter 11
Future work
Commissioning of advanced interferometers is still in progress, and in the short term (0-2 years),
LIGO scientists will be working on improving low frequency noise and instrument sensitivity towards
its designed level, reducing lock acquisition time, and making the process more robust during winter
times when microseismic activity is high.
Medium term (3-5 years) goals include upgrades of aLIGO interferometers to improve detector
sensitivity by factor of 2-3. These upgrades [112] include increasing beam size and intracavity power
to reduce coating Brownian noise and shot noise, make mirrors more massive to reduce quantum
radiation pressure and suspension thermal noises. Other upgrades introduce squeezed states of light
through the interferometer antisymmetric port to reduce quantum noise [113], and cancel or mitigate
of gravity gradient noise [63].
Research and development team also works towards improving LIGO sensitivity by factor of
10 up to the infrastructure limit. This limit is determined by residual gas pressure in the arm
cavities and Newtonian noise. Long term goals (5-10 years) include reducing suspension and coating
Brownian thermal noises by introducing cryogenics systems [114, 115], higher quality optical coatings
[116] and 1550nm laser beams [117]. It will be also possible to increase input power and squeezing
factor to reduce shot noise level down to phase noise of residual gas in the arm cavities. New optical
configurations are also considered such as Sagnac speed meter [118, 119], unstable optomechanical
filters, and white light cavities [120].
Orthogonal approach towards better strain sensitivity is to increase length of the arm cavities
by order of magnitude [121]. Research and development on optical design of 40km interferometer
are now in progress.
This chapter describes ideas on how to improve LIGO sensitivity and control in the short, medium
and long terms based on the lessons learned during commissioning process. Minor changes to aLIGO
configuration and ideas concerning design of the future instruments are discussed as well.
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11.1 Short term upgrades
This section describes problems encountered during commission of aLIGO interferometers and pos-
sible solutions:
• Offsets of beam position from geometrical center of beam splitter in horizontal direction lead
to significant power drop in the power recycling cavity. Optic diameter is 37 cm and since
angle of incidence is 45◦, horizontal size of the mirror projection on the plane perpendicular
to the beam is 26cm.
Thickness of the optic is 6cm, and consequently distance between X- and Y- arm beams on
the back BS surface is 6cm. At the same time sizes of the carrier and sideband beams on
the mirror are 5.3cm and 5.9cm. Simulations show that horizontal beam off-centering by 1cm
leads to 10% power drop for sidebands.
Possible solution to the problem is to increase horizontal size of the mirror and coating in such
way that their projections on the surface perpendicular to the beam have circular shape.
• Penultimate stage of beam splitter suspension is used for longitudinal control of Michelson
interferometer. Coil-magnet pairs on the bottom stage are not installed. This leads to a
slower lock acquisition process since Michelson unity gain frequency is limited to 10Hz.
Installing actuators on the bottom stage with range of ∼ 1um would increase MICH UGF and
reduce lock acquisition time. Bottom stage actuators can also be used in full lock for high
MICH bandwidth since they should not excite suspension bounce and roll modes.
• Coupling of electrostatic driver noise of end test masses to gravitational wave channel is still
above aLIGO best sensitivity curve, and ITM drivers are used for high frequency DARM
control. Low noise electrostatic drivers are now being designed.
• Alignment of power recycling cavity is not controlled during CARM offset reduction. In
full lock, alignment signals in reflected port are dominated by common arm modes, and two
signals for input beam and power recycling cavity alignment are still derived from REFL WFS.
Sensing matrix depends on beam position on BS, contrast defect and mode matching between
the cavities. This leads to instabilities in the angular control system if one of the parameters
is changed.
Alignment controls can be improved by adding a pair of WFS in pick-of-port. RF signal should
be demodulated at 36MHz to provide alignment signals only for power recycling cavity and
input beam. Sensitivity of these photodetectors for carrier alignment is small, and alignment
loops can be engaged during CARM offset reduction.
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• aLIGO intensity stabilization servo sees backscattering noise when power recycling mirror is
aligned. Scattered light adds amplitude noise seen in gravitational wave channel. This problem
can be addressed by relocating ISS photodiodes or changing optical path on HAM2 bench.
• Bounce and roll modes of quadruple suspensions have ring down time of ≈ 2 hours and get
excited every lock loss up to the level of ∼ 10−9 − 10−10m in vertical direction. Coupling to
longitudinal direction is ∼ 10−3m/m and height of the modes seen in DARM is ∼ 10−12 −
10−13m.
Bounce and roll modes are damped in full lock using DARM or WFS angular signals since local
sensors installed on suspensions are not sensitive enough to vertical motion of these amplitudes.
Damping process takes 5-10 minutes before interferometer is transitioned to low noise regime
and another 5 minutes after transition.
Installing additional shadow sensors on penultimate mass with broadband noise of 3 · 10−11 −
10−10m/
√
Hz would help to damp bounce and roll modes down to the level of ∼ 10−12m in
the vertical direction during lock acquisition before DARM signal is available.
• Lock acquisition sequence and interferometer control should be adjusted depending on seismic
activities. If ground motion is high, engagement of ALS DIFF loop becomes problematic since
VCO in the corner and end stations saturate on the output and error signal gets a transient,
suspensions are excited, and lock is lost. Angular fluctuations of the test masses also make
ALS DIFF beat note fluctuate, and PFD produces a glitch once beat note signal is reduced
below the threshold level of ≈ −35dBm with the current noise floor.
This problem is addressed by increasing range of ALS DIFF VCO by factor of 10. ALS DIFF
noise is also increased below 0.1Hz due to coupling of ADC noise. Suspension optical levers
are engaged to suppress angular motion of test masses in the frequency range 0.04Hz - 0.5Hz.
There is no reason to do these additional steps during summertime when microseismic activity
is low and lock acquisition time can be reduced.
Time required for DRMI lock acquisition can be significantly reduced during windy days by
feeding forward differential CPS signals of BS and ITM ISI tables to BS suspension to slow
down fringe velocity of Michelson interferometer. At the same time this feedforward technique
is not required when wind velocity is low.
Bandwidth of angular loops should also depend on the level of seismic noise. Coupling of
angular control noise above 10Hz depends on the loop bandwidth and can be reduced during
summertime.
Blending of position and inertial seismic sensors should also depend on the ground motion.
During windy days it is necessary to shift up blending frequencies of CPS and T240.
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• Scattering noise from HAM6 chamber is one of the main noise sources limiting current interfer-
ometer sensitivity in the frequency range 20Hz - 150Hz. OMC cover is now being manufactured
and will be installed later to reduce light scattering from OMC to the chamber walls. It could
happen that scattering occurs from other optical components as well and additional covers will
be required.
Orthogonal approach is to cover HAM6 and adjacent tube sections with insulation. It will
reduce tube motion due to background acoustic motion by factor of ≈ 3 in the frequency range
50Hz - 1kHz.
• Bottom reaction mass on quadruple suspensions is used for actuation on the test mass. At the
same time small gap between reaction and test masses leads to squeezed damping noise and
makes a less efficient discharging of the back mirror surface compared to the front one.
One possible solution investigated by LIGO suspension group is to make a hole in the reaction
mass. Electrostatic blades are installed close to the edges of the reaction mass, and circular
hole of the diameter of 10cm should not change the actuation if total mass is conserved.
• Residual gas pressure is still more than order of magnitude away from the design value of
10−9Torr. Ion pumps at the end stations are now turned off to avoid charging of the test
masses. Ion pumps will be relocated or different type of pumps will be used to reduce gas
pressure in the arm tubes and avoid charging of the test masses.
• Parametric instabilities in the arm cavities were first seen when input power was 12W. After
using TCS ring heater, it was possible to shift resonant frequencies of HOMs and increase
input power up to 25W. Interferometer stayed locked for up to 30 hours in this configuration.
For the power of 125W it will be necessary to actively damp body modes using electrostatic
actuators.
11.2 Medium term improvements
This section describes ideas on how to improve control system of aLIGO interferometers and tune
instrument sensitivity towards a particular gravitational wave detector.
11.2.1 Interferometer control
Current aLIGO feedback control systems are designed and analyzed using frequency domain ap-
proach. Loop parameters are chosen manually and sometimes not optimally. Frequency domain
approach also does not account for cross couplings between suspension and interferometric degrees
of freedom that can cause instabilities. Time domain approach can be used to generate optimal
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multiple-input-multiple-output stable controllers based on the state-space model of dynamic sys-
tem:
• Adaptive sensor blending using Kalman filtering can significantly improve performance of
seismic isolation at low frequencies. Currently blending frequencies between position and
inertial sensors are chosen based on the average seismic level. Tuning blending filters depending
on seismic motion can help to reduce low frequency motion during windy days or microseismic
activity when winds are low.
• Stable multiple-input-multiple-output controllers can also improve low frequency motion of ISI
tables. Longitudinal degrees of freedom use T-240 signals at frequencies higher than 40mHz.
However, seismometer signal is also sensitive to the tilt of the table. Building an accurate
model of the table with cross couplings on the actuation and sensing side will make it possible
to apply optimal time domain controllers, like LQR or H∞, for stabilization of optical tables.
• MIMO controllers should be applied to local damping of suspensions. Current design uses
shadow sensors on the top mass and six SISO controllers damp suspension resonances. Some
modes are left not perfectly damped like 0.41Hz and 3Hz pitch modes of test masses or 2.1Hz
yaw mode of beam splitter. These modes do not couple strong enough to the top stage motion
or arise from cross coupling between the loops. Distributed control system can use lower stages
for resonances below 1Hz to avoid noise injections in gravitational wave band. Control system
should also be of MIMO type and be able to damp cross couplings in the suspensions.
• Kalman state estimation should be used to control radius of curvature and ITM substrate
lens during lock stretches and after lock losses when readings from Hartmann sensors are not
available as discussed in chapter 10.2.
• Feedforward noise cancellation algorithms can be applied for subtraction of acoustic noise
coupling through scattered light. Since beam spot position of chamber walls move, transfer
function from acoustic noise to gravitational wave channel also changes with time. For this
reason, subtraction of acoustic noise might require adaptive filters.
11.2.2 OMC backscattering
Phase noise due to scattered light at the output of inteferometer can be reduced by stabilizing the
distance between signal recycling mirror and output mode cleaner. This can be done by improving
seismic isolation system of HAM ISI optical benches. Improvement can be achieved at microseismic
frequencies 0.1-0.3Hz by putting T-240 seismometer on the tables and using these sensors in the
frequency range 50mHz - 1Hz.
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Reduction of HAM ISI motion at microseismic frequencies by factor of 2-3 will also significantly
reduce DRMI lock acquisition time and improve power fluctuation due to angular motion in the
power and signal recycling cavities during winter time.
An orthogonal approach to reduce OMC backscattering noise is to remove DARM offset and
inject carrier light through the separate path. Balanced homodyne detection scheme is studied in
[122]. Reference carrier light is picked off from power recycling cavity, is filtered and beats against
DARM sidebands. Research on phase control of reference beam is now ongoing.
11.2.3 Data analysis and detector performance
Advanced LIGO sensitivity can be optimized for a particular gravitational wave source. It is possible
to shape quantum noise of interferometer to improve sensitivity to continuous gravitational waves
by a factor of 3 to 6 in the frequency range 500Hz - 3kHz.
In order to improve sensitivity to binary objects, online detection algorithms should be developed.
Gravitational wave signal can be detected in the frequency range 10Hz to 40Hz and tracked towards
higher frequencies. One aLIGO interferometer can be in broadband configuration while the other
one can be optimized for the narrow band search.
Gravitational waves from binary neutron star coalescence can be detected in the frequency range
1kHz - 4kHz. Signal parameters can be used for better understanding of physics of neutron stars, like
equation of state as well as matter at subnuclear densities and bulk properties of neutron-rich matter
[123]. For this reason, gravitational wave detectors should be able to optimize their sensitivity at
these frequencies by changing optical configuration on the time scale of msec.
Quantum noise of gravitational wave detectors can be controlled by tuning following parameters:
• Input power determines the level of shot noise and quantum radiation pressure noise in the
arm cavities. Reduction of input power increases shot noise level and instrument sensitivity
at frequencies higher that 50Hz but improves at lower frequencies. In order to improve sensi-
tivity to final moments of binary neutron star coalescence, input power should be increased.
Currently input power is limited by excitation of parametric instabilities in the arm cavities
but they usually ring up on the time scale from tens of minutes to few hours, and power can
be increased for short periods of time.
• Configuration of the signal recycling cavity can be set to optimize interferometer sensitivity
to gravitational waves at particular frequencies. First SRC parameter that can be modified is
the round trip phase accumulation in the cavity ϕSRC [124]. This parameter can be quickly
tuned in aLIGO configuration by introducing offsets to the error point of SRCL servo. Second
parameter is finesse of signal recycling cavity. Since transmission of signal recycling mirror is
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fixed, it is not possible to quickly change finesse of the cavity in aLIGO configuration. Next
section 11.3 describes ideas on how to make finesse variable.
Figure 11.1 shows aLIGO quantum noise when SRM transmission is set to 1, 0.36 and 0.2 and
input power to interferometer is 125W. Effect from SRC detuning by 30nm is also shown in
figure. In the current configuration with SRM power transmission of 0.36 DARM pole equals
to 385Hz. In case of no signal recycling cavity, quantum noise level improves around 80Hz but
DARM pole is reduced down to 40Hz. If transmission of SRM is reduced to 0.2, then DARM
pole increases up to 850Hz and interferometer sensitivity improves at high frequencies and gets
worse in the frequency range 80Hz - 600Hz.
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Figure 11.1: Interferometer quantum noise depending SRM transmission T and detuning of signal
recycling cavity a.
• Injection of squeezed states of light through the antisymmetric port will improve noise in one
quadrature and make it worse in the other. Since radiation pressure noise is the dominant
quantum noise below 40Hz and shot noise above 40Hz with input power of 125W, frequency
dependent squeezing [125] can improve noise coming from each quadrature in particular fre-
quency band. However, due to optical losses in the filter cavities [126] it will be possible to
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reduce noise in one quadrature in a particular frequency band and avoid amplification of noise
in the other frequency band. Rotation of the squeezing angle can be done fast and improve
interferometer sensitivity at low or high frequencies depending on the gravitational wave signal.
11.3 Variable finesse of the signal recycling cavity
This section discusses ideas on how LIGO configuration can change in the next 10 years. Quantum
noise will limit interferometer sensitivity of both proposed future designs involving cryogenic systems
and building new facility with longer arms. For this reason, configuration of the signal recycling
cavity should be able to optimize quantum noise in particular frequency band.
If SR2 folding mirror is replaced with a triangular cavity as shown in figure 11.2, then transmission
of SR2 compound mirror can be changed by introducing offsets in the cavity length. In this case
transmission of SRM is set to zero and gravitational wave signal is extracted from transmission
of compound SR2 mirror. Cavity length can be tuned to reject sidebands and get only carrier in
transmission.
SRMSR3
SR2
SR2_B
SR2_C
PD_A PD_BFROM
IFO
Figure 11.2: Compound SR2 mirror inside the signal recycling cavity.
Major difficulty in this design is to control signal recycling and auxiliary SR2 cavities. Since
detuning of SR2 cavity changes not only amplitude of field reflectivity but also phase as shown in
figure 11.3, SRM should be moved in longitudinal direction to compensate for this shift. For this
reason, changing of SRC finesse as well as detuning phase is limited by the SRCL loop bandwidth
of ≈ 30− 100Hz.
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Figure 11.3: Power transmission and reflection phase from compound SR2 mirror based on cavity
detuning.
Transmission of SR2 mirrors are TSR2 = 10
−2, TSR2 B = 0, TSR2 C = 10−3. These values were
used to simulate transmission and phase of reflected light shown in figure 11.3. When cavity is not
detuned, power transmission of the compound cavity is similar to the transmission of aLIGO signal
recycling mirror TSRM = 0.36.
Residual motion of SR2 cavity should be suppressed down to 1pm to achieve stable DARM optical
transfer function. Figure 11.4 shows interferometer quantum noise with compound SR2 mirror. If
cavity is not detuned, then quantum noise is similar to aLIGO one. If SR2 B mirror is detuned by
4nm and SRM by 51nm, then quantum noise above 2kHz is factor of 3-4 better compared to aLIGO
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noise. This configuration can be used for detection of bursts during binary neutron star coalescence.
Quantum noise at low frequencies depends on the mass of SR2 mirrors. Red curve in figure
11.4 shows quantum noise when mass of SR2 mirrors in very large. Black curve is simulated under
assumption that mass of all three SR2 mirrors is 0.03kg. In this regime optomechanics coupling
inside SR2 cavity becomes important.
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Figure 11.4: Interferometer quantum noise with SR2 cavity depending on cavity detuning and mass
of the mirrors.
Compound SR2 mirror also works as a mode cleaner for the 00 carrier light. Higher order modes
leaving interferometer will be rejected from the SR2 cavity and leave interferometer through reflected
port if finesse of SR2 cavity is significantly higher compared to power recycling cavity finesse.
Finesse of signal recycling cavity in this optical configuration is significantly higher for sidebands
compared to carrier since sidebands are anti resonant in the SR2 cavity. This leads to higher SRCL
optical gain compared to aLIGO configuration. Given SR2 cavity parameters TSR2 = 10
−2, TSR2 B =
0, TSR2 C = 10
−3, shot noise level of SRCL converted to meters is reduced by factor of 3 in case of
zero DARM and SRCL detuning as shown in figure 11.5. Mass of all SR2 mirrors is assumed to be
2.9kg.
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Figure 11.5: Comparison of SRCL quantum noise in aLIGO configuration and with compound SR2
cavity. SRC finesse for carrier is the same in both cases.
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Summary and conclusions
Advanced LIGO interferometers have been successfully brought into linear regime in 2014 after initial
LIGO shut down in 2010. First part of this thesis is devoted to longitudinal and angular controls
of the arm cavities and auxiliary degrees of freedom. Servos are tuned to keep interferometer in
its operating point with small residual motion. Full sequence of lock acquisition takes about 10
minutes, and another few minutes are required to transition the instrument to low noise regime.
Control system was proven to be robust, and interferometer stayed in low noise regime for many
hours. Longest lock in low noise regime lasted for 30 hours.
The sensitivity of the advanced LIGO interferometers to binary neutron stars is already a factor
of 3 higher compared to initial LIGO instruments and continues to improve on a monthly basis. Data
from gravitational wave channel is calibrated using online procedure described in the second part
of this thesis. Achieved precision of DARM calibration should be better than 10%. Displacement
and sensing noise couplings were investigated to understand aLIGO sensitivity curve. Problems of
residual gas and scattered light will be addressed before O1 run to improve sensitivity curve at low
frequencies.
Feedforward cancellation systems are used to reduce coupling coefficient of auxiliary degrees of
freedom and angular controls to gravitational wave channel. This thesis describes optical coupling
and setup of online feedforward correction system. Cancellation factors of 10-30 are achieved in
the frequency range 10-70Hz. Online MIMO adaptive feedforward filters were tested at the 40m
prototype using input mode cleaner, arm cavities and seismometer signals. Subtraction factors of
10-30 are achieved in the frequency range 1-4Hz.
State-space approach to feedback control design promises to improve performance of aLIGO
control system. In the third part of this thesis several optimal time domain control techniques,
like LQR, Kalman filter, H∞, and µ-synthesis, are discussed and possible applications to advanced
LIGO interferometers are considered. H∞ control technique was successfully applied to the problem
of beam splitter local damping and angular stabilization. Simulations show that optimal Kalman
filter can be used to control curvature of test masses. LQR technique with frequency shaping of
the cost function was tested at the 40m prototype on single stage beam splitter suspension. Robust
controllers generate using µ-synthesis technique were applied to BS local damping. All suspension
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modes were damped and senor noise injection above 10Hz was less compared to suspension thermal
noise.
The last chapter of this thesis contains ideas for future research and improvements of LIGO
interferometers. The first science run will take place in the Fall of 2015 and will last for 3 months.
Some of the new systems discussed in this thesis can be installed after O1 in the beginning of 2016.
Other ideas will be implemented in the future towards direct detection of gravitational waves and
important research of astrophysical sources.
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Appendix A
Acronyms
This appendix gives a list of abbreviations frequently used in this thesis:
ADC Analog to digital converter
ALS Auxiliary length stabilization
AO Additive offset
AS Antisymmetric port
ASC Alignment sensing and control
BNS Binary neutron star
BS Beam splitter
BSC Beam splitter chamber
CARM Common arm
DAC Digital to analog converter
DARM Differential arm
DRMI Dual recycled Michelson interferometer
EOM Electro-optical modulator
ESD Electrostatic driver
ETM End test mass
HAM Horizontal axis module
IMC Input mode cleaner
ITM Input test mass
ISI Internal seismic isolation
MICH Michelson interferometer
OMC Output mode cleaner
PFD Phase frequency discriminator
PLL Phase locked loop
POP Pick off power recycling
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PRC Power recycling cavity
PRCL Power recycling cavity length
PRM Power recycling mirror
PSL Pre-stabilized laser
QUAD Quadruple suspension
REFL Reflected port
SRC Signal recycling cavity
SRCL Signal recycling cavity length
SRM Signal recycling mirror
UGF Unity gain frequency
WFS Wave front sensor
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Appendix B
Quantization noise
A significant fraction of aLIGO analog signals is acquired using ADC and processed in the digital
domain. After being conditioned, signals are converted to analog domain for actuation or saved
using data acquisition system for future analysis.
Poles and zeros of aLIGO filters are most commonly tuned in continuous representation and
then filter is converted to digital domain using bilinear transformation. During the process of digital
filtering, quantization noise arises from finite precision of number representation inside CPU. Output
noise of the digital filter can be written as:
e(t) = xd(t)− xa(t) (B.1)
where xa is filter output if numbers with infinite precision or analog signals are used for calcu-
lations and xd - filter output if finite precision arithmetic is applied.
In floating point arithmetic noise e depends on the input signal and particular way of digital
filter realization. Input signals depend on interferometer configuration and cannot be changed but
it is necessary to optimize computational form of digital filter to reduce noise e.
First step in minimizing quantization noise applied in LIGO digital system is to split the filter in
a set of second order sections. Each SOS is determined by five parameters: gain g, zero coefficients
b1, b2, and pole coefficients a1, a2. Output of SOS at particular time step t in dependence of input
signal s is given by equation:
xd(t) = g · (s(t) + b1s(t− 1) + b2s(t− 2))− a1xd(t− 1)− a2xd(t− 2) (B.2)
Second step in minimizing digital noise is to optimize signal flow inside second order sections.
Equation B.2 can be computed using infinite amount of forms. This can be most clearly seen if the
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filter is presented in the discrete time-invariant state-space form using (A,B,C,D) matrices:
z(t+ 1) = Az(t) +Bx(t)
y(t) = Cz(t) +Dx(t)
(B.3)
where z(t) is state-space vector of the model. State space representation B.3 is not unique
since for any non-singular matrix T it is possible to introduce another state space vector zT = Tz
and matrices AT = TAT
−1, BT = TB, CT = CT−1, DT = D such that state space model
(AT , BT , CT , DT ) represents digital filter B.2.
Optimal state-space realization of digital filter in terms of minimum quantization noise is de-
scribed in [127, 128]. In order to compute output of digital filter, (N + 1)2 multiplications and
N(N + 1) additions are required, where N is order of the filter. Other algorithms suggest lower
computational cost and processing time with higher level of quantization noise [129].
Direct form 2 has minimum possible amount of additions, delays and multiplications. This form
is the fastest way to compute filter output and was used in initial LIGO CDS system. Signal flow
is shown in figure B.1a. Most significant disadvantage of using this form is high quantization noise
since signal is first propagated through filter poles and only then through zeros. This way of signal
flow leads to large internal numbers and quantization errors.
Z"1$
Z"1$
g$
"a1$
"a2$
b1$
b2$
(a) Direct form 2.
Z"1$ Z"1$
g$
c1$
d2$
d
1$
c2$
(b) Biquad filter form.
Figure B.1: Filter forms used in initial and advanced LIGO to compute output of SOS.
Advanced LIGO uses another form of computing SOS known as ”biquad” form [130]. This form
requires one additional summation but avoids large internal numbers, and minimizes number of
flops, and is similar to realization of analog second order sections. Figure B.1b shows computational
process of SOS using biquad form. Biquad form gains are related to coefficients B.2 using following
equations: c1 = b1 − a1, c2 = b2 − a2 + b1 − a1, d1 = −a1 − 1, d2 = −a2 − a1 − 1.
This appendix describes software developed to estimate quantization noise of digital filters used in
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initial and advanced LIGO signal processing systems. This system was tested at the 40m prototype.
Section 1 describes the algorithm for the estimation of digital noise. Section 2 is devoted to the
system that is design to check all digital filters running at the 40m prototype.
B.1 Estimation algorithm
Since quantization noise of a digital filter depends on the filter input signal and biquadratic form
used to compute filter output, noise is checked for specified filter bank using online input signal.
Main idea of the estimation algorithm is to compute and compare filter outputs using two types of
variables with different mantissa size. In more details:
Figure B.2: DARM filter bank. Algorithm downloads input signal and computes output using two
types of variables to estimate quantization noise of digital filters that are engaged.
• 32 seconds of filter input signal is downloaded using data acquisition system. This data is
used to estimate quantization noise of digital filters. Since data in most LIGO channels is
stationary, it is sufficient to download filter input signal once per week.
• SOS representation of all digital filters that are currently engaged in the specified filter bank
is obtained from the filter configuration file. If later in time state of the filter bank changes or
coefficients of the filters are replaced then quantization noise should be checked again. Figure
B.2 shows example of the signal flow in the filter bank with 8 active filters out of 10.
• Calculations are done using two types of variables with different numbers of bits. As a result
quantization noise in filter outputs xd,1 and xd,2 is also different. Second type of variables is
chosen to have much more bits compared to the first one.
• Quantization noise of digital filter is computed by subtracting filter outputs xd,1 and xd,2.
Second signal contains much less digital noise compared to the first one and difference xd,1−xd,2
determines noise of filter output when first type of variables is used. Since aLIGO CDS system
uses double precision format, quantization noise is extrapolated assuming that it scales with
mantissa length.
Precision of digital filtering at the 40m prototype and LIGO Livingston Observatory was tested
using single and double precision numbers. Extrapolation factor of 2D−S ∼ 108 was used to scale
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quantization noise from single to double precision. D is number of bits used in double precision
mantissa, S in single precision.
Script is written in Matlab using C blocks. Outputs of digital filters is computed in C-functions
that are similar to the ones used in online system. Matlab is used to download data, get SOS-
representation of the filter and plot spectrum of quantization noise. Figure B.3 shows application of
the digital filter checking code to the HAM ISI vertical damping loop.
Figure B.3: Quantization noise of HAM ISI vertical damping loop. Noise is lower if ”biquad” form
is used instead of direct form 2.
B.2 Monitor of the full system
All digital filters at the 40m prototype were checked for high quantization noise by applying algorithm
discussed in the previous section to the full system [131]. Script reads model names from the input
list and for each model finds all filter banks, downloads input data for a group of 64 digital filters.
Quantization noise is estimated for this group of filters and then input data for next group is
downloaded for noise estimation. When all digital filters are checked, script creates a warning if
signal to noise ratio for the filter bank is less then 104. If the limit is set in the filter bank, the script
also checks for saturation of the output signal.
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Appendix C
Suspension wire heating
During aLIGO commissioning it was noticed that alignment drift of power recycling cavity depends
on intracavity power. This optomechanical effect misaligned completely PRC axis relative to the
input beam in less than 5 minutes if resonating optical power was as low as 60W. If optical power in
PRC cavity was increased up to 100W, instability occurred and power started to oscillate at 0.7Hz
before lock was lost.
Looking at local suspension sensors and optical levers it was discovered that PR3 and BS are
responsible for power fluctuations in PRC. Drift in pitch was a factor of 10-30 larger compared to
yaw. After lock was lost, suspensions drifted by 4urad to its initial position on the time scale of 10
minutes, as shown in figure C.1.
Since beam size on PR3 and BS is ≈ 5.5cm, effect of pitch drift was explained by assuming that
front wires of suspensions were heated by optical power resonating in the cavity. Length of the front
wires slightly increased and optic moved in pitch. Back suspension wires were heated much less
compared to the front ones since optical power could not get to that part of suspension.
Optical power increases temperature of PR3 and BS wires by ∼ 0.3mK/Watt. Since Young’s
modulus depends on temperature of the material, violin mode frequency should also shift. This was
indeed observed on PR3 and BS suspensions. Violin mode frequencies were measured when input
power was 3W and 10W as shown in figure C.2. Frequency of the mode shifted by ≈ 10mHz and
confirmed that wires are heated by the optical power resonating in the cavity.
Problem of PR3 and BS suspension wire heating was solved by installing additional baffles on
the mirrors that block optical power from getting to the wires. Baffles have reduced angular drift
by factor of ∼ 30 and wire heating problem became much less significant to aLIGO interferometers.
PRM and PR2 did not drift since beam size is much smaller on these mirrors. In this configuration
only small optical power gets on the wires and thermal drift is negligible. Test masses also did not
drift since they are suspended using fused silica fibers instead of metal wires. Fibers are well baffled
and also transparent to 1064nm laser light. Absorption of light in fibers is small enough to avoid
misalignment of test masses.
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Figure C.1: Drift of BS pitch after lock is lost. Blue trace shows intracavity power measured by
POP18 signal, red - BS pitch, magenta - BS yaw angle measured by optical lever. POP18 signal is
negative when PRC is locked on carrier. This signal goes to zero when lock is lost. When PRC was
locked, intracavity power was 60W.
Figure C.2: Frequency shift of PR3 violin modes when input power was increased from 3W up to
10W. This shift confirmed that wires are heated by optical power resonating in the power recycling
cavity.
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Appendix D
Beam clipping in Michelson
interferometer
When power recycling gain was first locked and properly aligned, optical build up was only 20
instead of 55 computed based on transmission of HR mirror surfaces Tprm = 0.03, Titm = 0.0148
and reflection of AR surfaces Rar ≈ 50ppm.
Recycling gain was increased up to 30 after optimizing beam position on the beam splitter by
moving PRC mirrors that were not controlled by angular servos. Next two effects were considered
to explain low power recycling gain:
• Mismatch of ITM radii of curvature by ≈ 34m is responsible for Michelson contrast defect of
≈ 10−2. Power leaks to interferometer antisymmetric port and power recycling gain is reduced.
• When ETMs are misaligned and power recycling is locked, size of the beam on beam splitter
is ≈ 6cm and optical losses on the back surface of BS and ITMs are responsible for low power
recycling gain.
These two ideas were tested using TCS ring heaters and CO2 laser beams. Both technique can
improve contrast defect of Michelson interferometer by a factor of ∼ 30 but change beam size on BS
in a different ways. TCS ring heaters increase g-factor of PRC cavity and beam size on BS. Opposite
effect is achieved while applying CO2 laser beams. Angular WFS loops were running during the
measurement to avoid changing of power build up due to alignment effects.
First ITMs were matched to improve contrast defect of Michelson interferometer by applying
power to ITMX ring heater. Figure D.1 shows 4 hours of data of power recycling gain, contrast
defect and ring heater power applied to ITMs. Heating of the mirror substrate has delay of ≈
30 − 40minutes due to heat capacity of ring heater and conductivity of the test masses. For this
reason effects from changing ring heater power on PRC build up and contrast defect are delayed.
Minimal contrast defect of ≈ 8 · 10−4 was achieved when power of 0.55W was applied to ITMX
ring heater. At the same time power build up in PRC increased from 27 up to 37 due to lower
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contrast defect. When both ITM ring heaters were engaged to keep contrast defect constant but
increase beam size on BS, recycling gain has significantly reduced. When ITMX was heated with
1W and ITMY - with 0.5W, power build up reduced to 15.
Figure D.1: Power recycling gain, Michelson contrast defect and ring heater power during TCS test.
Power on ring heaters was increased in steps to monitor effects in recycling gain and contrast defect.
Power fluctuations also increased since cavity g-factor shifted closed to 1. It was monitored by
dithering PR3 optic at f0 = 4Hz and demodulating resonating power at the second harmonic of the
drive. As discussed in section 2.1.2.3 relative power fluctuation at the second harmonic of the drive
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is proportional to:
4P
P 0
(2f0) ≈ θ
2
exc
2θ20
(D.1)
where θ0 - divergence angle of power recycling cavity and θexc = Kθpr3 - waist tilt due to excita-
tion θpr3, K is coupling from PR3 angular motion to waist tilt. ABCDEF of power recycling cavity
discussed in section 4.2.1 gives the number K = 478. Figure D.2 shows demodulated intracavity
power at the second harmonic of the drive frequency. After two hours when both ITMs were heated
and recycling gain dropped to 15, relative power fluctuations demodulated at the second harmonic
of the drive frequencies increased by factor of 3 and K increased by ≈ 1.7. This means that coupling
of mirror angular motion to waist tilt has increased by 1.7 during TCS test.
Figure D.2: Measurement of PRC g-factor during TCS test.
Then CO2 laser beam was applied to ITMY to optimize contrast defect. Minimal value of 4·10−4
was achieved when CO2 laser power was 175mW. At the same time power build up in PRC increased
from 33 up to 45. Cavity visibility has also reduced towards its nominal value of 0.85.
Figure D.3 shows 6 hours of power recycling gain, Michelson contrast defect and cavity visibility.
During this time power of ITMY CO2 laser beam was slowly increasing to optimize contrast defect.
When power of CO2 laser beam was increased up to 185mW Michelson contrast defect started to
degrade.
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Figure D.3: Power recycling gain, Michelson contrast defect and cavity visibility during CO2 laser
test. Power of CO2 beam power was slowly increased from 0 up to 175mW.
This measurement confirms that beam size is crucial for the power recycling build up due to
clipping inside Michelson interferometer. Power recycling gain of 54 was achieved when both CO2
laser beam were used in common to keep optimal Michelson contrast defect and reduce beam size
on the beam splitter.
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Appendix E
Seismometer isolation kit
Seismometers installed at the 40m lab to monitor ground motion in the frequency range from 10mHz
up to 50Hz. A network of Trillium T-240, Guralp CMG-40T and Streckeisen STS-2 seismometers is
also used for feedforward noise cancellation from interferometric degrees of freedom at low frequen-
cies.
In order to achieve maximum sensitivity of seismometers to ground motion, instrument should
be isolated from the ambient temperature, pressure and magnetic fluctuations. For this reason
seismometer isolation kits were designed to reduce coupling of environmental noises to seismometer
signal. Isolation kit also protects expensive seismometers from being accidentally broken by human
activity.
Assembly of the isolation kit designed using Solidwords software [132] is shown in figure E.1.
Seismometer stands on the 18×18′′ granite block with surface tolerance of 0.01′′. Stainless steel pot
is attached to granite block using clamps and o-ring and covers seismometer on the top.
Seismometer cable comes through a hole in the granite block. Isolation kit has its own short
cable going from connector plate to seismometer. This is done to improve interior isolation from
ambient pressure and temperature fluctuations and to avoid seismometer noise coming from motion
of the long cable from readout box. Inner cable also protects seismometer in case of accidental pull
of the long outer cable.
Common granite blocks, pots and clamps are used for isolation of all seismometer types at the
40m prototype. At the same time connection plates are custom since Guralp uses different connectors
from STS-2 and T-240. Connection plates are attached to the granite block using screws and o-ring
to improve filtering of ambient temperature and pressure fluctuations. Pole frequency is controlled
using small feed through connectors. Diameter of the hole can be adjusted using proper filters.
Auxiliary cable for temperature and pressure sensors go inside the kits with T240 seismometers.
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Figure E.1: Assembly of the seismometer isolation kit.
Figures E.2 show pictures of isolation kit installed at the Y-end of the 40m lab. Length of the
interior cable is ≈ 1m.
Figure E.2: Guralp seismometer installed in the seismic isolation kit with internal cabling.
Figures E.3, E.4 and E.5 show drawings of granite block and connection plates for Guralp and
T-240/STS-2 seismometers.
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Figure E.3: Drawing of granite block.
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Figure E.4: Drawing of connector plate for Guralp seismometer kit.
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Figure E.5: Drawing of connector plate for T-240 and STS-2 seismometer kits.
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